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Yes that's right, down-town,
down under in Sydney Australia. We are a

bunch of electronics enthusiasts who sell a

great range of goodies through our FREE
400 page catalogue (see below) - don't be
frightened! You can purchase on the Net
from us 24/7/365 through our secure

encrypted system* Post and packing charges

are modest and you can have any of 8,000 4-

unique products delivered to your door
within 7 - 10 days of your order* Some
specific products are shown below.

Theremin Synthesiser Kit j.
KC-5295 £17.50 + post & packing
The Theremin is a weird musical instrument J
that was invented early last century but is

still used today. The Beach Boys' classic hit ^
Good Vibrations Featured a Theremin. By L/y
moving your hand between the antenna
and the metal plate, you create strange
sound effects like in those scary movies! Kit

* Includes a machined, silk screened, and pre
drilled case, circuit board, all electronic

components, and dear English

Instructions.

9VDC power supply required

tMapiin *GS74R£9>99).

3 Stage FM Transmitter Kit
KJ-B750 £5.80 + post & packing

The circuit board may /onS %
measure just f 9“ Jl

2 T

'(U xt*06 XW), but it can LjUfJ I

transmit signals over half a mile in the

open. It has flexible power requirements,

with 6 to 12VOC input voltage {50 a 9V
battery would be suitable). Jt is quick to

build, and fun to use. Kit supplied with

circuit board, electronic components, and
clear English instructions.Remote Control Extender

KC-5209 £6.70 + post & packing

Get the Video Quality

you Paid for]
KC-539G £29.00 + post & packing
Copy protection Is put in place on videos and DVDs for

a good reason, but this robs you of the true high
quality reproduction that it is capable of* Get the

quality you paid for and strip out these annoying
signals' It supports composite and S- video signals

and can be configured for NTSC or PAL format.
Kit indudes case, circuit board, alE electronic

components & dear English instructions. Note:

Some SMD soldering required.

Many households have two or

more TV sets which are linked

to a single VCR via antenna
cable. The problem is, yog can't

directly control the VCR from
another room in the house. So, if

you want to fast forward or

freeze frame the action, you
have to get up and walk to the other room to where the VCR
lives. Not any more! This amazing kit will let you control a VCR
or hi-fi system using a remote control from another room in the
house. It picks up the signal from the remote control and sends
it via a 2-wire cable to an infrared LED located close to the
VCR or IR receiving equipment* The kit is a breeze to construct

and win work with virtually any remote control system. The
Jaycar kit is complete with case, silk screened front panel, FCB,
hardware plus all electronic components.
A 9VDC power luppjy tMaplin "G574R £9.991

and a 2-wire cable are required.

rtavrat

Caution. During signal conditioning, this unit

removes copyright protection. Piracy is a crime &
Jaycar Electronics takes no responsibility for its

potential for unlawful use.

9VAC power supply required

(Map tin ?GU09K £9.991

We Stock
Independent Electronic

Boost Controller >4s.
KC-5387 £23.20 + post & packing
Change between 2 completely
different boost maps at the ,v>

flick of a switch.
*

Map across a » ‘ jSMV
maximum of 64
different engine
loads. Boost curve
selection is via a I mti.

dashboard switch, and it

is all programmed using

the Handheld Digital Controller - KC-53B6. Kit

supplied with PCS, machined case, and all

electronic components. Suitable for EFi and engine
management systems only.

KC-53B6 £23,75 + post & packing
Used to program the ^
Independent Electronic im7~7~~ '.rj-mL
Boost Controller

circuits It features a — PPyT^
2 line backlit !

1

1

LCD, and easy to

use push buttons, it - l

Qj 'Pa fi ^ hi

Is designed as an BWL1
interface and display, and is not required for general adjuster

functions after they have been programmed. Kit supplied with
screen printed and machined case, a quality solder masked
FCB with overlay,, backlit LCD, and all electronic components.
Requires serial interface lead 5ft D25 plug to plug
Uaycar Cat. WC-7502 £2.30)

RIMOU control
SXTINPER

KITS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CARS
Electronic Components,

Sub-Assemblies & Electronic Kiis

Audio & Visual Equipment
& Accessories

Computer & Telecoms
Accessories

Burglar Alarms &
Surveillance Equipment

Lighting Products
& Accessories

Gadgets & Unique Gifts

Post and Packing Charges:

Order Value Cost

£20 - £49.99 £5

£50 - £99.99 £10

£100- £199.99 £20

£200 - £499.99 £30

£500+ £40

Max weight 12lb (5kg) - heavier parcels POA.

Minimum order £20.

Log on to

ectronics.co.uk/elektor

r FREE catalogue!

(Monday - Friday 09.00 to 1730 GMT + 10 hours only)

For those who want to write:

100 Silverware r Rd S liverwater NSW 2128
Sydney AUSTRALIA
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MICROCONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

from Breadboarding Systems
Make PtCmicro® development easy with the EasyPlC3 - only £99!
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The new EasyPlC3 Development Board combines a

versatile development experiment board with a built-in

USB programmer. With its wealth of on-board
10 devices and support for virtually all 8

: 14 : 18, 28 and
40-pin PlCmicro^ microcontrollers in the 10F. 12F, 16F
and 18F families, we re certain you won't find a more ver-

satile high quality board at such a low price. The
EasyPICS Development Board is supplied with USB pro-

gramming; power cable, programming software and useful

example programs.

EasyPIC3 Development Board features:

* High quality development experiment board with

built-in USB 2.0 high-speed programmer.

* Programming software compatible with Windows
operating systems including 2000 and XP.

* Comes with a F1C16F877A microcontroller but

compatible with virtually all 8, 14, 18, 28 and 40-

pin PICmicro" devices in the IGF, 12F. 16F and
18F families,

* On-board I/O devices including switches, LEDs,
seven-segment displays, potentiometers and RS-
232 interface. Now also features USB and PS/2
keyboard interface connectors.

* Provision for easy fitting of optional DS18S20
temperature sensor, and LCD and GLCD dis-

plays.

* All I O lines available for off-board expansion.

* Wide range of optional add-on boards available

including ADC, DAC, EEPRQM, Compact Flash,

MMC/SD, Keypad, RTC
t RS-485, CAN and IrDA,

Additional add-ons available soon.

* Powered from your PC's USB port or optional

mains adapter.

* Supplied with example programs written in

assembly language, BASIC, C and Pascal.

Also available are similar boards for the 8051, AVR and
dsPIC, each at the same great price of £99 including UK
delivery and VAT—please telephone or see our website
for further details.

• Supplied with Microchip Technology's MPLAB
development software and demonstration
versions of MikroElektronika s mikroBASIC,
mikroC and mikroPascai compilers.

Learn about microcontrollers with our EasyP!C3 Starter Pack - just £149!

We've taken the EasyPIC3 Development Board and added a 16x2 character LCD display, 128x64 graphical LCD,
DS18S20 temperature sensor. RS-232 serial communications cable and our own easy-to-follow microcontroller

tutorial to form a complete and self-contained Starter Pack—everything you need io learn about and experiment
with microcontrollers! With this pack you will quickly become proficient in microcontroller programming and
interfacing. Please see our website for full list of covered topics.

Make programming easy too with mikroBASIC, mikroC and mikroPascai

Three incredibly easy-to-use yet powerful compilers for PiCmicro
1

' microcontrollers, each featuring a user-friendly

code editor, buiit-in tools and routines and source-level debugger. Supplied libraries facilitate rapid development
and include ADC. CAN, Compact Flash. EEPROM, Ethernet, Graphic LCD, i

2
C, LCD. 1-wire. PWM, RS-485.

sound, SPI, USART, USB routines and many more. mikroBASIC and mikroPascai—£99 each, mikroC—£149.

Call 0845 226 9451 or order online at www.hreadhoarding.oo.uk
All prices include UK delivery and VAT. Major credit and debit cards accepted. Secure online ordering.



Software

on DVD!

ading the way

This issue of Elektor Electronics is

very special indeed, being the first

in our 30-odd year history in pub-

lishing to come with a free DVD in

the full print runJ A treasure trove to

electronics enthusiasts, the 'Kalei-

doscope' DVD contains almost 30

electronics CAD programs from

nearly all great players in the field.

It sure took us a lot of work, emails

and phone calls, but we finally suc-

ceeded in getting approval from all

leading manufacturers far the distri-

bution of their programs on the

DVD you'll find secured on

page 1 3 in this issue.

These days it is hard to think of

electronics design without the help

of a computer. You could be draw-

ing a schematic, simulating a circuit

or taking the project through the

board design and testing phases.

Most of the software products on

the DVD cover all three steps, be it

within a single package or by

means of separate but interlinked

programs. Of course, every pro-

gram as its own strength and weak-

nesses, while users will (and should

be allowed to) have their personal

preferences. Our DVD allows you

to form a well-founded opinion on

just about anything available today

for CAD in the ever widening field

of electronics. As an extra, we've

also thrown in a couple of tools for

related design aspects like front

panel designing.

Switch off the doorbell, pull the

phone cord and make sure there's

plenty of food and drink available

for a couple of days of very intense

PC use while you sample, browse

and try out the programs on the

DVD r We're looking forward to read

your findings, please let us know!

Programs for schematic capture,

board designs (PCBs)

and simulation are

now indispensable

tools for anyone seri-

ous about elec-

tronics design.

This issue jg

comes with a frt

free DVD
packed with

demo, evalua-

tion, trial and

complete versions of

all popular E-CAD pro

grams. The DVD on

page 1 3 allows you

see what program is

best suited to your requirements and

applications.

There are three other design

besides the familiar type

impedance and low output impedance. In

this article we find out what these other

types can offer in terms of bandwidth

with the help of a few essential circuits.

34 Voltage Mode or

Current Mode?

Jan Buiting, Editor
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From 35 years publishing experience v/e can

confirm that it's difficult to make modern tech-

nology accessible to everybody. But the best

comes to those who wait ... join us to discover

the numerous possibilities that E-Blocks offer!

Microcontrollers are particularly hard for beginners to

program. Graphical user interfaces help to show interde-

pendencies, but they have their limitations. We look at a

couple of systems and some simple application examples.
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Thousands of OBD cables and connectors in stock

Custom cable design and manufacturing

Lowest prices • Online ordering Ship worldwide

Contact us online:

www.OBDCables.com sales(a)obd2cables.com

we have uouv OfeP cable, we cai^ help ljov H~ l

VerifiedYour price conscious PCB supplier

CIRCUITS

Online Price calculation

Online Ordering

Online Order tracking

Online 24/24H and 7/7D

a la carte

pooling for prototypes and smalt series

from 1 till 1.000 pieces

from 4 working days onwards
up to 6 layers

- wide range of technological capabilities

- up to 20 layers

- from 1 piece onwards
-from 2 working days onwards

www.eurocircuits.com
/ >
MEGApool

pooling for series

250* 500 or 1.000 pieces

medium series at prices of MEGA
series

lektoc
leo ronios
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SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS
Test and Measurement Solutions

featured products

8 Port RS232/RS422/RS485 mode!

£350

NETCOM Ethernet- Serial Servers

NelCom are industrial strength, network based serial device servers

for connecting R3232, RS422 and RS485 serial devices directly to a
10/1 00Mbps Ethernet network running TCP/IP, Netcom can control

1 or more serial devices located virtually anywhere (via Ethernet

or Internet). NelCom can be configured over Driver Panels, WEB
Browser Serial Port, Telnet or SNMP and serves as a transparent

serial channel without platform and distance limitation.

Housed in a sturdy metal enclosure including DIN rail mount, one
to eight port models are available, 19in rack-mount versions with

internal switch mode PSU can also be supplied.

priced from £85 { Netcom 111 )

DS1M12 Oscilloscope ' Datalogger
2 1 MS/s Input Channels + waveform
generator output

USB Instruments - PC Oscilloscopes & Logic Analyzers

Our range of PC Instruments may be budget priced but have
a wealth of features normally only found in more expensive

instrumentation. Our D51M12 and PS40M1Q oscilloscopes have
sophisticated digital triggering including delayed timebase and come
with our EasyScope oscilloscope / spectrum analyzer / voltage

and frequency display application software and our EasyLpgger
data logging software. We also provide Windows DLLs and code
examples for 3rd party software interfacing to our scopes.

Our ANT8 and ANTI 6 Logic Analyzers feature 8/16 capture channels

of data at a blazing 5O0MS/S sample rate in a compact enclosure.

priced from £125 (
DS1M12 & ANTS )

1 to 16 port USB to Serial Adapters

With over 16 different models available, we probably stock the

widest range of USB Serial Adapters available anywhere. We
offer converter cables, multi-port enclosure style models in metal

and plastic, also rack mount units such as the USB-16COM-RM
opposite. Serial interfaces supported include RS232, RS422 and
RS485. We also supply opto4solated RS422 and RS485 versions for

relaible long distance communications. All our USB Serial products

are based on the premium chipsets and drivers from UK company
FTD1 for superior compatibility, performance and technical support

across Windows. MAC-OS and Linux platforms.

priced from £20 ( US232B/LC laptop Companion
)

PCI Serial Cards

Discover our great value for money range of multi-port PCI serial

cards. Supporting from two to eight ports, the range Includes RS232,
RS422, RS485 and opto-isolated versions. Our 4 port and 8 port

models can connect through external cables or the innovative wall

mounting COMBOX.

EasySync Ltd
373 Scotland Slreef, Glasgow G5 8QB, United Kingdom

Tel : 0141 418 0181 / Fax : 0141 4180110

Web : http://www.easysync.co.uk

E-Mail: sales@easysync.co.uk

* Prices shown exclude PP and VAT where applicable

%.
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USB to Centronics

Dear Editor — the article USB

to RS232 Hurdle Race caught

my eye as I was just starling

out with a simple kit based an

on Aims! microcontroller. I was

hoping the article would pro-

vide an alternative to the rather

clumsy method, used with the

kit, of using on LPT port for

uploading programs. Unfortu-

nately, I have a printer

attached to that port and the

relevant connector is difficult to

reach on the back or the PC. I

also object to the use of the LPT

drive signals (and RS232 sig-

nals) for the programming inter-

face. At the ana of the day,

although your article did not

present a solution to the prob-

lem it did succeed in explain-

ing the real problems you run

into when using an USB to

RS232 converter in order to

program a microcontroller vio

control signals.

After reading your article, I

quickly abandoned the idea of

using an USB to

Centronics/LPT converter.

Recently I came across an

alternative .solution, 'project

AVR910', on www.klaus-lei-

dinger.de/mp/index.htmL The

circuit employs a microcon-

trailer and is based on an

older Atrnel application note.

Dora is sent to the mtcracon-

trailer in block mode— nor-

mally vio the data lines, not the

control lines. As a matter oF

course, rhe PC has to be able

to handle this different method

of data transport.

Ronald Marr (UK)

Thanks for that Ronald, the word

is being passed to other readers.

Salien & Key vs. MFB
I really enjoyed reading the arti-

cle THD: Sallen-Key versus MFB
r

In the July/August 2005 issue

which I obtained through down-

loading — thanks!). The article

would have been even better if

you hod included o graph show-

ing the high-frequency

response, in that rejection

range one will see the response

of a Soilen & key filter rising

again for high f values, indicat-

ing that the apamp is over

exerted. Its output impedance

will rise considerably causing

the output to lose its ideal volt-

age source characteristic.

Referring to your schematic,

C I and C2 then enable a vir-

tual path between input and

output. In MFB configurations,

this effect is far less pro-

nounced preventing higher fre-

quencies to leak' from input to

output. Put ji Eo the test! My
comment Is intended as o posi-

tive contribution rather than

criticism!

H» Huynen (Netherlands)

Live recordings using

portables

Dear Jan — I am using a Mini-

Disc recorder to record live

Programming with the

Elektor 89S8252 Flash Micro Board

Mfcroflfflsb should not be used anymore/ aspect ally under Windows

XP, as it often produces erratic results.

We now advise downloading and using ATMEUSP from

www.niodul-bus.de/mbnews/fT3bnews02/isp-htm. (otmelisp.zip,

Version 21,5,2005, 709 k).

After pressing "DK7JD" in the lower left corner the program is con-

figured correctly for the Elektor 89S8252 Flash board. Also, select

the right COM port in the upper left corner.

About the cable: use a 1:1 RS232 cable with at one side a mole con-

nector out! at the other side a female connector. Connect pin 1 with

pin i and so on.

Hole: The pin numbers on male and female connectors ore mirrored!

music performances. A fre-

quent problem I run info is that

the sound level is so high that

the microphone starts to distort

the signal ['brick walling').

Actually the source of the trou-

ble is not so much the micro

phone itself but the supply volt-

age it gets from the Mini disc

recorder. Sure, commercial

units [with or without internal

preamplifier) con be found to

remedy the problem but D1Y

plans are hard to find. May I

suggest Elektor designs a cir-

cuit including a preamp for

Minidtscs or iPods, enabling

us to make high quality live

recordings?

Mike Duffin (UK)

One or cur editors is a?so o keen

sound recordist and built the

"Phantom Supply from Batteries"

from the July/August 2005
issue. He extended the circuit

with a standard power supply,

allowing the circuit to operate

with a wall cube. Although this

circuit still does nof include c

microphone preamplifier, a good

solution would be the INA217-

based Balanced Microphone

Amplifier' published in the

July/August 2003 issue. This is

a reasonably simple yet high

quality design that can be built

on a compact I title board. The

INA2 17 may be replaced by an

INA 163 , which will produce

even less noise . Designing a sim-

ilar circuit for the iPod is prob-

lematic because or the iPods

pecu liar const,ruction ..

Metal Defector Coils

Dear Jan — despite a lot of

effort both in reading your bril-

liant articles and building

things on an experimental

basis, I have been unable to

get to grips with the constric-

tion of the search head in your

latest metal detector ('CCO

Metal Detector
,
July/August

2005, cd.). The electronics Is

working just fine but ! keep

struggling with the wires in the

8 ekklflf dsjfromts -11/2085



Rejektor
Under this heading we will occasionally publish circuits, ideas and suggestions lhaf did nat moke it to full publication in this magazine for various rea-

sons [like lack of space}.

Charger

Johny Verhoeven

sketched this circuit dia-

gram of o simple boltery

charger. Similar circuits

hove been published

many limes before.

Although an IM117 is

used in ibis circuit, any

similar adjustable voltage

regulator should do the

job equally well. Users

should note that this Is a

standby charger— if

the battery is deeply dis-

charged^ the voltage drop

across the regulator and

hence the LMH7's dissi-

pation will rise beyand

safe limits and calling

adequate cooling, if the

charger is to be up to flat batteries as well, then a switching regulator like Notional Semiconductor's LI1 074 is better suited to ihe job.]

coils and haw fa connect them

up. Please help!

Tony Birrefl {UK}

From correspondence wfrfi other

readers, v/e can conclude that

usually its ire coll screening that's

net properly understood. Here is

serne supplementary information.

The coil is covered with a conduc-

tive foil, ft you use a material that

con be soldered, for exampis ,

copper or brass foil, the foil is

directly connected to orctnd. Alu-

minium (kitchen) foil may also be

used. Unfortunately, this cannot

be soldered, so to ensure a

proper electrical contact a length

of bore wire (connected to

ground) has to be added to the

coil windings r When the foil is

applied around the coif it will

touch the bare wire and provide

the ground confect

it is essential that neither the

screenma foil nor me bore wire
-H_i»

forms dosed loop as that equals

a shortoirousted winding greatly

reducing the detectors sensitivity.

Although we've usually shown a

I Balancing UP© Cells

I July/August 2005, p, 114,

1 034026-

1

! In the circuit diagram, IC1

should be identified as a
! MAX6382XR4 1 D2-T. Pin 1

j

should be connected to

I

ground, and pin 3, to the pos-

itive supply voltage. Pin 2 is

I
the RESET output

1

Precision

Baroinefrer/AlHmeter
September 2005, p. 54,

040313-1

Problems with the real-time

dock may be solved by down-

loading updated software

from our website. A 56-pF

capacitor between pin 12 of

1C 1 and ground will improve

the dock accuracy.

I

!

1

I

I

I

f

I

1

I

I

1

1

1

1

I

round coil in our drawings,

squa re, rectangular or D-shaped

alternatives are also perfectly

adequate . The construction also

applies to the
J

One-Component

Metal Detector from the October

2004 Issue of Efe&tor Electronics .

MailBox Terms

- put cation o? -reader 3 correspon-

3
----

3 3-: on

of the Editor.

- Vfevpainis! expressed by corres-

pondents ere not necessary

those of the Editor or Put; 5
:3E'

- Gorrespcndenee may te

transited or edrred T
'or length

cianty and style.

- When replying to Mat'box

correspondence.

p Iease quo La 'ss Lte numbe r.

- Piease send youf MailBox

cojrespondencs to:

:± = s : tor-eJecton ps cr

Gekior Electronics, The Editor, EO.

Box 150 r

Ttinbrldge Wells TN5 7WY. England.
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NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

M i croillouse robot ics

championship
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The race is an to build robotic

mice forme 2006 international

robotics championship, Micro-

mouse when it returns to Birm-

ingham s Millennium Point, on

Saturday 1 0th June next year,

1 he event will be hosted by

UCE Birmingham's Technology

Innovation Centre (TIC), for the

third successive year. Organis-

ers have launched Micromouse

2006 well in advance, to

accommodate the rapidly

growing interest from new com-

petitors, both From the UK and

overseas.

With this early announcement,

competitors from schools, col-

leges ond universities, will now
have time to develop their

entries From the start of the new

academic yean

Micromouse 2006 will see

mini-robots, racing to reach the

centre of a specially constructed

maze, in the fastest passible

time. The competition has three

classes and is open to anyone

with a suitable 'mouse',

in the top maze-solver class,

mice find the optimum route to

the centre of the maze,

unaided, over a series of

'runs'. This class of the compe-

tition has seen highly sophisti-

cated robots competing in pre-

vious years. They feature four-

wheel drive, steering and

anti-lock brakes.

The competition's other 'wall-

follower' categories, provide a

route for new competitors to

develop their skills, 'Non-con-

toe! and 'contact' wail-fallow-

ing mice, solve the maze by fol-

lowing ihe left-hand wall, using

either sensors or physical con-

tact with the walls of the maze.

Instigated in 1 980, by the institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers (IEE),

Micromouse continues to stimu-

late -vide interest in electronics

and software technology.

The coveted Micromouse

cheese trophy' for 2005, was

won by Derek HolL His moze-

solver mouse, Motormouse IV,

achieved the fastest run-time,

after a tense bailie with long-

time rivals, Ken Warwick and

West Midiander, David Wood-

field.

The 2005 competition saw
Coventry University student,

Andrew Uoyd, and a team from

the Sharif University in Iran,

awarded special newcomer

prizes, for exceptional first-time

entries. Teenagers Ryan Chidley

and Shannon Hall, succesfully

defended their respective titles

in the non-contact and contact

wall follower categories.

Por further details visit

www.tic.ac.uk/micromouse or

contact Dr Tony Wilcox on

0121 331 5400.

.057 1
7-4-
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New power management ICs

Microchip introduces the

TC 1 303/TC 1 304 and TC 1 3 1

3

series of power management ICs

that combine synchronous

buck switching regulator, low

dropout (LDO) regulator and

power-good function info single-

chip solutions.

All five device options include

the 500 milliomp (mA| Buck

Regulator, and the 300mA LDO.

The differences between the

devices relate to the power-

goad function.

• The TC13Q3A power-good

operates on the buck regulator

output

• The TC1303B power-good

operates on the LDO output

• The TC1303C power-good

operates on both the buck regu-

lator and LDO outputs

• The TCI 304 power-goad is

used to provide a power

sequencing function

• The TC 1313 does not feature a

power-good function

These devices provide a low-

power, Jow-cosi, minimal board

space solution for a variety of

battery-operated and dual output

volfoge systems,

the synchronous buck regulator is

a very efficient switching DC-DC
converter. Under heavier loads,

the converter operates in PWM
mode of o Fixed 2.0 MHz
switching frequency. For lighter

loads, such as in a standby

mode, the converter switches to

a power-saving pulse frequency

modulation (PPM) mode. The

regulator has adjustable and

fixed output voltage options.

The low-noise linear LDO regu la-

ter supports up to a 300 mA
load with a very low dropout

voltage (137 mV ot 200 mA typ-

ical), and is stable with a single,

1 .0 uE ceramic capacitor on the

output.

All the devices offer a number of

protection features., including

under-voltage lockout (UVLO),

over-temperature protection and

output short circuit protection.

The TC 1 303/TC 1313 devices

offer individual shutdown con-

trols for the two regulators, while

the TCI 304 uses the power-

good function together with the

3HDN pin to provide a power-

sequencing function [where, dur-

ing power-up, the LDO must be

operating within specification

before the huck regulator is acti-

vated, and
,
during power-down,

the buck regulator output is dis-

abled prior to the LDO output).

To help demonstrate the effective-

ness of these power manage-

ment solutions, Microchip is

offering the TC13G3BDM-
DDBK1 Demonstration Board.

vavw.microthip.com

jS7 74-3
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Jan Bulling & Martin Cooke

'The writing is on the wall'

applies io two major articles in

Eiekfor Electronics June 2005
issue, bath covering the subject

of Electrosmag, ana in terms of

know-how
|

[
"'E Iec tro smog : can i

be that bod!") and the other, for

bit of reoMife soldering ("Elec-

trasmog Detector

Here at Eiekfor we ore satisfied to

see not only that the June 2005
issue was our best selling single^

month issue so far this yeor r but

more importantly, that our discus^

that people can suffer sickness,

muscle pains and headaches

when having bean exposed to

electromagnetic fields! The con-

dition known as 'eleotrosenstiiv-

ity is a heightened sensitivity' ro

electromagnetic fields and fhe

condition will be officially recog*

nised os o physical impairment.

The contents or the report have

been leaked' prior to its official

publication due In October.

The MPA report will state that

increasing numbers of British

people are suffering from the

electrosensifivity syndrome.

Stewart, chairman of the HPA
and the government's adviser on

mobile phone radiation matters,

warned that a small proportion or

the population could be harmed

by exposure to electromagnetic

fields, and called for careful

examination of the problem.

The HPA, has now reviewed all

scientific literature on ebctrosen-

sitiviry and concluded that it is o

real syndrome [the condition had

previously been dismissed as

psychological).

The HPA's findings, it is hoped,

should lead to better treatment

It's official (in the UK) and

Elektor had the articles to match

sltivity have moved to remote

areas where they think electro-

magnetic pollution Is lower.

In January the Stewart report also

called far a national review of

planning rules for 3G and other

mobile phone masts. The review

was launched by the government

in April. Significantly, the Gfcom

online Sitefinder [reported about

in the first of the two Elektor arti-

cles) has seen for more Frequent

updates since April 2005.

The HPA report is eagerly

awaited by anti-3G campaign*

ers. Alasdatr Philips, director of

the campaign group

Powerwalch.

sion of a highly controversial

issue like me dangers of exposure

to electrical fields was spot-on as

well as properly balanced in

respect or presenting the pro and

con arguments of the scientists,

engineers, telcos. anti-3G mast

lobbyists, captains of industry

and last but not least the socalled

independent' institutes. Why?

A report to be published In

October 2005 by the UK's

Health Protection Agency (HPA)

is to confirm that several dis-

orders can resuit from
exposure to electrical

fields generated by

,

among others, mobile
phones and mobile phone
base stations.

The agency reviewed all the

published reports to arrive at

their conclusions and the report

acknowledges [for the first ftme]

While ihe total figure is not

known, thousands are believed

to be affected to some extent.

The report, by the agency's rads*

ation protection division, is

expected to say that GPs have

no guidelines on how to treat

sufferers and that additional

research is needed to find treat*

ment and cures. It will give a full

list of the symptoms, which

include dizziness, irregular

heartbeat and loss of memory.

Although most European coun-

tries do not recog ruse the condi-

tion, Briia in will follow Sweden
'where elecirosensltivlty was
recognised as a physico! impair-

ment in 2000. About 300,000
Swedish men and women are

officially recognised suFferers.

The acknowledgement moy fuel

legal action by sufferers in the

UK who claim mobile phone

masts have made them ill.

In January 2005, Sir William

for sufferers. In Sweden people

who ore affected by over expo-

sure to electrical energy receive

government support and/ar sub-

sidies to help reduce exposure In

their homes and 'workplaces. Far

example
l

special cobles are

installed in sufferers' homes 'while

electric cookers are often

replaced with gas stoves. Walls,

roofs, floors and windows can

be covered with o thin aluminium

foil to reflect the electromagnetic

field back to the source.

British campaigners believe elec-

trical devices in the home and

the workplace, as well as mobile

phones or phone mosis emitting

microwave (SHF) radiation, hove

created an environmental trigger

for the syndrome. There is partic-

ular concern about exposure to

emissions from mobile phone

masts or base stations, often

located near schools or hospi-

tals. Some sufferers of elecfrossn*

said: This

will help the increasing

number of people who tell us

their GPs do not know how to

treat them/'

Rod Read, chairman of Elec-

trasensitivity UK, added: This

will be the beginning of an

awareness of o new form of pol-

lution from electrical energy/

The two orticles on Electrosmog

published In Eiekfor Electronics

June 2005 may be downloaded

from

www.elekior-electrQnics.co.uk .

click an 'Magazine/ then June

2005,

The Elektor Electrosmcg Detector

is available as a ready-built

Instrument for just £50, see

www.e Iektor-electronics.co.uk/

Defou ILa spx? tob id=3Q&Produ c-

tlD-2572

. OS7 -
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Programs for schematic

capture, board designs

(PCIs) and simulation are

now indispensable tools

for anyone serious about

electronics design. This

issue of Elekfor Electron-

ics comes with a I

DVD packed with demo,

evaluation, trial and com-

plete versions of all pop-

ular E-CAD programs. The

DVD, we hope, allows

you see what program is

best suited to your

requirements and applica-

tions. This article pro-

vides brief discussions of

all programs on the DVD.

Abacom: Splan 6.0 - SprinfLayout 4.0 14

AMS: Circuit Creator 14

Baas: Layo PCB 10.0 14

Bartels AutoEngineer: BAE 4.3.0.347 15

Cadence Design Systems: OrCAD V 1 0.0 1

5

CADInt PCB: CADInt PCB 2.11.15.0 15

CADSoft; Eagle 4.15 15

Capilano: DesignWorks 4.3.1 16

Edainnovation: EPD 7.2.31 16

Electronics Workbench: Design Suite 8.1 16

Free PCB: Free PCB 1.2 16

Friedrich (Bureau): Target 3001 i VI 1 & VI 2 17

Holophase: CirCAD y98 1

7

K1CAD: KiCAD 1

7

Labcenter Electronics/Multipower: Proteus 6.8 1

7

McCAD: McCAD Schematics - MAC PCB-ST 1

7

Merco electronics: PCB Elegance 3.0 18

Merlin: MerliPCB 18

Micrelec: WinSchem 6.1 - WinTYPON 6.1 18

Niche Software: PCB Designer 1.3.3 18

Number One: Easy PC 9,0 1 8

Pad2Pad: Pad2Pad 1.6.0 18

PCB123: PCB123 V2.1 18

PCB Editor: PCB Developer's Assistant V3.0 19

Seefrax: RangerXL - Ranger2XL 19

Tsien: Boardmaker 3 19

Visionics: EdWinXP 14.0 19

Vutrax: Vutrax 12.5 19

Zuken: CADStarexpress 7.0 19

Extras; Simulators, Autorouters, Front Side Design, Video

Guy Raedersdorf Presentations (in French), Adobe Reader, etc.

Attain -11/1005T2
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Free DVD
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INFO & MARKET KALEIDOSCOPE

Vital first go! the h)eo g l moving fe overview we were convinced ft would be tin

clmosi Heraibn losk to convince a haul thirty companies of ihe advantages ei having

their software prolate) appear m this month’s free DVD, even if trie competifion to

this fTt!dl is, well, artfuoct Gut 'Mint belter v. ay la higblfghl the strengths of o com-

pany than [jst hy sha ding you're very much olive and kktbg?

Or>gfnc
f

ly ivs had intended to amp-ay a smalt crcufl (Figure 1). the WAHz Frequency

Metis front the 2005 Double Summer Issue, using each program. Mowed by. if pos-

sible,, a desci of the correspsslng boad, posrSy even usng ciiiaytaamatl and uafo-

rouf:ng. This hope turned out to he fusl o drecm due fa the time thui would hove been

required to undertake ecrfi program and create lbs missing components one hy one,

finding ihot that ibey did no! exist. Thai sure would have given [he advantage to

ibose pre-grants for FCG design only [Ike Loyal PCS, because ml we wanted fa da was

design a baaid in manual mode. So, we were farted to change our plan 0:id prep a*-e

instead, screendumps of certain examples ihat tome with the various software pack-

ages. Haw many limes hove you asked ourself, where ton I find d smell simple pro-

gram lhal can moke a printed circuit quickly and hove it etched within on hour?

Thanks fa I he con teals of this DVD, you now have plenty of choices.

Still, vie did not went to completely obanrkn our original idea mi invite you, cur

rseders to parlidpate to this venture:

Get going with the programs you find interesting {including ihe ones

you may already know), using the schematic In Figure I as a starting

point. A dedicated page is available an the fMtor ftectfonhs website

where you can report your findings with I he program[s] of youF choice.

|

We also welcome feedback from professional users of the various PCB

^

design programs.

L — — — — » — — »

O L£3t

Figure 1. Here is Ihe small schcmolk thnt we would have liked lo

submit la each of the schematic capture and _

PCB design programs on this DVD. 1

8

Vie do not intend to discuss each program on Ihe DVD in areni detail Rainer, we

lotus on problems and peculiarities encountered during installation and practical
*

use. We also give you special lips; oliowing you to form your own opinion by trying

them out and help you decide for yourself which one is the most appropriate lor n

your objectives.

Lets look Qi ihe programs on the DVD to alphabetical cider, using the first letter of

the company name or, if there ore several programs, the name of the program itself n

fo number of companies herring token ihe name of I heir program cr rice-verso),

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — J

Spiesn 6.0

Sprint layout 4.0
Abacom kindly sent us a CD-ROM
with a demo of all versions of all of

their programs, and even created a

program launch interface.

Just enter the Abacom directory and

click on the Start icon to launch the

demo.

SPIan, version G.O, is used to produce

schematics.

Toe Zoom page function is used to

make the entire schematic reappear on

the page.

The creation of a component list only

takes a few seconds and a components

search is very easy and fast.

Modifying the components is simple,

possibly because the possibilities are

limited.

The Sprint Layout board design pro-

gram will not impress those who are

used to "large' programs, such as Pads

Layout or OrCAD Layout, but it is a

very easy way to make one’s own
trace design.

Placing various pads (several pad

models are available) and traces is

easy, as is editing.

Since we wanted to limit ourselves to

programs related to schematic capture

14

and board design, we transferred all of

the other demos into a separate subdi-

rectory called 'Extras', If you would

like to try something other than sFian

or Sprint Layout, all you needtodois
to move the relevant file(s) from the

Extras' directory to the corresponding

main directory located above it (Aba-

com\Demo\).

Circuit Creator
Circuit Creator is a set of programs

including Board Creator, Boute Cre-

ator, Symbol Creator , Logic Creator ,

and View Creator
,
plus a set of docu-

mentation, including a .pdf manual of

no less than 364 pages. If the docu-

mentation Is faithful, the entire design

process is covered: schematic capture,

creating interactive symbols, circuit

simulation and automatic router

design. In the schematic capture

phase, the zoom is not progressive and

uses several steps. There is also

another, better version. Platinum, fea-

turing a simulation option. The com-

mands are not very sophisticated, but

none the less efficient. The simulation

program, SpiceCREATOR, also from

AMS, is presented to you in the

Extras.•'Simulators folder.

LayolPCB 10.0
The program installation is the same
no matter which language is selected,

English, Dutch, or French. The installa-

tion is done in the wink of an eye. due

to the small size of this program,

hardly 2.5 MB.

Despite its simplicity of use, this pro-

gram Is really worthwhile. The netlist

generated by a schematic capture pro-

gram may be used to establish the

required links. The 0.000i-mm internal

resolution is useful when designing

high-resolution boards.

An DRC (Design RuteChecker) is avail-

able online.



This small program is easy to test and

use to successfully create one's own
PCB designs,

BAE 4.3.0.347
BAE (Bartels AutoEngineerL ) is a set

of programs for schematic capture,

PCB design and to ASIC/integrated cir-

cuit design.

There is a version for Windows and
one for Linux,

Installation does not present any prob-

lems. taking just a few seconds, due to

the size of the program. Once installa-

tion is finished, you will be asked if you

want to go to demo mode or to

schematic capture only. It Is easy to

pass &om demo mode to schematic

mode by replacing the router cfg con-

figuration file with the schema.cfg file

(but that implies license ownership,

which beyond the scope

of this article),

BAE is clearly a profes-

sional program that has

already evolved over sev-

eral years. The structur-

ing of a project is well

done. It goes from

schematics to pan place-

ment and then attempts

auto-routing.

Each time, a new panel is

opened within the triple-

panel (screen) layout.

Manipulating the compo-

nents is self- evident

„

Board bl of the

sysdemo.ddb praject is

very representative. The
auto-router demo is

impressive (260 intercon-

nections in less than 30 s

on a 1.8-GHz system —
the world has really changed since fast

CPUs and large memories came
about). That is a comment often heard

when one sees the actual power of the

auto-routers
f
even if we let auto-place-

ment do its thing, the auto-router has

no problem inserting the interconnec-

tions in the little space left between
the components,

QrCAD 10.0 Demo
Ifthe name of the company itself is not

very meaningful to our readers, the

name OrCAD has a great ring. OrCAD
was one of the first schematic capture

programs to appear on the market, at

least twenty years ago.

At about 175 MB ORCAD is the largest

suite on the Kaleidoscope DVD. It inte-

grates several modules, one of which
is OrCAD Capture for schematic cap-

ture and OrCAD Layout for PCB
design.

One of the strengths of the OrCAD
approach is sharing data over the

entire process, a solution that we find

on more and more programs, with

retroactive editing. As soon as we
have a netlist we can execute place-

ment of components and their routing.

These commands, the product of opti-

onsmg u t il Isation experience over

time, have almost become the stan-

dard in the profession.

This demo version of OrCAD 10.0

includes a demo version ofOrCAD Uni-

son Ultra with CIS option, it offers the

following functionalities:

• OrCAD Capture, one of the most pop-

ular schematic capture tools in the

world with a CiS option (Component
Information System) offering options

for powerful searching, capture, and
analysis of manufacturer specifications

of components
* PSpice A D, oners sophisticated sim-

ulations for analog and mixed signal

environments

- OrCAD Layout with SPECCTRA, PCB
design, backed by the router which is

the industry standard.

We extracted the file that is on the

DVD. All you need to do is launch the

setup. A few facts about the company
and a few mouse clicks down the line,

and the program is installed, Reading

the documentation on the Internet may

give your firewall a hard time. You

need to search for examples in the sub-

directory \tools\xxx\samples —where
the xxx will depend on what it refers

to: capture, layout, etc. We ll let you

savour the pleasure of discovering it

yourself.

CADint PCB

2.11.15.0
This large program (close to 15 MB)
from CADint (Sweden) in the 3.70,1

version installs with no problems. The

demo version is similar to the others,

somewhat limited, especially with

respect to back-up. The possibilities for

the schematic capture section are very

substantial. You may he surprised to

see that the various models are not

drawn on the grid in such a way that

there is a progressive

shifting of lines as the

connection studs drift,

but as soon as the grid is

turned off, we no longer

have this parallax prob-

lem. A number of com-

mands are intuitive.

CADint PCB also has a

PCB design section

capable of powerful

functions such as auto-

mat ic via generation,

manual routing with

optional Bezier curves,

calculation of trace

length and correspon-

ding impedance, pin and

group swap. Free to all

academic institutions.

Eagle 4.15
Eagle (Easily Applicable Graphical Lay-

out Editor) from CADSoft exists in Ger-

man and English; there is also a version

for Mac and another which works in

Linux. The current version is 4.15.

Eagle is a complete program integrat-

ing a schematic editor, a PCB editor

and an auto-router — all in the same
user environment. This avoids having

to convert the netlists in order to get

from schematics to the PCB design,

whose maximum size, in the profes-

sional version, is 1,6 m square, at 0.1-

micron resolution.

At first, opting for the German version

shows up at the user interface level

and the Help menus, but not the stan-

i 1; 2005 - tMkrT electronics 15



daid program commands, still in Eng-

lish. This should not bother our read-

ers.

Eagle is a highly appreciated program

all over the world due to its high-per-

formance Light version.

We did not try the Mac version or the

Linux version.

DesignWork

Professional

Version 4*3*1

The version presented on the DVD also

supports simulation and VHDL.
The installation goes smoothly.

The interesting thing is that we have

direct access to examples which clar-

ify the capabilities of the program.

We also have the option of importing a

certain number of third-party formats*

Components are placed directly; you

just need to move it inside the window
and place it on the work surface.

You will need some time in order to

scroll through the 1,000 components

that make up the total list*

Placing the connections is extremely

simple, just dick on the first pin and

there you go, the wire at the end of the

cursor, to the destination pin.

Documentation is provided.

EPD Windows
7.2.31
This Edainnovation software has the

special ability of working with an

AutoCAD engine.

You will be requested to enter a license

when you launch EPD Windows for the

first time*

To do that, you will need io be online,

or it may be possible by telephone*

The system automatically creates the

body of the message with the serial

number.

As a general rule, you will receive a

response with the evaluation license

file for 15 days called

EPDWINDEMO,p\vd within 24 hours*

You need to transfer it to the program

directory (typically C:\Frogram
Files\CAD DESIGN SOFTWARE acad)

where you will give it a new name,

CDS.PVJD. When restarting the pro-

gram, ignore the error message and

continue.

The environment is very unusual. The
graphics are surprisingly sophisti-

cated.

The entire program seems powerful

and at an industrial level, but no doubt

requires an approach other than the

one we are used to for this type of pro-

gram.

When reducing the size of the window
you are working in, the program auto-

matically recentres the object. Fortu-

nately, there are a good number of

examples on which to practice and

gain experience.

Design Suite 8.1
Who does not remember the good old

Ulticap and Ultiboard from the late

80s? They have really evolved since;

acquired by Electronic Workbench, a

simulation specialist, it is very popular

in colleges and was itself recently

taken over by National Instruments,

Strategic alliances are being concluded

and are moving ahead at a fast pace*

Electronic Workbench is proposing a

derao version of their DesignSuite 8.

1

software. It integrates four programs:

Millticap for schematic capture, Multi-

sfm for simulation, Ultiboard for FOB
design, and Ultiioute for routing.

You are required to enter some per-

sonal data during installation before

being able to continue. The program

makes sure your profile is updated.

The installation proceeds smoothly.

Two options open when starting the

program: Multjsim 8 and Ultiboard 8.

The countdown, of the number of days

in use begins as soon as the installa-

tion is terminated. You have 45 days.

The program automatically proceeds to

verify that the program is current. It

then opens automatically.

Tne work area is attractive. Placing the

parts is simple* Select, confirm and

then place. Placing the interconnec-

tions is even easier— click at the start

and click at the end.

The program incorporates powerful

tools like a digital oscilloscope io dis-

play signals during a simulation.

The probes provide precious informa-

tion about what’s happening m real

time where the probe is connected (vir-

tually).

if only for the number of examples

offered, this is a superb demo.

Tne second program, Ultiioute, as one

might suspect from its name, is a high

performance router, and a peoermil

one, too.

He at Elektor we have been asked

many times which software our

designers use. Well, they are Ultiboard

and QrCAD fans, having used exten-

sively customised versions of these

programs for close to twenty years to

design Elektor’ s superb PCB boards

that are well-renowned in the industry.

FreePCB 1 .2
This program comes in the form of a

compressed file which is self-extract-

ing. You must extract it hi an optional

directory Enter the subdirectoryVbm of

the directory thus created and launch

the program.

As the name indicates, it is a PCB
design program, it is used to import

and export net list3 and to use rats

nests.

The manual is in .html format and easy

to access.

Although it is a simple program, hav-

ing function key reminders simplifies

use. The digital keys are intuitively

placed.
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Target 3001! V 12
Here we have the exclusive honour of

presenting the most recent version of

this multifunction software, version

12. Unfortunately, we were not able to

test it, the file literally arrived 1 hour

before the Kaleidoscope DVD went into

mass -production.

We are referring to version VI 1 which
you can run by clicking on the icon

car/1 L
Target 3001! does not contain modules.

Rather, it is a program integrating

schematic capture, simulation, PCS
design, auto-routing, auto-placement,

CEM analysis, and even front panel

design.

The version presented here is a version

iimired to 100 pins/blocks, two layers

and the simulation of 30 signals.

It should be noted that the developers

of this software authorise free distribu-

tion of the demo version,. It is however
not allowed to use the software for

commercial purposes.

Do not be alarmed by messages
announcing that the software only

lasts six months...

The program offers a large number of

examples giving a good idea of its

capabilities. It is true that the limit of

100 pins is relatively restrictive.

CirCAD '98 4.20t
This one, too, installs with no problem

under Windows. CirCAD shows tech-

nology as it existed about ten years

ago t as the original creation date indi-

cates.

It is not simple to obtain a zoom...

Once you have discovered the tech-

nique, it is rather impressive to see

what could be done at the time.

Remarkably each pin has its own num-
ber, so there should be no more
excuses for connection errors. Opening

a reference window lets you zoom pre-

cisely on the desired area.

A.mong the interesting aspects of Cir-

CAD we found "reverse engineering

which allotvs you turn a scanned
image of a PCB all the way back to a

schematic!

KiCAD
KiCAD is an Electronic CAD suite com-

prising several programs;
* KiCAJJ project management utility

* EESchema (Schematics)

* PCBNEW (Printed Circuits)

* CVPCB used to create the associa-

tion list for PCBNEW indicating con-

nections between components appear-

ing on the schematic (s) and the corre-

sponding modules (physical form) for

the printed circuit ,

- OEREVIEW (view GERBER files).

The program comes in zipped format

and should be extracted into a sepa-

rate directory, an operadon which
takes a certain amount of time, consid-

ering the size of the of the relevant

files.

Next, we enter the directory that we
created and start BB5chema.exe for

schematic entry. As they show on the

screendump, there are some relatively

complex schematics,,.

There is even a 3D viewing option —
superb! Just move the mouse to any

spot on the board surface to see it turn

in space and see the components in

3D. The board’s centra of gravity is

identified by an axis.

Different executables exist for Linux

and Windows (98. XT, NT),

The files generated by the various

operating systems are perfectly com-

patible between one system and

another.

Proteus 6.8
Proteus is a complete software tool,

composed of ISIS for schematic capture

and ARES for PCB design.

ISIS

The examples available are interesting,

an EPROM programmer and emulator.

The work surface is well thought out,

all of the necessaries are within reach:

Components, General View, etc. Worth
the detour, especially since the prices

are reasonable.

ARES
You will need a bit of patience before

being able to use the PCB design pro-

gram.

The quantity of subdirectories that the

Labcenter Electronics directory7 con-

tains is impressive. You need to go into

the subdirectory Proteus 6 Lite SAM-
PLESvSchematic & PCB Layout to find

ail the necessary. Any new manipula-

tion causes the (annoying) hourglass

to appear.

The autorouter demo is impressive,

although professional users might

have some reservations that a non-

specialist might not notice.

Proteus, in its complete version, can

simulate an enormous number of com-

ponents, LEDs and LCD displays using

Atmel and Microchip controllers.

McCAD Schematics

MAC PCB-ST
As you can guess from its name, a ver-

sion for Mac computers exists. As far

as we know, this was one of the first or

the first CAD program written for the

Mac. Given the growing success of

Windows, a version for the PC was
added later. When requesting the pro-

gram Installation execution, you will

see two executables and one docu-

ment appear. Begin by reading the lat-

ter, Install the schematic capture pro-

gram, then the one for PCB design.

This operation runs smoothly. Then
you will find five tools, from Schemat-

ics to PCB-ST, also to include PakEdit,

Schematic Tools and Gerber 2, We
begin in ‘life’ mode.

The familiarisation process for the

schematic capture program is quick

due to the simplicity of the commands
and available functions.

The capacity of the PCB design pro-
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program not imposing constraints.

Winschem can also serve as a basis for

transfer to IVinTVpon, the program

used to make the printed circuit.

^NinTypon is the module for drawing or

making a final copy of a printed circuit

drawing. Help bubbles in conjunction

with keys help speed up the familiarisa-

tion process, Winiypon can be used as

a PCB design tool, pure and simple,

but it is also possible to access it from

the Winschem schematic capture soft-

ware for data transfer.

PCB Designer 1 .3.3
FOB Designer is one more old-fash-

ioned’ program, not much bigger than

400 kB. The installation only takes a

few seconds, opening a new design

takes little more time than that. Its

only function, as its name indicates, is

that of a PCB design program. You sim-

ply place the components as you like

needed.

MerliPCB
Here, we find a very spe-

cial program — not exactly a

schematic capture program, but a

design program that works under

Corel Draw version 7 and up. As a

number of our readers have one of the

gram is quickly exhausted. Eventually

it will report that too many windows
are open, and finally crash.

Good documentation is sadly missing

even for basic things like IC shape

placement {however, a large .pdl file

exists with 368 pages for schematic

capture, we really feel the Mac influ-

ence there).

PCB elegance 3.0
The installation goes quickly. No exam-

ple is available to get an idea of the

final result. The familiarisation process

requires some time but then the moves
are logical. Toe components are gently

placed on the grid.

Working on the components is simple,

in the traditional way—
with a few shortcuts to

sped up things. Clicking

on
*

repaint

'

from time to

time brings back colour

to the grid.

The block diagram can

be used to pass from one

module to another and
clarifies interconnection

issues.

This is a general pro-

gram that gives the

impression of having the

ability to build interest-

ing things. It comes with

a lot of documentation
— and a lot of it is

ulator that can be found in the

Extra/Simulators directory of this DVD.

It's a good idea to start with a large

screen since there is no way of mini-

mizing either the Help screen or the

Control Panel (it’s ail or nothing). The
program offers a huge number of pos-

sibilities. Several examples help you

understand the programs options.

The system checks to see if there is a

new version.

Easy-PC also provides a Reverse Engi-

neering function, going back from a

PCB design to a schematic.

Other new features include a 3D dis-

play and a verification feature to see if

sufficient space exists between two
superimposed boards, a Push-aside

function that, as its name indicates,

pushes aside
r

parts so

that you can squeeze in

anorher, and Track Neck-

ing that automatically

reduces the width of a

trace when it must be

connected to a thinner

block.

1.6.0
Simple installation with

no problems. Program

start-up is illustrated by

a nice little PCB.

This is a program for

designing FCBs only. If

we can believe the

examples offered, this

program can handle very complex

PCBs (one of the lesser examples Is an

SLID with 248 contacts).

Pad2Pcd

Version

FCB123 2.1
versions of tins program, we included

Merlin PCB Designer on the Kaleido-

scope DVD,

WinSchem 6.1

WinTypon 6.1

This is a set of software in French for

our French readers. We will not spend

too much time on it.

Winschem is the module for creating

and preparing final copies of electronic

schematics. Users are given a lot of

freedom to design their schematic, the

and then interconnect them with the

traces. Please note that this works for

double-sided designs. The available

options are primitive but how many
printed circuits were created this way?
You have to opt for the widest zoom if

you want to centre the pads well,

lasy-PC 9.0
Number One Systems oner you a demo
version of Easy~PC for Windows
Schematic Capture & PCB Layout , as

well as a demo version, in version 2.0,

of Easy-Spice, an A/D mixed-mode sim-

Installing PCB 123 is very easy. There

are two shortcuts on the desktop,

• PCB 123 Schematic
, the schematic

capture program and
* PCB123 Layout V2 t the printed cir-

cuit design program.

PCB 123 Layout offers several basic

models for the PC 104 and the Rabbit,

in particular.

Editing is enabled with automatic acti-

vation of the component or the trace

that is found just under the cursor. One
click on the part makes all of the rele-

vant information appear.
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PCBEditor

Version 3.0
There is a setup available to install the

program. This demo version does not

allow you to save files. If we can
believe the About page, development

was finalised four years ago in 200L
Placing the component forms is accom-

plished without problems. SMD com-

ponents are even placed automatically

on the underside of the board.

Placing connections is easy to do. The
traces have different angles., depend-
ing on the distance to be covered. An
angle of 45

:

is used for die shortest, at

l/20th of an inch.

Documentation is found in close to

75 well-organised pages.

The professional edition can handle

larger work surfaces — 32 x 32 inches

instead of 15 x 15.

The system requirements are very

modest. 10 MB HD space, works in

Windows 95, 93. NT. 2000 but also on
XP as we were able to confirm.

The PCB Editor Help function is well-

designed and can be activated directly.

Ranger XL

Ranger2 XL
Launch Autorun or, if you prefer, the

setup. You will see a double installa-

tion option. You should start by read-

ing the README file since it contains

some very interesting information. If

you have any installation problems,

you always have the possibility of

going into the corresponding directory

and launching the setup of the relevant

program.

Using these two programs is simple.

Open a new project and search for the

forms of the various components used.

The most important examples cannot

be edited within the limitations or

these demo versions.

Nothing like having a bit of fun while

familiarising oneself with a program,

BoardMaker 3
The installation is quickly completed.

Libraries can only be installed once the

program is installed (and that seems
logical). This process overwrites the

library files installed during installa-

tion of the principal program. Familiari-

sation with the program is smooth. It

is easy to modify the size of the work
surface by playing on the edges of the

central panel. Moving the board design

works pretty smoothly. A lot of thought

has gone into tool symbol fonts.

Opening a second project in parallel

with the first one causes a brutal pro-

gram shutdown, forcing you to start

the whole thing up again (this may be

due to insufficient memory. The sym-
bol fonts are relatively bold, but you
have direct access to edit them. If you
get too close to the work surface edge,

the view shirts, which is suiprisLng if

not annoying.

You can open the schematic by enter-

ing directly. Several demo examples

help to visualise how the program
functions. A large manual is online.

Impressive! Alas, no online Help.

EDWinXP 1.40
The Swedes at Visionics sent us a CD-
ROM with the latest version of their

product, EDWinXR version 1.40. We
put it on the DVD. The Autoran.exe file

has some errors during program instal-

lation. A better option to use is

Eetup.exe.

IfT during installation, you should get

one or several messages telling you
that some file could not be copied,

don't panic, just click on Restart to

continue. The installation process

takes some time due to the size of the

program but it is a visual delight .

Vutrax 12.5c
The installation is somewhat complex,

using DOS windows. Installing close to

2 tGQD files is not restful. The program
interface shows its age but doesn’t

interfere with utilisation. Tne directory

of examples is well-stocked.

The traces are not as fine as they

might be with Windows but then a

number of our readers, we know, do

not have Windows! The Help file is

very large.

Using the program requires getting

used to. CtrHZ. allowing you to undo
your steps, is a useful function.

Do not bother to change the destina-

tion directory if you don't want to

encounter terrible problems. Pressing

<F1> during activation of an option

opens an explanatory window.
Closing the program takes you back ro

the principal Menu from which we can

choose what we would like to do and
the choice is grand!

CADStarExpressZ.O
CadStarExpress from Zuken requires

entering your password. Installation is

completed smoothly, you can even get

by without entering your personal

information. The trial version is limited

to 300 pins and 50 components

Launching the program automatically

opens a .pdf file of about twenty pages
of instructions.

It is no doubt worth the time to print it

out in order to follow it step-by-step and
create your first schematic and printed

circuit that can be viewed even in 3D,

Tne program always opens with the

project last handled.

There is an impressive number of

Undo's in order to re-establish a situa-

tion bungled by a series of not to clever

manipulations. As in most programs,

the ohm symbol is difficult to display

and is replaced by an E,

Example 3
, based on the 80C552-4

microcontroller is impressive. Compo-
nent rotation is possible at an accuracy

of 1/lGQOth degree!

The PCB design works well. One can

see that this is a professional program.
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Extras

Besides !he different programs we have discussed in Inis article.. there are others ihnl

do no! fit inlo ihe defined framework of PC design l schematic capture software but

seemed interesting enough lo deserve to be on tbs DVD. V/e gave ihem their own direr-

lory: ficto.

Lei; mention some of them here. Asiatas supplies symbols for OrCAO Capture and

Pspice; Pslm6J libraries, a Powersymtedi simulator, another [ram Humber One,

HyperLynx from Mentor Graphics, etc. and loslfy, we should not forget la merman a

recent version of the Acrobat Reader to enable you lo read oil of fee wonderful .pdf

files accompanying many o! I he programs.

The Extras directory has a very French feel, as ihe majority of programs we received

came (ram that counlry. We leave yau lo discover ihem on your awn,

A missed opportunity?

Some companies we addressed preferred lo decline our offer to pul iheir programs on

the DVD,, mainly for Sechnical reasons.

Among these companies was Allium [ex-Protel}. We did include Ihem in Ihe list of links,

however for the soke of completeness. We would have liked la further garnish our Sim-

ulator section hut some of Ihe large companies like PsPice and BSSpice did simply nol

respond to our invitation e-mails.

8

Ihmk you's

The author would like to thank Codeace Design Systems.. Inc, for allowing tlekior ffec-

fjonia lo distribute OrCAD software with this printed issue.

A hearty thank you oho goes lo all of the other companies, even if they did no!

reguest formal recognition. Reeders will find the lisl in the fee below, entitled 'Where

to find 'rvhol\

As o matter of course, some programs will be available in o new version by ihe lime n

this article and the accompanying DVD appear. Some companies put out weekly

updates !
*

Undoubtedly the besl solution if you would like to know more about any one of these pro- |

grams, is to hove a look al their website. Please refer to the h\ of Internet addresses and n

if you have no! found the response there to oil of your questions, yau can send an e-

moil to the address indicated an the website, to the conloct closest to you geagraphi- “

colly (preferably locally, to avoid language problems).

We cannot guarantee that all of the programs will work on all machines. We verified
y

them an several PCs in our offices and lab with no major problems.

Vie, the editorial staff, obviously await your e-moils and other correspondence pro or 8

against one ar analher program. Be inquisitive and. lime permitting, explore the vari-

ous programs gathered on this DVD. You moy have d few surprises! *

Whea*e fl© find what?
Abacom WTAwobocom online.de/ Niche Software wv/w,mche.{o.uk/

AMS www.advanced ms i nc. com/ Number One Systems VAVw.numberonexom/

Ask Atoms vrww.osicatttnis.com/ OrCAD (Cadence] wvjW.o rcadxom/down 1 o ad $ .a $ox

Baas www.bnas.nl Pad2Pad www.aad2uad.com/

Bartels AutoEngineer vA'n'r. bme .ie/bae/hae/ PCB123 wmotbl 23xom

CADInt PCB wwwxacfinfcse/ PCB Editor w7Av.waldherr.com/

]

CADSoft vr.vw.cadsoft.de/ Seetrax wwwxeetTaxxQ.uk/

CHAD www.holoDbase.com/ Target 3001 ! httu://ibfriedrichxom/

DesignWorks www.cauilQno.com/ Tsien www.isien.info/

Edainnavation vAW.edoinnovo3ion.com/ VisTontx www.vi5ioniaD.se/

Electronic Workbench Europe www. electronicsvrarkbench.com/ Vutrax YAAY.YlffrOXXO.uk

Friedrich (Bureau) www.ibfriedrtch.com/ Zuken wvAv.iuken.com

Free PCB www.frfiejKbxom/

KiCAD ht1o://iuMice.uif-Qrenoble.fr/kicGd/

Lobcenter Electronics VA'iW.fa bee nter.co.uk/ Other interesting links for companies that do not

Layol PCB yavw. haas.nl appear on the DVD*

MtCAD v/vav.mccad.com/ Altfum vA’Av.Qliiumxam/pcad/

1 Mentor Graphics VrVrw.mentorxom/o ro d urts/otb/pad s/ Ariadne vA'A'/xa d-ul .de/hfm/a rio d n e-sfo rl.hlm

Merco electronics htfo:///www.me rto.nl/ Circuit Maker wviw.circuitmakerxom/

Merlin PCB yayw.q eociiies.com/MerliPCB/ Pulsonix wvav. u ul so n ixxom/index.asp

Mkrefec wmmicrobe, fr/1vclech/tel e.hlm The PCB Designer YAAvxcddesiqn.com/
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com

EASY To Use!

Very LOW Cost!

Extremely FAST
Turnaround!Layout Software

uAD our free CAD software

your two or four layer PC boards

ID us your design with just a dick:

CftIVE top quality boards in just days

Lichfield Electronics
Tel: (01543) 256684 Web: www.licbReldeiectrotucs.co.ukm
A postcard radio hil urmtaiitinv

1
3CB ’.'.fin dWids. capacitor

built in tuning coil. Tuning plate,

liar piece and wire

No Soldering rtcuirod

£4.99

Valve Radio Transistor Radio
Using the same basic design A radio using the ZN'4 S4 IC.

As the - rv -\d njin 2. v.T- c w hi oh output to stundird

is ndded to airrlis} the ic-und. headphone? 1 indoded 1

No SotJeriag Required ho; during required,

Sflcludes Cardboard stand.

£26.99

Reversing Car Turning Prog Tracking Mouse
This jcit Else* an on-buord

Mi-r to deteci .ollisloa*

and will rev eree and turn

awny using enh’ tnmsistor>

and passive e«|^baents

£13.75

w
lining400D range CMOS
togie and a into inis m>g
will meve in a frog like

manner when -afed h\

loud snund.

£16.00

Using 3 pre-programmiM -b[t

GPU the mouse will follow a

high coEiraii line with the aid

of three pboitEtrurEiiiU'rs uiui

tw o motors,

£24.99

Soldering Iron SMD Rework
A high quality temperature

Cnulmded sakfering bub
2(*j-4MHV ESDSafc
Comes with r-ia-id. .-pare

ileater ekitter? ardO dmm
Conlcrd tip.

£24.99

A hot air rawori. gun fur

SMD rtTT.u-. a- ard fitting

S '
: - fi up to OFP

attaoiimcnl and 0L=A

removal, lodmk-s 3

nozzles for none BOA use.

A1I In One
Includes a TOO-4&0C soldering

Iron, IlMUSOfiC hot air gun and

A IM5V !d.\ power supply

In a single itiss.

IneLudi-i Ee,J-.4 fioezEes and

Spare iron elcmmi.

£49.99 £99.99

PicoScope 3000 Sei

PC Oscilloscopes
The PicoScope 3000 series oscilloscopes are the latest

offerings from the market leader in PD oscilloscopes

combining high banrfwidths with large buffer memories.

Using the latest advances In electronics, the

oscilloscopes connect to the USB port of any modern PC

making full use of the PCs' processing capabilities,

large screens and familiar graphical user interfaces.

High perform anee 1 10GS s sampling rate

S 200MHz bandwidth

1MB buffer memory

High speed USB 2.0 interface

Advanced display & trigger modes

Compact & portable

pl*j m
Ftal

2+Ext t Finer

To 50?^™

1QQHU
iTSs

lOLiMSa

£+Etx 1

5t*F-

SUXlUit;

10GS?

20QUI«1

3 iEa tnf}v^e| |t

1*1.4* taS&ftr

5(1W“

Supplied with PicoScope & PIcoLog software <jT

&*M«r i

at

2S&X-9

0 to 5CWti

B¥rtS t

%n Wtihnu

-IMS

PC

±10Q«=V to 13QV

nses.o IUSB1.1 MpwriWrf

Tel: 01480 398395
www.picotech.com/scope309 Icchntihtgy Umimf
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INrU & MAKKEI NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

PIC micro for
Microchip hove announced a

Flash, 8-bit PIC microcontroller

with a 3<hanne!
r low frequency

(LF) transponder analog front

end and an integrated KEELQQ
cryptographic peripheral. This

is combined with Microchip s

low power nanoWatt Technol-

ogy in a small 20-pin SSOP
package.

The PICt 6F639 is ideal for a

svide range of security and
other general-purpose applica-

tions. These include automotive

Passive Keyless Entry (PKE) sys-

tems ond Tyre Pressure Monitor-

ing [TPM] systems, property

and identify authentication sys-

tems and security systems such

as electronic locks, remote

security sensors, etc.

! he three-channel transponder

analog front end provides bi-

directional LF communication, os

commonly used in PKE and RFED

applications. KEELOQ technol-

ogy is based on a proprietary,

non linear encryption algorithm

that creates a unique transmis-

passive keyless entry

sion on every use, rendering

code capture and resend

schemes useless.

The PiC16F639 microcontroller

also includes:

# Precisian 8 MHz inferno! oscil-

lator with software dock switching

* 3,5 Kbytes of Flash program

memory, 1 28 bytes of RAM and

256 bytes of EEPROM
• Two analogue comparators

• One 8-bit Timer, one 16-bit

Timer

* Ultro Low Power Wakeup
(ULPW) and Enhanced Watch-

dog Timer (EWDT)

* Software-selectable Brownout

Reset (BOR) and Programmable

Low Voltage Detect (PLVDj

* Wakeup Reset [WURJ feature

The integrated LF analog front

end includes:

* Three channels for amn [-direc-

tional 125 kHz wireless commu-
nications

* 3 mV input sensitivity

* Programmable antenna tuning

* Support for battery-less operation

The PIC16F639 is supported by

Microchip's development fools,

including: the MPLAB® Inte-

grated Development Environment

(IDE), MPLAB ICE 2000 in-ircuit

emulator, MPLAB PM3 universal

device programmer, PJCSTART©

Plus low-cost development sys-

tem, MPLAB ICD 2 in-circuit

debugger/programmer and the

new PlCkit77 '' 2 Starter. In addi-

tion a complete PIC16F639-

bosed Passive Keyfess Entry Refer-

ence Design (part # APGRD001)
is is available.

www.mitrochip.com/keelo
q
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Blueooti ptroduc developed in three months

usinj innovative tool

A wireless telephony access point

for home use — a product that is

one of ihe most sophisticated

deeply-embedded Bluetooth sys-

tems ever developed — has been

created in record time with the

aid of a new development tool

from Cambridge Consultants.

Designed in just three months by

Clipcomm, for Korea Telecom's

'On ePhone f ixed-ma blle-conve r-

gence (FMC) service, the new

BlueStation series uses Bluetooth

to allow mobile phone users to

make or receive calls over the

fixed wireline phone network

when at home. This facility

allows mobile phone users Eo use

the same phone and number

wherever they are, and reduce

call charges. With Bluetooth

becoming commonplace on

mobile phones, this telephony

concept is attracting worldwide

attention, and a similar scheme

called BT Fusion is currently

being launched in the UK by BT.

Conventionally sophisticated

Bluetooth products employ a Blue-

tooth chip operating under the

control of another processor,

which manages the overall sys-

tem and the user InEerface. How-

ever. the recent introduction of

Cambridge Consultants xlDE for

Interface Express tools gives users

unrestricted access io the full

native power of Ine XAP proces-

sor care inside CSR's market-lead*

ing Bluetooth device, BlueCore.

This allowed Clipcomm ia

develop a single chip solution that

performs both Bluetooth and sys-

tem control functions, saving the

cost and real estate required for

a separate processor and mem-

ory - an important consideroiion

for a cost-sensitive consumer

product like this.

Clipcomm s new access point

product is an embedded system

handling up to Four handsets

and two public network lines. It

Iso has to support multiple

instances of CTP, H5P, GAP and

SDP Bluetooth Profiles (cordless

telephony, headset, generic

access and service discovery

respectively]. In addition.

BlueCore monages the rest of

the embedded system and its

user interface. This includes a

peripheral that performs the

required public network func-

tions such as dial tone genera-

tion, tone detection and caller ID

detection. Conventionally, these

functions can be performed by a

low-cost application-specific 1C.

but Clipcomm has chosen to

implement them using o DSP —

which allows it to perform line

echo cancellation as well - pro-

viding a very high performance

solution.

With the aid of xlDE for Interface

Express, the complete embedded

system was developed in just

three months. Clipcomm pur-

chased three licenses for the soft-

ware development kit (SDK)

which provides a complete com-

pile/make/debug tool chain For

the XAP processor, plus a library

of qualified Bluetooth Profiles.

Another major aspect of the tool-

suite is its integrated develop-

ment environment (IDE), which

simplifies software projects

through a highly-graphical soft-

ware project management envi-

ronment and user interface.

Cambridge Consultants Ltd,

Science Park, Milton Road,

Comb ridge, CB4 QDW, UK
Teh 444 (0)1223 420024;

Fax; +44 (0)1223 423373;

v/ww.cambildgeconsultonts.com

. .
- L

... the same mobile phone and

number wherever you are ...
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M*|T
The champion's

long road

constructions that you

find every month in

Elektor Electronics, coming

up with new electronic

designs in a research lab, or making your own application

from scratch, the steps to follow are the same.

Until a few years ago this was an entirely manual process,

but things are different today and many software options are

available to assist the electronics designer in this task.
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Some are very expensive and paces

can be out of reach for hobbyists or for

small businesses, but many others are

proposed at a very affordable price or

may even be available for free.

This article will give you an overview

of the topic while describing, step by

step, the process from an application

idea to building a printed circuit,

showing and explaining each solution

available, with its advantages, as well

as its disadvantages.

A problem well stated

is a problem half solved or so goes the

saying. The first step, not to be taken

lightly, consists simply in defining

one's needs as precisely as possible.

For example, if you want to make an

amplifier, you must specify impedance

values and input and output levels, the

source voltage, the operating fre-

quency range, etc.

In this area, no software can help you.

However, consulting manufacturer cat-

alogues of finished products, carefui

reading of your past Flakier issues, or

consulting the internet may all be of

precious help by showing you “what is

typical" in the field relating to your

figure I. The flowchart shows that the path from idea 1o finished product involves more steps, actions and

decisions than we might have thought o\ first.

project.. Unless you have specific con-

straints, or because your application

needs to be integrated into a larger

unit which has its own requirements,

it will still be possible to modify these

specifications once your work has

advanced.

That is one of the specialties of elec-

tronic design: be prepared for many
'feedback loops' or loopbacks. They

should be part of the design, as shown

in the flowchart in Figure 1. in the

example of our amplifier, you may dis-

cover that the source voltage you ini-

tially selected is too weak for the out-

put power you need. So T you should

increase It, which means you then

have to review your choice of inte-

grated circuits or transistors because

they may not be able to withstand this

new voltage. It's like going in circles,

but that’s part of electronic design.

The Internet

is the first place to look

Even if it’s amusing for all electronics

engineers to design schematics from

scratch, using existing designs for

inspiration, even if only as a base to

improve on or to avoid reinventing the

wheel. In this field, the Internet pro-

vides endless inspiration, thanks to

two different sources of information:

the first, the websites of semiconduc-

tor manufacturers. You will find all of

the technical sheets on their products, of

course, but also many application notes

which, even if they do not resolve your

problem, can give you rips or a starting

point. All of this information may be

downloaded for free and is available in

Adobe pdf format, which all PCs can

read, thanks to Acrobat Reader.

Secondly websites of electronics hob-

byists who often give you access to

the fruit of their work. With one search

on Google (www.google.com) you can

quickly see that which may interest

you, but you should know that there

are websites which have set them-

selves up as true encyclopaedias of

schematics. Without a doubt, the most

well-known is Discovercircuits,com
ill, a compilation of more than 11,000

circuits classified into 500 categories.

In addition, we can also cite Sam Elec-

tronic Circuits [2fr a Greek website
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Figu:i 2. Some manufacturers make high-psrformonce tools available, like LT with Iheir Swifchercad.

with a comprehensive list thar is aJso

available in English*

As in the previous case, these websites

may not provide you with heady-made 7

schematics but they can certainly offer

you a starting point* Be aware that

although the manufacturers
7

applica-

tion notes are usually reliable, written

by developers in their own laboratories,

the same is nor always rrue for the

quality of schematics on hobbyist web-
sites. Sometimes the schematics are

poorly designed and may not be repro-

ducible, or it is possible that errors

were unintentionally inserted during

website creation. If a functioning e-mail

address is available, the webmaster
may be able to help*

Of course, the majority of this informa-

tion is in English and those who can
read this very article have somewhat
of an advantage in this held, but it's all

relative: internet sites are much easier

to read than Shakespeare s Macbeth!

Calculation and design software

Whether you found a part of the

schematic or no schematic at all In the

previous step, you will have to design

the complete schematic for your appli-

cation. That is obviously where the

most difficult parr of the operation lies

because you absolutely musi have a

minimum of knowledge in electronics

to be able to do that, and no software

can replace what one does not pos-

sess, even Lf
r
as we shall see in an

instant, various products can assist

you in the most delicate phases. If you
know nothing about operational ampli-

fiers, you will not know how to assem-

ble them in order to create a specific

function and no software can do it in

your place.

In that case, even if you are an experi-

enced electronics engineer, you may be

lacking in certain areas of competencies

that are so specialised or delicate that

you hesitate taking that risk* However,

numerous products can help you with

that, but you must find them, which is

not always an easy thing. The websites

of the major semiconductor manufactur-

ers {yes, them again!) do provide

resources that may still be unknown to

many electronics engineers*

So, for example, if you are required to

design a switching power supply, try

the excellent Switch ercad by Linear

Technology that will not only help you

design your switching power supply
but will allow you to simulate it as

well, in addition to a multitude of other

circuits (see Figure 2) — we will revert

to that below.

We should also mention Simple

Switcher, by NS this time, also

intended for switching power supplies

but based on SIMPLE SWITCHER

@

regulators from this manufacturer. It is

not as complete as Switchercad but

much simpler to use.

Figure 3. Due 1o the high resolution of our screens and Ihe capabilities of the latest operating systems,

schematics have became real masterpieces.
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If you are looking for ail sorts of filters,

you can use FilterLab from Microchip

with which you can calculate and sim-

ulate a multitude of filters in cutoff fre-

quencies and transfer functions

defined by you. Or, if you prefer, you

can always use Filtercad. from Linear

Technology, clearly a very generous

company that offers more in the way of

available functions at the cost of a

more sensitive familiarisation process.

We should not forget to mention Noise,

a little-known product from (again) Lin-

ear Technology which* as indicated by

its name, is used to calculate the noise

produced by an amplifier based on LT

circuits and to select the one which is

best adapted to your constraints.

Finally, you should be aware that if you

use any particular integrated circuit, a

program may exist that is entirely

devoted to calculating the components

that need to be used in conjunction

with it. This is the case, for example,

with the MAX274 from Maxim and its

filter design software or with the

MAX5O03 and its isolated low-power

design software.

Along with these very professional

products, a large number of ‘small' pro-

grams are available, such as the sim-

ple R-C filter calculation program or the

one which indicates which parts to

use with a good old 555 chip in order

to generate a particular signal. The

Internet is there to help you, but since

these programs are not always easy to

find, use the Eiekror Freer"/are and

Shareware 2000 CD-ROM for PCB
design and schematic capture soft-

ware, and the DVD accompanying this

issue that will put the large majority of

them at your fingertips for a very mod’

est sum (or even for free).

Schematic capture

or pencil and paper?

IVs done! The calculation of your

schematics has been completed, but it

still looks like a mess scribbled on

graph paper. Before going to the next

step, we need to make a clean copy

using schematic capture software. You

have several choices, depending on

how you would like to proceed after-

wards.

If you plan on testing your circuit

using a prototype, wired on prototyp-

ing board or veroboard, for example,

you can choose any schematic cap-

ture software, whether or not it is

associated with printed circuit design

software.

As far as we are con-

cerned, we use the

excellent product

from the German fixin Abacom which

is called sPlan. This inexpensive soft-

ware is available ail over Europe in

German, English, and in French. It was
written by an electronics engineer for

his peers and therefore the familiarisa-

tion process is very easy and accom-

plished in less than an hour. Moreover,

the resulting schematics look as good

(or almost) as the ones you see in Elek-

tor Electronics (Figure 3).

If you plan to design your printed cir-

cuit layout automatically or semi-auto-

matically, you need to select software

called electronic CAD, which includes a

schematic capture module used In con-

junction with a printed circuit design

module. Otherwise, you will have to

verify that the schematic capture soft-

ware is capable of exporting a ‘netlist
1

(in other words, a wire list) and that

the printed circuit design software is

capable of importing a net list' in the

ful if you do

not want to or

cannot invest.

Fox both of

these cases,

here are some criteria indicators for

choosing a simulator.

Nowadays, a good simulator should be

a mixed-mode simulator, analogue and

digital.

Increasingly, these technologies are

combined into one application and the

simulator must therefore be able to

support all of them.

In order to be able to use it with a max-

imum number of components, the

model library must be as wide-ranging

as possible and it definitely must be

extensible. Find out its contents before

same format. purchasing, but don’t be fooled: no

If you do not plan to wire the model bin

prefer to test your software by simula-

tion, you must choose a schematic cap-

ture program created for that purpose.

Considering what’s currently available

on the market, that means you must

capture the schematic with the module

that’s integrated into the simulator.

Even though certain simulators have

impressive capabilities, their schematic

capture is often a real nightmare.

What can we expect

from simulation?

We discussed this with many hobby-

ists who had never tried a simulator

before or had never seen any demon-

strations at shows, and we noticed

that almost all of them made the same

mistake: believing that a simulator, if

you paid the right price, can simulate

everything and that they can skip the

prototyping stage. Let’s put it very

clearly, at the risk of upsetting some

simulator publishers: that is false! Of

course, a simulator is useful and may
sometimes make prototypes superflu-

ous. but that is not always the case.

Therefore, selecting a simulator is a

complex problem; the best simulators

are actually very expensive products

(setting you back several hundred to

several thousand pounds) that even a

small business may not be able to

amortize.

Fortunately, there are some solutions,

albeit incomplete, that can still he use-

simulator on the market contains the

latest integrated circuit in its library (if

only because time is needed to inte-

grate the model into the software), nor

will it contain that rarity you found at

an obscure manufacturer's site,

unknown to the simulation software

publisher.

Moreover, if your application integrates

one or more programmable logic

devices (PAL, GAL, EPLD) or worse, a

microcontroller, things may become

seriously complicated because this is

the area in which simulators have the

most problems. Some of them, such as

the mighty Proteus VSM from Labcen-

ter Electronics, may even simulate a

certain number of programmable logic

devices and microcontrollers, but this

will obviously impact the purchase

price (a software module will be

charged for every additional microcon-

troller family that exists)..

Our viewpoint may seem discouraging.

We reap no pleasure from being nega-

tive, we just want to be realistic.

Therefore, we must consider that the

simulator will let you simulate parts of

your application but rarely in its

entirety. Except, of course, if it is very

simple, but, in that case, simulation

may not be useful. Still, if we had to

give you some guidance, we would

recommend two products.

First, Electronics Workbench, also

known under the name of Mukisim is a

high-performance product intended for

both professional and educational uses
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Fig'jft 4* The (virtual) oscilloscopes Included in the current simulation software’

are just as goad os their "real" equivalents.

and has great: virtual instruments on

whichwe can view the signals jus: like

in the real world (Figure 4), These sim-

ulations are reliable, even for unstable

circuits or for spontaneous oscillators

Secondly, Proteus VSM, one of the few
which can simulate microcontrollers

and also has a very 'visual' display

mode which really brings the simula-

tion alive on screen. At a more afford-

able price than Multisim. it is still

rather capricious and sometimes
‘crashes' for no reason while simulat-

ing ordinary circuits, though it per-

fectly simulated an electronic game of

chess, based on a 8051 microprocessor

with graphical output, which gives us

a good idea of its calculating power
{Figure 5)*

Both of these programs have demo ver-

sions thar you vrill also find on the free

DVD' accompanying this issue. In some
cases they have limited trial periods

and/or limitations in terms of function-

alities, hut you can get an idea of their

capabilities. Depending on your spe-

cific example, if it is not too complex,

you might even be able to simulate

your application

If your budget is too tight, you can still

benefit from simulation thanks to a cer-

tain number of integrated circuit man-
ufacturers who. (thanks again!) are

making these very respectable prod-

ucts available to you for free. In partic-

ular, Switcheread from Linear Technol-

ogy, which we have already men-
tioned. not only simulates switching

power supplies but actually has a true

mixed-mode simulator, useful for many
schematics.

But the most spectacular of the prod-

ucts remains Webench from National

Semiconductor. This tool, which can
only be used online from the NS site (a

fast Internet connection is recom-
mended), covers the complete design

phase of one electronic application

from the input of your initial con-

straints up to the final construction

which includes calculation, schematic

design, simulation, and design of the

printed circuit. Even a thermal simula-

tion module is planned to evaluate the

performance of the radiators and other

coolers. Of course, this product only

recognises NS integrated circuits, but

this manufacturer s catalogue is so

vast that you just might had exactly

what yon need. In any case, go to the

site and try it. It's free and it
:

s really

worth the detour!

Spice or no spice?

Before closing this section related to

simulation, please be aware that the

majority of today's simulators are

based on a Spice kernel which is ...

free! Yes, Spice was developed a long

time ago at UC-Berkeley and was gra-

ciously made available to the interna-

tional community (see our address

figure 5, The power of some of the mosl recent simulators can he observed in this figure. Here, Proteus VSM
simulates o chess game,, hosed an 8051 microprocessor.
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book [4]). You can theoretically use the

Spice simulation function without

spending a dime.

But, and there is always a but, Spice is

a program that only works with text

hies, So T your schematic must be
described in the form of a “netlist' (yes,

again) in order to be accepted as input

to Spice, and the stimuli that you want
to apply to it must be described in the

same way. In return, Spice will supply

you with a ... text file, all you need to

do is decode it. We do make it to the

finish line* as this user did, but it is not

easy or pleasant.

Commercial simulators that depending

on a Spice kernelwrap this kernel with

a graphics pre-processor in order to

capture a real schematic and take care

of translating it into Spice language; in

addition, it also has a graphics post-

processor that can transform Spice’s

boring tables of numbers into attrac-

tive curves. These two processors

explain why this product, originally

free, but clumsy, is now much more
user-friendly but sadly no longer nee.

The fact that practically all of the sim-

ulators are compatible with Spice

presents quite an advantage: the pos-

sibility of easily adding new compo-
nent models to the simulator. Actually

all large semiconductor manufacturers

supply Spice models with their com-
ponents at some point, all that is left

to do is integrate them into the simu-

lator to increase the size of the simu-

lation library. These Spice models are

... text files, of course, but it is rather

easy to integrate them into the simula-

tion software.

Printed circuit design

Whether you wired a model or your

construction was simulated, you suc-

ceeded in fine-tuning it, even if you

had to return more than once to the

starting line and fix your schematic, or

your initial performance choices, or

both. Now. your last step is to design

the printed circuit.

Here, again, two or three different

approaches are possible but your

choices may be limited, depending on

your previous options. Let’s look a bit

closer at tills.

If you have captured your schematic

using independent software* such as

sPlan (Figure 6) discussed earlier, or if

your schematic is still at the paper

stage; you may choose any printed cir-

cuir design software. This program will

most often be autonomous software,

such as the excellent Sprint Layout*

n t*

- * a
I
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also supplied by Aba-

com and available in

three languages all

over Europe. You will not, however,

benefit from the auto-routing function

and will have to design your construc-

tion by hand, which is perfectly doable

for single or double-sided circuits.

Some programs offer a function called

assisted routing which is used to high-

light all of the components connected

to the same trace helping to detect

unwanted or lost connections, or to

automatically track the traces, but only

one by one. This solution has the

advantage of being very economic and

available to all hobbyists and small

businesses.

If you have used schematic capture

software included in a CAD package
(Eagle, Oread, Altium — formerly Pro-

tel — etc.)* transferring the schematic

to the routing software is practically

automatic and you can immediately

begin to design the printed circuit.

Most often you will choose to place

your parts by hand’ on the construc-

tion according to your preferences and

the software takes care of routing all of

that, or at least it attempts to do it; we
will come back to that subject. This

solution is obviously much more costly

than the previous one because elec-

tronic CAD programs cost a few hun-

dred to several thousands of euros.

Please note, however, CadSoft's excel-

lent initiative, the Eagle editor which,

proposes a light’ version of its CAD
software for free (for non-commercial

use). The functionalities are identical

to those of the complete version but

the size of the printed circuit is limited

to 10 cm by 8 cm, surely sufficient for

building some interesting projects.

ing program, if

necessary.
However, there

will be more
manipulations

than if it had been integrated.

The myih of auto-routing

During the selection of an electronic

CAD program or a printed circuit

design program, many people fixate on

the auto-routing function, so much so

as to make it the principal criteria for

choice. If you are building multi-layer

circuits* it is obvious that you should

choose a program with a lugh-perform-

ance auto-router* but, for the majority

of projects that interest us and which

are either single or double-sided, the

auto-router is much less useful, possibly

even problematic.

Starting from the schematic (more

exactly from one’s netlist)* the auto-

router seeks to automatically draw the

printed circuit traces in your stead.

Dial is obviously very relaxing for the

user but several errors may result.

First, the majority of auto-routers do

not excel or, to put it more bluntly per-

form poorly in single-sided mode
because they are intended to work, by

default, at a minimum, in double-sided

mode so that they can easily resolve

problems of trace crossing.

So, if you are building a single-sided

circuit, which is easier to make on your

own than a double-sided circuit, forget

the auto-router.

If you have chosen to simulate your

construction, you must have used the

schematic editor that was provided

with the simulator to capture your

schematic. In order to avoid having to

re-capture it in another program, all

simulators worthy of that name are

associated with printed circuit design

software (Ultiboard for Mulfisim or

Ares for Proteus V3M), You will then

find yourself in the previous case. If.

extraordinarily, the routing software

provided with the simulator is not

what you need* be aware that it is

always possible to export a netlist

from one simulator (since that is

exactly what the schematic capture

software of the simulator does) that

you can then import into another roui-

Also, the auto-router cannot rake into

account certain technical constraints

of your project. In the field of radio fre-

quencies (HF), for example* it might

place traces side by side which will

interact and cause oscillations or other

parasitic phenomena

.

Finally if you want it to work correctly

an auto-router takes a long time to para-

metrise: minimum and maximum trace

or pad sizes, minimum size of insulating

areas between traces, the many param-

eters you must provide it before begin-

ning any auto-routing work.

In summary, for simple or double-sided

circuits or reasonable complexity such

as those a hobbyist or a small business

might build, the auto-router is not

indispensable and unnecessary.
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Figure 5, The aulhar has been working with Sprirl Layout far years, designing his own PCBs.

A tommotr yet specific example
Very often we find in a magazine, like

Elektor Electronics, a circuit that is

really what we need bur we would like

to make a few modifications: move a

connector, replace one part by another

which is not the same size. etc. Then
the only problem is drawing the new
printed circuit. Of course, the most

courageous may recopy the published

design completely and make small

changes to necessary areas, but it is

tedious and worse, a source of errors,

because it is very easy to forget one or

more traces.

Therefore, please note that, to our

knowledge, the only low-priced prod-

uct of this type is the Sprint Layout

software from Abacorn - Used to finely

tweak any previously scanned image
under the design of a printed circuit in

progress. This function is ideal for mak-

Ing tile type of modifications men-
tioned above since you only need to

scan the design published in the mag-
azine that we copied over with great

ease, as if we had applied tracing

paper to the screen.

Editor 's note: the most recent version

of Easy-PC also supports Reverse

Engineering functionality.

Almost there...

With your construction designed once

and verified twice [better than once!),

you are ready to move on to building

the printed circuit. Here there are still

two options to choose from depending

on the software you have used and the

financial means available.

If you have worked with an electronic

CAD package and you are targeting

industrial production, even in a small

quantity, your software is able to pro-

vide Gerber files, something that

printed circuit manufacturers are capa-

ble of interpreting. You give them these

files and a few days later you will

receive a PCB to match your design.

All that is left to do is to populate ii
s

wire it up and test it.

Internet Links;
[1] Dfsccvemr<yIts,(om - www.discQverrirtuits.cQm

[2] Sam Bedromc Circuits - h ftp://users. olflnEt.gr/-nth stmi

[3] s&e llis 'Kaleidoscope' abide elsewhere in ihis issue— it offers many links to manufacturers of

sthemalk capture software, PCB design and simulation

[4] http:/ /bwrc.e&cs.herkeley.edu/Cfasses/lcBook/tools,html

If you are a hobbyist or if you work in a

small business and would like to make
just one or two circuit boards for a rea-

sonable price, you can do so very eas-

ily, regardless of the type of software

you used so far.

The simplest solution today is to have

your printed circuit design printed on

a transparency and use this trans-

parency directly as film for the etching

of your circuit board. The best results

are obtained with a laser printer and

appropriate transparencies but if you

only have an inkjet printer you can still

make it work if you use transparencies

especially intended for inkjet printers.

In the other case, the transparency

does not retain enough ink and the

blacks are not dense enough which
causes multiple tiny broken tracks. You

can also have your design made in

double and superpose both trans-

parencies to make The film' insulation

of your printed circuit, which further

decreases the risk of tiny broken

tracks. The author has been doing just

that for years with a low-end laser

printer and can guarantee that circuits

can be manufactured in this way with-

out problems by putting one trace

between two neighbouring integrated

circuit pads without the slightest tiny

broken line.

We hope it doesn't happen but this

final step sometimes leads to one or

several loopbacks as our flow chan
shows so well, because whatever
safeties and controls you have built-in,

some errors may only show up during

the testing of riiis printed circuit: inter-

action between traces or between
components, component tolerances

that make the construction unstable.

The only thing left for you to do is to

start over again. If that is the case,

don't forget to correct all of your docu-

ments when you modify something in

your project. If you have been using

CAD software, verify that it can with-

stand back annotation. La other words,

if you make a modification to the

printed circuit, it is automatically

reflected In the schematic (the soft-

ware functions retroactively as com-

pared to normal operation which

explains the origin of the term back

annotate), lx you use independent soft-

ware, it is your responsibility to do that

by band if you want your design hie to

correspond to the finished product.

-i-._
-
--

1

Christian Tavernier

www.tavemlef-c.cani - contact S' toverr.3er-c.com
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Get the full picture with BitScope
Mixed Signal Oscilloscopes

100MHz Digital Oscilloscope
Du at Channel Digital Scope using

industry standard BNC probes or analog

inputs On the POD,

4QM3/S Logic Analyzer
8 logic. External Trigger and special

purpose inputs to capture digital

signals down to 25nS.

Mixed Signal Oscilloscope
True MSQ to capture analog waveforms

time-aligned with logic using sophisticated

cross-triggering on any input.

Real-Time Spectrum Analyzer
See spectra and waveforms in

real-time displayed simultaneously

Turn your PC into a powerful Digital Storage Oscilloscope]

See inside your circuit with simultaneous analog, logic and spectrum

displays to make tracking down those elusive real-time bugs much easier..

Waveform Generator
Load up to 128K arbitrary waveform and

replay via BMC B. Capture circuit response

BitScope combines a high speed synchronized storage scope and logic

analyzer with a programmable waveform generator and spectrum analyzer.

simultaneously on BMC A With Smart POD connected active probes and multiple software options

you've got the perfect low cost high performance test and debug solution!

BitScope »- !(i 5* fJ%lLM.

Standard 1M/2QpF BMC Inputs

2QQuV-2GWdiv v/itti xlO probe

S \7 sel'act AC DC coupling

Switchable 5Cohrn termination

Arbitrary Waveform Geaerator

BitScope Smart POD probe connector

8 logic channels, cross-trig gering

Dual channel analog inputs

Async serial I/O ter external control

Supports active probes

USB 2.0 or Ethernet Connectivity

Single cable to PC or switch

CcrriprsssEG data transmission

Ethernet option uses UDP/3P

Internet addressable device

Expandable and Programmable
Simple ASCII Protocol

BitScope Scripting Language

Ado active probes and de vices

Supplies up to 50dmA •< ia POD

BitScope and your PC provide an array of Virtual Instruments

BitScope DSO software for Windows and Linux
w -

:

E:[Scope's integrated design uses standard oscilloscope prates arb
a growing range of custom probes to provide functionality equal io

tnsinjmenis many times the price.

BiiScope plugs into third parry software fools and has an cpen API
far user programming and custom data acquisition.

SCO



Visit our website

www.distel.co.uk
I

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

Surplus always
waited for cash!

GIANT 10" 7 SEGMENT DISPLAYS I IC's-TRANSISTORS - DIODES
A bui9c pjonasa us to brhg b you trsse
GtANT 7 sauna i cfcjta dspfoys 5: 5 non aflbrdac i*

pric&. Ths iq" ghsrscfer size g5*® cxccdfera rsad-
sidiry at eng dssxcs ere ertobha a host cf scpJea-

tons rdUdng scora boards, dSghal dods, coun-
ts is, even! Umare etc. As the ur.-ta are a srripte

citetearrtchanica' fejee and operate tern 12 V DC,
&rrpb via willnj. relays, PIG or PC may
be used to ccrra1 singe cr mi^te cgte Unis te-ny
it£9i< Zstj Power marefy whin go^y arptfes
design For an nxcollanl DIY practice f article, see tee V-. ssue of
'everyday * Prectictzl Electronics' magazine ktegJ School J Cofege con-
ste.-Ttfen prc-~te. I _ : _ - p:o: r'.-ii x _ :::r nv; ,vt ^F-te E.n&S.

Less than 30% Only £29.95 Bj or 4 / £99.00(D)
of makers pnee I OrderRWVt OtetorFFES

THEAMAZING TELEBOX

wu
nun IF " ffi

:-v»

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE CQUPATBLE *

Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TV! I

Tha TELEBOX k an etrac&u forty cased mains powered info certrei-g ai

eecttncs reaiy to ftog r^j a heal ofwbomovers cr AVaqtqxpertv/ich
’n-d ,',th 5 cerrpees \ioao crSCART roi Tre o * iperia vidiao a_-i_:

v,
r
J asj pbg areedy into most \tcbq raccrtisrs, slowing rax-ctan d TV

charnels not noaraiy recerrabto on most te javjsjcn fTE_E-
BOX IS} Push budsn carccfe on Vie text di^ts! afcjw recec&on or £ te ,

cr £jr L>f ertur tea?.i££ri cnrrrefe. TELEBOX MS oasra -.vtJ-

afy al ae.cor ^aqjertoes Vrr ^rd uh? rdunzyg fie HYFERBAJtD ss
used by most caite TV epoetora, bad for desktop computer video sys-
tems & RP (jiefrra h pefore) setups Forccrr^tes campatoaty - e-,£ri for

mon'dora. wtSxxisand -m jntog^ A visi ajdo ancsrer and lew tei«f ff R
=.o- GUptfi ara gcrtbd as ssndarti. Bsnd ne.v - foiy otersnesed.

TELEBOX ST fsr compcdts video Ejtp^E type monlp-rs £36-95
TELEBOX STL &5 ST but fitted with Integral neater 09.50
TELEBOX UB HlAMnd VHFAJHF/Cabl^rlyperbaji^ turrer £69.95
c" - .4 - PAL vsiTrs 5

m
si 1e 5 5 or 6 ir-^z tpe-ofcsdoi.

‘For :i l t ' nypefband sgrtal receptfoa TeSsbox MS should be ccr.-

lEer: to = C£b
:

a type fearvfoe, Sh'ppbig on af Te“iboXs
r
tsde (B|

a p
’Ji composite IV pp video i

ip-utputE. Micro eladrenic* a' I on one srr-5 ] FC9 o^^y 73 x
160 x 52 mm enabJa ftil tuning eontrot via a simple 3 wtre Qnk to

sr= '-L J pc typa computer. Supprea camplele w’Sti simple working
progrem sr=d oocamantatjoo, Recrures +1ZV &. + 5V DC -a c^srsta

BRAND jVFiV - Order aj Af TOO. 0/7/y £59.35 code
^vvjv. cfli fc I. c c.uk ’d-3 CO. h f/T) for picture + fufJ details

OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

10,000^00 items EX STOCK
For MAJOR SAVINGS

CALL or see web site www-dislel.co.uk

COMPUTER MONITOR SPECIALS
Legacy products

High spec genuine multysync.
CGA, EGA, VGA, SVGA

Mr&ubbW FA341SETXL 14" SVGA Mufeync csAxi- rrarfcr ,vt fne
Q_2fi ±XpfoiiLfoeaTd resoUbonof 1Ce4x7&:= A -rsh-

d rpPs afio*5 canecEri to a hos of ccmo^rs
bdudrra IBM PC’s h CGA, EGA, VGA & SVGA

BBC, COMMODORE Snoufrg Arrrs 1200),

ARCHIMEDES srd AFPLE Yar?, Etched
S-rvLJmg sd LOW RADIATIOM KPR

EpecrfiCESon. Futy g^arfeed, ii EXCELLENT late

tsed CCndixL Tct A SwtvgI Base £4.75

VGA cable for EM PC IneiJded A rt i tl f^ri „ Order as
Unlyt1^S{E} CG73

Exfefnal cabiea fer odver types of cootputer^ gveTabte - CALL

Generic LOW COST SVGA Monitors
We choose the make, which includes Compaq,

Mftsubushl IBM, etc. Supplied ready to run with all

cables. Standard RTS 9 G day guarantee.

14- 15" 17”

£59.00 £69.00 £79.00
order TDS4 order 1 G2

1

order TJ66

Supplied in good used condition. Snipping code (D)

Slate of the art PAL fUK spsc) UHF TV lunar module
wLh com posiie IV pp vidsd i NICA.M hi n Stereo sound

HARD DISK DRIVES 2Vf - 14"
27T TOSHIBA MKieC2MA'.‘ 1.1Gb ?aptce! 12.5 mm Hi New £59. 9

5

i' T TOSHIBA MK4313VAT 4.3Gb ^piop ‘5.2 mm H New £105,00
- ’ L

r TOSHIBA MKd403MAV d. iGo Laptop ili,i nvn H New £96,09
2'

i' TOSHIBA MK1S14GAV 16 Ga laptop (12 rrm H ffew £149.95
2VT lo 3K" convwsfon kfl for Pc's, c&mptete wflh connectors El 5.95
3'z" COMPAQ 316706-321 (I3M) 9 gt) ULT/SCSI3 ftew £ 1 99 . 00

" r _
‘

£59.95i b FUJI FK-3^-26 2Cxb MFW IT FL-E
T/T CONNER CP3G24 20 mb IDE l/r (or oqu?v.) FIFE— —

- TE E/r (or equiv.) RFF2V CONNER CP3G44 40 mo IDE t/F (or equlv.) R=E
5V QUANTUM 40S Prodriva 42mbSC3i !/F. Nsv< RFE
5: ; MINISCRIBE 3425 2Cmb MH4 IT for equv ) PTE
S' r SEAGATE ST-23BR 30 mb RLL Ur
5' CDC 94205-51 Afrrh HH MFl.l UF RFE tasted
E L HP 97546 E50 Mb SCSI RFE tsr^d

HP C3010 2 Gbyle SCSI dmnf*nUal RFE tested
NEC 02246 S5 ", r D SMD ihtSCltea- New
FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD IF RFE tested

1

FUJITSU V2392K 2 Gb SMD t/F RFE bsted
Many other floppy &. H drives, IDE, SCSI. ESDI ale from stock,
see website- for full slock list Shipping on all drives is coda (C

}

6
T

E"
5’

£59,95
£69,00
£49,00
£49,95
£69,95
£69.95
£99,00

£195. OD
£99,00

£195.00
£345,00

INDUSTRIAL COMPUTERS
Tiny Eh&ebox saad industrial 40 N Lz 3Eu FC system measuring
only (mm) 2tt X d-E h X 2/2 d idea 1

ro.r csicatsd control ep;6-
caixxi5 mrrung DOS, -z: s.ar ,\' n.zc,^ \ Steel case ccrv
teiosasio265 VAC5Q/B0hz7O\Vsb FSu. a 3 efotJSApassrva
te&ckppsm and a Rocky 3 IS (PC 104) standard* stfiglfi board com-
outer with 6 MByte flON VOLATILE eoCd stats

r

DI^t On Ctop'
RAM DISK, System ccsTprises- Rcdcy 319 (PC1C4} S3G (SLA card
with 40MHz AU 386SX CPU, 72 pin SIMM sit* with 1 6 ?4byta
SIMM, AS' I BIOS, battery backed up res! time doqu 2x 9 p-A O
16*>3 ee rL * pens, c P P/ rC P prtnta

r
port, m ri 0 1N ir-aybosfd coo-

ne^or, floppy pen IDE pen for hard drrvaa up to 52S V Byte
espadriy, watchdog limer said PCJ104 bu> spekat The S- MByte
: : : nlia 'i£sk on a ce p’ Paa .!z- : .. ~ ELT E s~z z = - z-s -z 1 f

:

formatted £ boctad , ^ippSsd BRAND NEMf fuEIy tested and guai-
srileerL For fuJ date see featured item ewi website, Order as QG3S

‘ 00 s or appl i-caSon s ine: n n I vr PQQ n fl
-

firawaJl, rotit&rs robotics etc ^Tliy tyy,UU ^

TESTEQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTERESTITEMS this section are pro owned.

MFTSUaUSHI FA3445ETKL I4
+
Led. spe-- SVGA mcJirtors

FARN ELL 0-6-0V DC @ S3 Amos, bendh Power Suppfes
FARNELL “^:LzL I zC *. EE z z~. d~zz zz-:.- E..:;.

KIN'GSHILL CZ4G3'1 0-50V g OC 2EX) Amps - NEW
IkW to 400 kiV - 400 Hi 3 phpsa po^sr secures - ex stock
IBM S230 ype 1, Token ring beso uni! driver
Wayne Kerr RA20O Apgip frequency rosponse ana . set
INFODEC 1U. 24 pert FU45 ratwortc patcrvpar&ls. =TH93
3COM 1 £670 12 Pert Etnerrvei hub - RJ45 corj-.e-btz- “_C9"
3COM 16671 24 Port Ethernet hub - RJ45 oonfteCfors
3COM 1 6700 8 Pod. Ethernet hub - RJ45oomd&s NEW
IBM 53F5501 Taten Ring ICS 20 port iobe modules
IBM MAU Tokai ring distriburten parsed 8223-23-5050^
AIM 501 Lew cusiodon Oscilate^ 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE ’ 0
A LLGON 6160.11 ££5-1 e-eO MHzhytrd fXTmr csrr^hers
Trend DBA 274 Date Ara , ier wldi G703{2M) 64 ito

Marconi 6310 Programme b'c- 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator
Marconi 2022C lOXHz-' GKz RF signal generator
H P 1 650B Log :c Aiaysc-r
HP3761A Psfcfn gonera— " L HP3782A Error Detector
HFL62 1A Dval P/pgramT^" s GF;B PSU 0-7 L 160 watts
HFE264 nsz*. variable 0-2GV g 2QA metered PSU
HP54121A EC xo 22 Q'-tz four rftanne! lesi &e*
HP3130A opt 02Q 2ZH Mrtz pulse generator, GPI3 etc
KP A i AG 3 pen ^FGl rvgb speed drum plbttera - fm

m

HP DRAFTMASTER 1 S pen high speed plotter

EG+G Brookdeal 9 50 JSC Pr&GSfcm lock in =m.p
Ks-ithtey 590 CV capadfor/ voltage analyser
Rscal ICR40 dual 40 channel vn'-og recerrier system
Fisksrs 45KVA 3 ph C.^i L :ne UPS - Nd/.
Emerson API 30 2.5KVA industrial spez.UPS
Mann Tally MT645 H'ch speed fng pouter
Intel SBC 43£J'1333E ’.L.Eb’us 466 Siiterr. BVz

£245
£995

£1650
£3950
£PQA
£760

£2500
£49
£69
£S9
£39

EPOA
£45
£550
£250
EPOA
£4500
£1550
£3750
EPOA
£1600
£475
£P0A
£7900
£550
£750

£1600
EPOA
£3750
£4500
£1499
£2200
£945

Trio G-18 vdfc Biear, metered 30 amp bench PSU, Haw
Fujitsu M1041ft 600 LPM high speed bartd p'v!te

J

Fujitsu Ml 04ID 61X1 LPM printer wtJi rtelwt^v in'&rtece

Siemens K4400 64Kb te 140Mb derriK anatfse--
PerMn Elmer 299B mTamd apec:‘cphc!C4tK!a-
Perkin Elmar 597 Infrared spectroghcbirneter
VG Electronics 1015 TELETEXT Dfecodlng Margin M-etsr
LightBand 60 output hgn aps-c 2ij r^k mount VkJeo VDA's

HP6010ACL2GWDC % 17 Ampabench coast sure . £1950
Intel BBC 4S&125C03 Erhsnced MUta»»(MSA) Hew £1159
Ni kc n HFX-1 1 (Eph^Fsot) ejcpcssju cwitrct ivvt £1 450
PH I Ll P S PH55 1 S pro. TV signal generabr £ 1 25 0

Motorola VME B_? Brards & Corrq»oents list SAE / GALL EPOA
" r £550

£1950
£1250
£2350
£5QQ

£3500
£3250
£495

Sakonlc SD 150H Ifi dhannq! t£gte! Hybrid c
_
sri reco'der £1995

BSK 2633 kCcrophixw pro amp £100
Taylor Hobson TaJysurt ampdfsr 7 recctesr £750
ADC S S 20 0 Caiten d -iterte gas detector I men ' ter £1450
BBC Afit20, 3 rrM Meter (Emsel Tu-nsr) + d iva electronics £7

5

monitor £5650
£990
£FQA
£650
£775

£5750
£1250
£1955
£2900
£5100
£3950
EPOA

M Meter (Err.esl Tu-ner) + dnvs
ANRiTSU 9 654A Optfoat OC-2-5Gfcwaveform fr

ANR1TSU MLS3A apLcel pc'^-srmeter
AN RET 31) P-'o cha jaclsfis&D -esl sei
RSS FTDZ Dvsi soimd uti'I

R&S SBLIF-E1 Vision modidafor
WILTRON 6 63OB 12.4/2GGHZ RF fr/.tep generator
TEK 2445 150 f/!-5z4 trace esc, scope
TEK 2465 ICO Unz SCO MHz cs:- zscc-pe rack mDunt
TcK TD S 150 400Mhz ifeHal reattarse * df>k drive, F
TEK TDS524A SSQMhz reabimfo + cofe'jr a .Ep'ay ete
HP35S5A Get £07 2CKz to 40 Mhz spectrum anelyse."

PHILIPS PW1730 10 60KV XRAY generator & aocssaorf^
VARIACS - Large rang o frnm stock - call or sea our website
CLA U0 £ LYONS 12A 240V si ncfo phase aute, Veft. reg s £ 325
CLAUDE LYONS 100A 24B'4l5v 3 phase buId. vert, regs £2100

i etc

L 19" RACK CABINETS
*^ ^^ Europe’s Largest Stocks of

quality rack cabinets,
enclosures and accessories.
Over 1000 Racks from stock

This month’s special

33 / 42 / 47 U- High Quality 4

All steel Rack Cabinets

S/L

*4p
ixfede by Eurocrafr EncInsures Ltd fo trie hig host pti-
=tbte spec, rack faatures a FI stesl conslmctifln wrte

side, front and back doors. Front and
bsck dozrs aza hinged far easy access artd £l
^c^.ab 3 with five secure 5 lever barrel locks
me Trent doer is constructed of double wal ed
sta^l writ a ‘designs/ styfa' smoked snyflic fironl

panel ic snasie status indlcaters io bs a&en
through the pane:, yet remain unobtrusive,
internally the rack features fully slotted re'n-

frreed vdrtteal fedng membeis to lak.e me heavi-
est of 19” rack equipment. Tna too mevetfe
/artica] fixing sIiuLb ffixlras ava ab:ej ara pre
P^wdhsd fer standard 'cage nuls

1

, A malna dte-
tribirtwn panel infemaly mounted to the betiom
rear, provides B x IcC 3 pit Euro soexete ard 1 x
13amp 3 pin switched utility socket. DtBfs3 vartSa-
fkui is prcvfoeb by hi:y fouversa doer and Pouffe sienned ici

sacllon wSi lop and aide ouvres. Tre tep pans; may be removed
fer filbng of Integral fans lo ibo sub plate etc. OLhsi features
tecfuce: f'ped caste-ra and p-oor lev&feTS, propundied utsSy panel at

lower rear fer cai-fe t oenr =-z:z
r zzenss nhz S'jm1 sd : i excellent,

slightly used condition with keys. Colour Royal blue, sores grey
svaaabte - GALL - Can be suppfed in many other con^uraticna.

VIDEO MONITORS
PHILIP* HCB35 |id. i.tj ;?r|,e G?7ciw3) attraulLvcly Srlytso 14
esfeur maniter vi

n th both RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khi vfd»o inputs vfe 3CART socket and separate phona Jacks.
IntegmS oud-o pewsf amp and speaker for all audio visual ussa,
WEI connect to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal a I

video monitoring I security app.
:

:catcn.s with dLrsd connection
to most colour cameras. ri

:ph quarty with Piny feEteres such z*
front canoes lad flap controls, VCR correction t^jlinn etc Gcsd
Leed co«£Tjan - fully tested - g uareriteed n n |„ fnn nn
Dunenstora: W14" x HI

2

%' k IS^" D. wlliy Ldc.UU
p

PHILIPS HCS31 Ulra cocppaci 9" coiour vkfeo msmter v*z± stan-
dard composite 15,625 Khz video input sis 5CART socket Ideal

for al morfe-ring ' ssc«rfty sp-fCcaLcn.5 Heh qua !

:ty. ex-equpfrenlr
fufy tested & guaranteed (pcssft>fe minor screen bums). Jn attrac-

t<= square btack plastic ckse messuring '

(Vt0* * HID* x 13VC D.
240V AC mars pomrad. Only £79. 00 ,0 )

33U
Order as BC44

Exltniai iTi'rniiniiiirji

nwn=1625H x 635D x
£:: w. £4’ - e

2=-

D X 23rFW }

Only

£245

42U
Order as DT2D

zzAit-rTEa; qimen 3 joins

rr.fTr=2ij1GH >: cI5D x

603 W, (79,5’ Hx2S"
D x 237/w ;

Onty

£345

47U
Order as RV3fi

Extemel dlmefis-Dns
rr&n=2235H x 635Q x
603 'A. {3B’ H x 25

T

D x 23%’ V7
,

Only

£410
Call for shipping quotation

COLOUR CCD CAMERAS

A?.
H

nrn

Undoubted
i

>' s miracle of modem technoEogy L
our swfei Suy ;r^ power \ A quality prcducl fes-
luring g fe i cased COLOUR CCD csnrEra al a
§h*e sway price 1 lira! features ful sutoigh! sensing tor

use in tow light i high light

applications. A 10 mm fixed focus
Aid# angle Is .is gives excellent focus

• 3nd resolution from dose up to long

^ range. The composite video oufpul w.v tj vXinneci ts an y ct7.Ti-pGs.le mo" te r or 7\
* tvia SCART socket) and mosl vides

reccrc'ars. UnH rurva from 12V DC so
Ideal for security & portable applica-
tions where mains ccv^r not available

Cv-ifel dirmtskHis 65 mm. wide x 1 17 deep x 43 high. Supp&so
3R.AVD NEW & fulfy guarenteed with user dato 100's of EppLca-
bons ltdiriirg Secunfy. Horae Video, Web TV, Web Cams etc, etc

Order as LK33 ONLY £79.00 or 2 for £149.00 is}

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NT4 Workstation, compiete with service pack 3
and licence - OEM packaged. ONLY £89.00 m
ENCARTA 95 - CDROM, Net Lhe latest - but at this price S £7.95
DOS 5,0 on 3J4'tsks wth cen-isa tiooks z, \ QBasfe £14.95
Window? for Workgroups 3,1 1+ Dos 6.22 on 3.5^ disks £55 00
Y/jndows 95 CDROM Only - No Lice net - £19.95
WoFdpertect 6

f
z~ CG3 sue ci.ee o-n 3T :* c;>s v.:tti resnuS

1

£24.95

£hip-p : R5 charges for soit.vare is cede 5

SOLID STATE LASERS
Visfete red, 570rnn Easer diode assembly. Unit runs from 5 V DC at

spp.tiX 50 rrA. Crkf'r.a’ !y rredE fov ccrrtniicus use d irb-stral bar-
code scar&nefa. She laser Is rrsjnted In a remeva^s sofitf aXnrinXire
t 'xk, wtdeh functions as a h&atskik aid rigd optical mounL Dims of

fork are 50 wx 50 d x 1 5 h mm f nteg'a ! features kidude evsr tem-
pafatere sb utown. currant cocool, laserOK ouput, arrt esied TIL
C N f OFF, litem/ L.5-&3- to: expertmentel opLcs. comma A . ghtshaws
etc- Suppfied complete with date shesL

Order as TD9 1 OWL Y £ 24. 95 (A)

DCPOWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type of power supply you
can imagine. Over 10 T 000 Power Supplies

Ex Stock - Cell or see our web site.

r

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCKML
Save ££££fe tsyctoc&rcg ycis r.s*i re- By free: our Massive Stacks
cavBfing fypes such ss MMary Octe/, Cradle, HermeticaBy Sealed,
Con&mntal, Gonz&dors., Tm:9 Ffefey, Reed, Mercury fVeffed, Sb£d
State, Printed Circuit Mounting etc. , CALL or see our web sire
www.dfereLco.uk for more Mc/maSwi, Many obsolete types From
szock. Save £££iTs
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ELECTRONICS-

ALL MAIL TO
Dept EK, 29 l 25 Osborne Rd

Thornton Heath
Surrey CRT 8PD, UK

Open Mon - Fri 9.00 - 5:30

18 Million Items On Line Now !

Secure Ordering, Pictures, Information

y^risign www.distel.co.uk
email = admin@distel.coMk

re

ALL ^ ENQUIRIES

0208 653 3333
FAX 0208 653 8888

r*rnl
Eii

26

AJ prices tx UK Mantand IK cLetxna^ add 175% VAT to TOTAL erder crixxr: >/trimjbi Oder £10. Sana Fide amit uifora scoepod tom &?>^nvr^, Sdtotfe.
LEtL 5 —EE EC ^Cfe£tO

: a£ DLT 'AtDSE snd
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Ilia many appGicc fions

ordinary opanps are

outf er jrmec by

their more exotic

cousins

Von Thomas UBmuller and Ulrich Tietze

There are three other designs of

opatnp besides the familiar type

with high input impedance and low

output impedance, in this article

Ulrich Tietze (co-author of a well-

known book on circuit design) and

Thomas UBmuller find out what

these other types can offer in

terms of bandwidth with the help

of a few essential circuits.
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What would electronics be like without operational

amplifiers? Almost every electronic device that uses ana-

logue circuitry will contain one or more of these compo-
nents, It is hard to believe that the first opamps were con-

structed from valves: as in so many things, developments

were led by military requirements, for example in appli-

cations such as controlling the aim or guns during the

war. The first commercial opamps did not come onto the

marker until 1952. The valve opamp designed by

George A, Phil brick Researches was fitted with an octal

socket (see photograph).

Shortly thereafter the first opamps mode from discrete

transistors were produced. The First integrated opamp
was the pA702, designed for Fairchild by Robert

Widlar. It was first available in 1962. Six years

later came the pA741. which has maintained a

hold on the market ever since. These Important

devices are now produced in their millions, and
ihey are used In applications ranging from audio

and video amplifiers to active niters and sensor

signal conditioners.

There are four basic types of operational

amplifier: the device can have a high or o

low input impedance inverting input and a

high or a low output impedance output (see

Figure 1). The most widely-used type,

familiar to practically all electronics engi-

neers, is the voltage-mode, or W r

type.

This has a high input Impedance and a

low output impedance (the non-inverting

input has a high Impedance an all

device variants). In many circuits, how-

ever, one of the alternative types,

called 'CC [current-mode], 'VC' (volt-

age-focurrent, or transconductoncej

or OA (current-tovoltage, or iran-

simpedance) amplifiers, can offer a

significantly higher bandwidth. We
shall now examine this claim in

more detail with the help of a cou-

pie of simple circuits.

Let's build an opamp

First of all we shall show how the four types

of operational amplifier can be constructed from

basic blocks. To moke the comparison os fair as pos-

sible we shall use the same components in each case.

We decided to use technique, common in CV- and
CGtype operational amplifiers, called push-pull class

AB (ataa known os current on demand
]

operation.

Figure 1.

The tour different types

of operational amplifier

shown schematically.

i vv

It: : - :

Figure 2.

In class AB push-pull

operation the valfoge-

made amplifier uses

only two different bask

blocks: a voltage

follower and a current

mirror.

A

3 voltage fo " %£?

b current rr f-c:

CK'il 1?

Figure 3,

Internal circuit of the

voltage follower and

current mirror.
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Figure 4.

Model of a leal volt-

age-made operational

amplifier, The drfferen-

lid gain is determined

by resistors r
s
In I Ns

impedance converter at

the input and by the

Impedance at the high-

impedance point.

As we can see From Figure 2
r
there are only two basic

circuits that we need: a voltage follower and a current

mirror. The innards of these circuits ore shown in

Figure 3.

The two complementary voltage followers form the neces-

sary differential amplifier at the input to the opomp. The
signal is taken in the farm of a current drawn from the

power supply from the voltage followers to the current

mirrors. The advantage of push-pull doss AB operation

when compared to a conventional differential amplifier is

that, despite the low quiescent current, almost arbitrarily

large peak currents can be obtained. A consequence of

this rs that there is na slew rate limit. The output of the

two current mirrors is the high impedance point of the cir-

cuit, If necessary, a capacitor (called a compensation
capacitor

j
may be connected to ground from this point.

The final part or the operational amplifier circuit is a volt-

age follower which provides o low impedance output.

Voltage mode under the microscope...

A voltage-mode operational amplifier is characterised by
high-impedance Inputs and a low impedance output. It

operates as a valla ae-confrolled voltage source. The
ideal amplifier exhibits a gain of

AD ~ U0 / L/p - » (Infinity).

ReaE opamps hove a differential gain of between 103

and 1 OA From the model of a real amplifier (Figure 4)
we can see that the differential gain is determined by the

imnscondudance resistances rs = 1/5 in the impedance
converter at the input and by the impedance at ihe high

impedance point.

To investigate its bandwidth the operational amplifier is

connected as shown in Figure 5. The feedback resistors

have values R^ = R] = 100 12. This gives the circuit a
aain of
H-J*

A - 1 + %/ R
]
= 1 + 100 Q/ 100 ft = 2.

Without a compensation capacitor we get considerable

overshoot in the step response of this amplifier, and so

we connect a compensation capacitor to the high imped-
ance point. This succeeds in suppressing overshoot but,

unfortunately, also reduces ihe bandwidth of the circuit.

The frequency response of the circuit is shown in

Figure 8.

... and current mode

A current-mode operational amplifier hos a low-imped-

ance inverting Input and a high-impedance output.

Exactly as with other types of operational amplifier, the

non-inverting input has a high impedance. The model is

shown in Figure 6. Another common name for this type

of amplifier Is diamond transistor
,
which derives from

the similarity of its behaviour to that of an ideal bipolar

transistor. Commercially-available current-mode opera-

tional amplifiers include the MAX435 and MAX436 from

Maxim. The well-known OPA660 from Burr-Brown is

sadly no longer produced, but comprehensive documen-
tation is available on the Internet: see the links below.

To use a current-mode operational amplifier as a non-

inverting amplifier, it con be connected In the same way
as a voltage-made opamp with negative voltage feed-

back: see Figure 7, This circuit arrangement is also
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called direct Feedback'. In aur simulation we set =

200 Li and = 100 O. The gain h again given by

A = 1 + ffN / 2 R
}
= 1 + 200 Q / [2 x 100 Q] - 2.

The cutoff frequency of the voltage amplifier can be

determined from Figure 8,

An alternative arrangement for constructing a non-invert-

ing amplifier from a current-mode opamp uses the

opomp's ideal transistor properties. It can be connected

in an emitter-follower configuration with negative current

feedback (Figure 9). Here the resistor values are =

200 Q and Rf = 1 00 Q. The gain is then

Figure B.

Frequency response of

the amplifiers. Shown

ore a voltage-made

opamp with compensa-

tion taporl tar (green], a

current-mode opamp

with direrl feedback

(red) and a rurrent-

made opamp with cur-

rent feedback (blue),

A - Jfc / flE = 200 Q / 100 o = 2.

This arrangement is termed current feedback'. The band-

width is similar to that achieved using negative voltage

feedback [see Figure 8)

As well as the amplifiers we have described here, we
have also simulated a VC opamp and a CV opamp,
which we can construct from the same basic blacks.

Again, we examined the bandwidth of each circuit; we
have collected the results iogether in the Table. There

are only small differences in bandwidth between the vari-

ous amplifier configurations. Voltage-mode and VC
opamps require o capacitor to correct the frequency

response, thus ensuring stable operation of the amplifier.

Which is the best opamp to use in an integrator?

An important operational amplifier circuit is the integra-

tor, It finds practical application in, for example, filters

(
biquads ), Figure TO shows the circuit of an integrator

using a voliage-made operational amplifier, which con
operate at a frequency of up to 2 MHz. Above that fre-

quency is a region where the gain increases again (see

Figure II], The reason for this behaviour can be seen

from the equivalent circuit (Figure 12), Capacitors C
and Ci are effectively a short-circuit to high frequencies.

A voltage divider is thus formed by R and rQr giving on

output voltage of

Uo = ro / + ro) 4-

The current-mode operational amplifier can be connected

as an integrator as shown in Figure 13. As the fre-

quency response clearly shows, the bandwidth of this cir-

cuit Is much greater than that of the voltage-mode integra-

tor. The upper frequency limit is around 24 MHz (see Fig-

ure I 1), Also, there is no frequency range over which
this configuration exhibits differentiating behaviour. This

is because the parasitic capacitance at the high imped-

ance point of the current-mode operational amplifier is

connected in parallel with the Integrator capacitor and
does not cause a parasitic pole on the frequency

response.

In summary we can say that the current-mode operational

amplifier is much better suited to use in integrator circuits

than the voltage-mode apomp; firstly, its bandwidth Is

some ten times greater, and secondly, it does not exhibit

differentiating behaviour at higher frequencies.

And finally: a filter

Finally we shall look at the frequency response of a sec-

ond^order Butterworth low-pass filter. The filter was

Figure 9,

A current-mode opamp

connected as an ideal

Ironsislor In on

emit ter- follower

configuration with

negative current

feedback: R( ~ 200 I>,

R|=10D£L

Figure 10.

Circuit of an integrator

using o voltage-mode

operational amplifier.

— Woparrc —-GCepasp

Figure 1L

Characteristic curves of

integrators realised

using voltage-mode

(green) and current

-

mode (red) opamps.

The ru/renl-mode circuit

Is dearly superior.

Figure 12,

Equivalent circuit of an

integrator constructed

from a voltage-mode

opamp. Capacitors C

and C] are effectively

short circuits at high

frequencies.
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Bandwith
comparison

Amplifiers based on different opamps

Amplifier Bandwidth

W 32.1 MHz

VC 49.4 MHz

CV 59.1 MHz

CC (direct feedback) 58.1 MHz

CC (current Feedback) 29.5 MHz

realised using voltage-mode integrators (see circuit in

Figure 14] and with current-mode integrators [see cir-

cuit in Figure 1 5). An ideal niter was used as a bench-

mark. The cutoff frequency chosen was fc - 3 MHz. Look-

ing at the frequency responses (Figure 1 6] we can see

that the filter using voltage-made integrators [green curve]

soon departs from the ideal characteristic (blue curve]. At

Frequencies above 30 MHz the filter is no longer usable.

The integrator filter using current-mode operational ampli-

fiers (red curve) follows the ideal characteristic more
closely than the filter using voltage-mode integrators; It is

suitable for use with frequencies up to 100 MHz.

Conclusion

The conclusion is that a normal voltage-mode opera-

tional amplifier is adequate for most applications. In par-

ticular, when used as an amplifier, the difference

between the types is not great as long as the same circuit

configuration is used. In integrators and integrator filters,

however, current-mode operational amplifiers outperform

voltage-mode opamps in respect of bandwidth by a fac-

tor of around ten.

Figure 1 6.

Characteristic c in ves of

the low-pass filters.

The integrator filter

using current-made

operational amplifiers

(red) follows the ideal

characteristic (blue)

mare closely than the

volt age-mode integra-

tor tiller (green), and h

suitable for use with

frequencies o! up to

TOO MHz,

lafc Met -535t lJJHKf vafrtt tctttt uat

— V-i oaKv — f -p
til. -3

(B6G151-1)

Reference
Ttefze, U. ond Schenk C_:

Electronic Circuits: Handbook for Design and Application,

Springer, ISBN 3-5405G6G8-X / 0-387-50608-X

Web links

w.w. -eenme5.com /anniversary/dssigridossics/oganip.html

htfo: // an.wikipedia, ora / wiki /Operational amoltf [er

w,y.y.uGQuefpb -Ca /- ontcon

/

gadn ets-/74 } *7

A

1 . h im

I

htto://fGcu5Ji.com/l[fe ^an/sbcciQZl ''>bcuQ71 ,cdf
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HANDS-ON REMOTE CONTROL

Heikki Kaliiola

Matty of you will have an old mobile phone

gathering dust. The circuit shown in this article

gives the old mobile a new lease of life, enabling

to switch an electrical appliance on and off in

the home, i he circuit will even talk to you on

predefined commands.

aroundor

n

mobile

Switch

pnone

Control using

DTI! r 'dill

Commercially available equipment for

Telephone-controlled switching usually

employs special GSM modems in com-
bination with SMS messaging {‘tex-

ting'). Elektar Electronics once pub-
lished such a circuit for home construc-

tion, see
J

SMS-Controlled Mains
Sockets’ in the January 2003 issue.

Unfortunately, GSM modules are fairly

expensive so the idea comes to mind of

using a discarded or obsolete mobile

phone you may have lying around

somewhere.

The above functionality is within reach

with the present circuit. The mobile

phone is linked to it via the connector

normally used for an external micro-

phone and earphones {some restricting

conditions apply in this respect, see

the inset).

If your old mobile employs a prepaid

card (Le., it is not on subscription with

a telco) then it allows the worldwide

remote control to be implemented inex-

pensively. After all, you then only pay
for the call on the calling phone, not

the receiving phone.

40
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The overall complexity of the circuit is

greatly reduced by the use of a PIC

microcontroller The addition of a

speech synthesizer chip allows the

control unit to return spoken informa-

tion to the user on the galling phone.

The system

The schematic of the Remote Control

by Mobile Phone is given in Figure 1.

The connector for the headset is

plugged inro the mobile phone and die

wires to the earphone pieces are con-

nected to the input of a DTI vIF decoder

1C type 8870 (TGI). Toe received sig-

nals are amplified by T1 and then

applied to pin RB2 of the central micro-

controller, a PICI6F84 (IC2).

DTMF stands for dual-tone multi-fre-

quency, a tone coding/decoding sys-

tem that
:

s been in use on wired tele-

phone sets for almost 30 years now.

Each key on the DTMF keypad is

linked to a combination of two (non-

damon ically related) tones in the audi-

ble range. At the receiving side, the

tone pahs are decoded into the match-

ing number (0-9, # T

T
).

For our applies Lion, the mobile phone is

set to auto-answer mode. In operation,

the PIC micro will continuously monitor

the level at RB7 (pin 13}* A ring signal

will wake up the PIC from its sleep

state and cause it to activate the

speech chip (IC3) which supplies a

’spoken' message to the mobile phone

via the microphone connector of the

headset* At the calling end, the user

hears the tvelcome message and is

prompted to enter the system password

(MSG-1), The level of the audio signal

may be adjusted on preset P2_ The

selection of spoken text stored in the

speech chip is determined by the logic

state of control lines A6 f A7 and AS*

Next, the program running inside the

PIC will wait for certain DTMF tones

entered by the user on his/her phone

(mobile or landline)* The received

DTMF signals are decoded into the

matching numbers by ICi, which
supply binary output information on

outputs G1-G4, with output STD
(pin 15} bagging reception of a valid

code to the PIC,

Having received a valid 4-digit pass-

word (which is being compared to the

one stored in the PIC’s memory), the

system will request a function code

(MSG2). Depending on the information

received in response to MSG 2, the

micro will pull its RB5 control line logic

Low or High, This signal enables a

relay to switch a suitably wired up

electrical appliance in your home to be

switched on or off (for example, a cof-

fee machine or the central heating).

The relay may be a solid-state device

(which allows direct control from RB5),

or a traditional solenoid-based switcher

that's controlled via a transistor buffer.

The action executed at the receiving

side is confirmed with a spoken mes-

sage (MSG4 or MSG5). Tile speech

chip contains yet other text messages

(MSG3. MSGS and MSG7) lor the pro-

cessing of situations ‘out of the ordi-

nary
1

.

The speech chip

The spoken messages are supplied by

a type ISD2512Q speech synthesiser

which has storage capacity for about

two minutes worth of speech. Differ-

ent memory areas inside the 18025120

Figure L The circuit contains just three ICs: a DTMF decoder, PIC micro looking after the internal control functions, and a speech chip.
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HANDS-ON REMOTE CONTROL

Figure 2, Copper track layout and component mounting plan of the PCB designed for the remote control. Be

sure to use sockets for the ICs, as the PIC hos to be removed during recording of the spoken messages.

p— — — — — — — — — — — —— — — -

;
COMPONENTS

I Resistors:

I R1 = 3901<fi

]
R2 - IfeO

] R3.R5,R12,R15,RJ7-R23 = lOkfl

1
R4 = lOOkil

I R6R10 = 331:Q

I R 1 1 =470kD
j

R13 - 220kD

,
R 1 4 = 47kl"l

j
R16 =2kfl2

J
Pi = lMfi preset H

1
P2 - 25kil preset H

j
Capacitors:

i
Ci,C3,C6,C7,C15,CI7-C20= JOOnF

j
C2.C13 -

I uF 16V radial

l
C4,C5 - 27PF

]
C8 = 2llF 2 16V redial

I
C9.C10 = 220nF

I
Cll,C14 = 22uF 16V radial

,
C12,C16= lOuF 16V radial

j
C21 = InF

I
Semiconductors;

,
D1.D2 = 1N400T

,
T1,T2 = BC547B

LIS?

IC1 = MT8870BE
IC2 — PIC 1 6F84A-20/P (programmed,

Publishers' order cods 04041 5-41 x
]

tC3 - I5D25120P (Winbond, Digrkey #
ISD251 2GP-ND)

IC4 = 7805 CP

Miscellaneous;

K I = 4-\vay SIL pin header

IS 1 - 1 6£1 nriiniaiure loudspeaker

MIC ] = deefret microphone capsule

51,52 = pushbutton, 1 make contact

53-S7 = on/ofr switch. 1 make contact

XI ~ 3,579MMz quartz crystal

Mabsie phone with headset (see text]

PCB. Publishers' order code 040415-
1*

Disk, PIC source and hex cade Files,

Publishers order code 040415-1 1 or

Free Download

’ see Elektor Electronics SHOP pages or

www.e 1e k to r-e Is c l ron ic s ,co . uk

1

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

4

may be selected using address lines

AG-A9. Here, the memory has been
divided into eight chunks or about

15 seconds that can be individually

addressed over A6, A7 and A8. This

allows the PiC to select any individ-

ual spoken messages and have it

played back by pulling the ££ control

input Low,

The spoken messages may be
recorded and checked using a micro-

phone and a small loudspeaker con-

nected to IC3. Switches S4
T 35 and 36

select the relevant memory area. Toe
relevant message is then recorded on

the chip via MICl while 32 is pressed.

Toe pushbutton should be released at

the end of your message, which can be

listened, to by briefly pressing SI (this

requires switch S7 to be closed). If you
are not satisfied with the result, the

text may be re-recorded.

During recording ad playing back the

messages (for checking) the PIG has to

be removed from its socket, else IC3's

address lines cannot be set manually.

The inset "Messages' gives examples

of texts you could use for the voice

feedback, including the associated

address settings.

Password changing

In an application like this, where
equipment is controlled from a remote

location, it is essential to prevent unau-

thorised access. In any case, password

protection is required.

You. the user, may pick your own 4-

digit password using the number keys

on your mobile phone's keypad. For

this to work you have to open switch

S3 (which is closed during normal

use). In that case, the four numbers
entered on the calling phone after the

welcome message has finished will be

accepted as the new password, and
subsequently stored in the PIC’s HAM
memory. If mains outages are common
in your home, we recommend power-
ing the circuit from a battery system
with mains charging, else the pass-

word will be lost.

Construction

The above article text having largely

described the operation and practical

use of the circuit* you should know
the function of all switches and other

controls and use this information to fit

the relevant parts on the case in such
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Wl at mobile pl ane?
When selecting a mobile phone for use with this project the following should he noted:

1

.

You will require a mobile with o headset The headset may be faulty or

incomplete — basically we only need the connector.

2.

Some mobiles will not detect the headse! -vhen no microphone

is connected.

3.

The mobile has to support "autoanswer mode',

that is, it has to be able to answer on incoming

call on the first ring signal. Some mobiles

will not show ibis option until a headset is

actually connected.

4.

The ring signal hos to be audible in the headset,

too, os it its function is to v/ake' the PIC via T1/RB7.

The First pulse edge on the PIC's port pin indicates that

DTMF odes are imminent and also causes 1C3 to play

back the welcome message. If the ring signal is not sent to

the headset the circuit may also be activated by saying some-

thing inio the calling phone.

a way that the unit is easy to operate

in practice.

The source code of the PIC control pro-

gram written by the author is available

as a free download from our website,

as well as on floppy disk (order code

040415-11). Those without access to a

suitable PIC programmer may also buy

the PIC micro ready-programmed as

order code 040415-41.

The PCS artwork is shown at true size

in Figure 2. With all components fitted

(insert the ICs in sockets) the controls

may be connected up via short lengths

of stiff ware: 31 f S2. S3, S4
r 35 and S6,

the electro! microphone capsule and (if

required) the loudspeaker (together

with 37). The latter parts are mainly

needed to check the spoken messages,

switch S7 aliowring the loudspeaker to

be switched off during normal use.

Next, the mobile phone link may be

hooked up on connector El. The output

relay for the electrical appliance you

wish to control (literally from anywhere

in the civilised world!) is connected to

the terminals beside S3 on the board.

The circuit is happy with a 6-15 VDC
supply voltage from a mains adaptor

capable of supplying 100 mA or so.

There is only one adjustment in the cir-

cuit: preset PI determines the input

sensitivity of the DTMF IC. The setting

is not critical however and the circuit

will usually work with the wiper at

mid travel.

Message
Address

Text
A8 (56) A7 (S5) A6 (54)

MSGl 0 O 0
This is joe Blagg s remote control by mobile phone.

Please enter system, password

MSG2 0 0 1
Correct, Please enter Function code.

ONE to switch on appliance, TWO to switch off appliance.

MSG3 1 0 1 0
Available time for code entry elapsed.

The connection will be broken. Bye!

MSG4 0 1 1 1 Appliance switched an. The connection will be broken. Bye!

MSG5 1 0
I

0 : Appliance switched off. The connection will be broken. Byei

MSG6 1 0 1 Password incorrect, please try again.

MSG7 1 T 0
Password successfully changed.

The connection will be broken. Bye!
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TOfrmrmifl!

in pidowes
Coding withoi keywords
Burkhard Kainka

Microcontrollers are particularly hard for beginners to program. Graphical user inter-

faces help to show interdependencies, but they have their [imitations. We look at a cou-

ple of systems and some simple application examples.

Figure 1.

Sthemaiic diagram of a

PSoC and its

functional blacks.

Everyone has had the experience or recognising a face,

but being unable to put a name to it. It is just ihe same in

programming: commands and keywords, register names,
ihe names of all the various control flags: it is a lot to

hold in the mind at once, ft is oFten easier to think in a
graphical way. For example describing the operation of

a microcontroller in terms of a flow chart or an equivalent

circuit diagram, before embarking on the work proper.

Th is is almost the same as using a graphical interface:

instead of typing in program text, you can simply click on

logic functions and connections, draw lines between
objects with a sweep of the mouse, and set properties of

various elements by simply selecting from a list.

Same manufacturers of microconirollers have recognised

this demand. In the struggle for market share it is no
longer enough just to compete on performance Figures;

the product must also be easy far potential customers to

use. The value of making a user's first experience with a

new chip a success makes the (high) development cost of

graphical programming tools entirely justifiable.

We frequently have ihe choice between a graphical and
o text-oriented programming environment. In general the

graphical environment will seem simpler since in many
cases decisions have already been made behind the

scenes to make it harder for us to make mistakes. This

can, however, be limitation in more complex projects.

The immediate experience with graphical programming
environments and the ready-made projects supplied with

them is indeed positive: it looks so easy that anyone
could use it. However, this overlooks the fact that the

interface is hiding many decisions. If is possible, for

example, that objects have been given various properties

that con only be revealed by clicking on them with the

mouse. If you take a working example project, it is not

always immediately obvious how many properties and
decisions are hidden awoy in the background. Perhaps

only when you try to build your own project from the

ground up will It become apparent that you are standing

before as great a mountain of Information as if you hod
used o text-based interface.

In other coses you might embark confidently on an ambi-

tious programming task, seemingly made child's play by

the graphical interface. Then suddenly an insurmount-

able obstacle crops up. The problem could be solved

with three lines of program code: but unfortunately the

whole project would then have to be restarted from

scratch in text form.

Whether a graphical programming interface is worth

using, and whether if makes work any easier, can only

be decided easily in a handful of cases. Nevertheless, it

is worth familiarising oneself with this style of program-

ming. The reports of our experiences below will give an
overview of the possibilities. In this article we will not be
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Vhe PSoC family
The figure shows She PSoC architecture divided

Into four main blocks: the processor core, the dig-

ital peripherals, the analogue peripherals, and

system resources. Configurable global buses

allow these to be connected to form a complete

system. One member of the PSoC family is the

CY8C27443
:
which con use up to hve I/O ports

os analogue and digital inputs and outputs.

There ore eight digital blocks (8 to 32-bit timer,

counters, PWM generators, up to two fulTduplex

UARTs, SPI masters and slaves etc.) and twelve

analogue blocks (A/D converters up to 1 4 bits,

D/A converters up to 9 bits, programmable

amplifiers, filters and comparators etc.). The

device has an M8C processor core running at up

to 24 MHz and has an interna!

24 MHz/48 MHz oscillator, 16 kbytes or Flosh program

-r^—^— —=~-—

memory and 256 bytes of data RAM- The PSaC Designer

software is free.

I

1

I

I

covering the microcontroller building-black system I-

Blocks. whose Flowcode programming interface

[shortly to become available at http://www.elekfor-€lec-

tronics.co.uk) is suitable for use even by beginners: more

on this system will be found elsewhere in this issue.

PSoC Designer

The PSoC family from Cypress is series of microcon-

trollers equipped ’with an extra mixed-signal array. Each

PSgC controller includes highly-reconfigurable analogue

and digital blocks (see Figure 1) with programmable

interconnections. This architecture allows the user to

match the external interfaces of the device to the require-

ments of the application. The device also includes a fast

CPU with in-circuit programmable Flash ROM, RAM, and
configurable parts.

Programming and connecting the various blocks is very

complex, since there are countless configuration possibili-

ties, as well as many constraints. Finally, hidden behind

the configuration of each PSoC block and the connec-

tions that Form a circuit Is a forge number of registers and

corresponding switches. Programming all these bits by

hand is a job beyond mere mortals, and so the only

practical approach is to develop the circuit graphically.

The user is assisted in this by PSoC Designer'\ a complex

programming environment which even includes an

assembler and a C compiler. Generally, most of the time

is taken in constructing the circuit. With small projects at

least the amount of text-oriented programming Is rela-

tively small.

The quickest way to start using the system is to take a

ready-made PSoC project and expand and alter It. In this

way all the necessary settings for a project will have

already been made correctly. In our case, we took the

example project asm_example_dac_adc.50C configured

for the CY8C27443. The program turns the device into

an adjustable sine wave generator, taking data from a

lookup table of sine values and passing them to o D/A
converter. An A/D converter measures the voltage at an

analogue input and sets a timer appropriately so that a

potentiometer can be used to control the frequency of the

output sine wave. To expand this project, create a new
project with its own name, making a clone of the exam-

ple project.

Once the project has been loaded it is possible to select

between the Application Editor, which shows the assem-

Figure 2.

The analogue blocks

that ace in use ore

highlighted in colour in

PSoC Designer's Device

Editor.
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Figure 3,

The sine wave

generator pro jet I also

uses the digital block

Counters 1.

bier source code, and the graphical Device Editor. Fig-

ure 2 shows a section of the Device Editor screen [here

showing only the analogue PSoC blocks and their con-

nections). Four configured blocks can be seen: PGA_J Is

a programmable amplifier, here used os on input buffer

with gain set to 1 . The input is connected to pin

Part_G_l . The output of the buffer amplifier is connected

io the input of the ADC block DEL5EG8_1 , a delta-sigma

converter with 8-bit resolution. The third PSoC block is the

6-bit D/A converter DAC6_1, whose output is connected

to pin Porf_Q_5.

In addition to ihe analogue blocks, this project also

uses the digital block Counter8_l [see Figure 3). The

timer sets the rare at which the sine values are output,

but is not itself connected to an output pin. The digital

port of the delta-sigma converter con also be found in

the digital section.

Pin overview

The complete circuit as seen from the outside has one

Input, where a potentiometer is connected [VR), and one

output for the sine wave signal (AnalogOuiBuf_l). the

selected pins can be seen in the Device Editor [see Fig-

ure 4). this is practically the complete circuit: of course

V55 and Vpp need to be connected, but there is no erys-

tal and no reset circuit. The microcontroller operates from

an Interna! 24 MHz RC oscillator with on accuracy of

+/- 2.5 %.

Each PSoC block has a large number of configurable

parameters, which can be set at the design stage. The

parameters can also be changed under program control

Whenever a new block is added to the circuit, PSoC
Designer odds ihe necessary code to the project in the

form of a library module. The main program main.asm
then remains very high-level and can be examined in the

Application Editor view. The blocks which are used must

first be enabled, which is done using standard calls. The

program then runs in a simple loop [see listing).

The project can now be built using Build . The result is

the File Sine. hex' in the Output subdirectory of the main

project directory. This file con now be transferred to the

p
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MiniProg and
MimEval
The low-cost CY3210 starter kit includes: the

MiniProg 1 programming device, which has a

USB interface; a smalt MiniEval printed circuit

board for the processor, with a 28-pin EC socket;

and two PSoC sample devices, a CY8C27443
and a CY8C29466. A manual, a CD containing

the complete PSoC Designer and PSoC

Programmer software and a USB cable are also

included. It is possible to get started immediately

with this kit. The printed circuit board includes

four LEDs, a pushbutton and a potentiometer.

Power can be taken from the USB port via

MiniProg 1 r
or the controller (once programmed)

can be powered from a separate 5 V supply.

Potentiometer
PSoC
Soctet

Switch
ISSP Header

1

1

I

I

1

I

1

i

i

1

1

]

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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targe* system, For example using Mini Prog (see box),

MiniProg is controlled by its accompanying software

PSoC Programmer [see Figure 5)- It is important to

select the correct device family [27x43-^X!) and device

type (CY8C27443). Set the acquire mode to Reset and
then apply power to the device using Power Device .

When programming has been successfully completed, set

'Power Device'
1

to off and then on again.

The necessary potentiometer is already present on the

CY32 10 MiniEvol evaluation board (see box), connected

to the correct input The sine wave signal will now be

present on pin PG5. and its frequency can be set as

desired between approximately 1 5 Hz and 260 Hz.

PSoC Express

Using the PSoC Express graphical development tool is is

possible to develop applications tor the Cypress PSoC
mixed-signal devices without writing a single line of C or

assembler code: the complete program is created auto-

matically. One reason that PSoC Express was brought out

by the manufacturer was perhaps that using PSoC
Designer is very efficient, but nor always completely

straightforward. Presumably if was not or the right level

for some potential users. The purely graphical interface

of PSoC Express can Fill that gap, since it is very simple

and motivating io use, and results can be achieved with

very little effort and in a very short time,

t here are just Four steps to using this new tool.

1 . Select the input and output blacks From a catalogue.

For inputs this includes such things as temperature sen-

sors, analogue voltage inputs, switches and buttons as

well as I/O pins; for outputs it includes MOSFET
switches, relays, LEDs and fans.

P(wt_a_7

Pm_0_3

V?*

Por1_2_5

FortJ^J

Pon_t_7

Pori_1_3

Fc--t_ 1 _ I

« ipcm W
23 VCQ

J
- 27 pgpi

3F*&} 25PQHJ

25 pop)

24 Pur-:}

1
&P31S? 23P2£3

j
7P2T3J CYBC27443 POIP^ *****

*
SPZUJ 21 P2£]

3 SUP 20P2JQ|

J
iaptm

is Pijs]

i 12PtPi l7Plf4l
*

13PfIIJ 15P1f2]

MV5S 15 Pip]

Pcft_0_5

Pc-t_Q_*

F^rt_u_Z

r-zft_Q_q

1 6

*

I
Pvt,2,2

I Fzft_i_0

I Pc/tJ J&

Isw

| Pan. t_0

Figure 4.

Device Editor gives an

overview of the

selected pins.

Figure 5*

MiniProg (see box) is

controlled by the PSoC

Programmer software.

2. Configure the function of each block using its

parameters.

3. A simulation mode allows the design to be verified.

Input values can be set using sliders or knobs and the

behaviour of the outputs can be observed.

4. In the final step a suitable PSoC device is selected

and the hex file containing the programming data is

generated.

PSoC Express is of course a specialised tool, which can-

not cover all the potential uses of the PSoC family.

Rather, it is oriented towards constructing analogue and
digital controllers and displays, if, for example, it is

desired to indicate a given voltage range using LEDs or

turn on a fan at a specified temperature, PSoC is the

right tool for the job.

fn our example we wilt build a display for monitoring a

battery, indicating voltage over set range using LEDs.

The undervotrage range is below 2.2 V, and is to be
indicated by a red LED. The range up to 2.9 V is to be
indicated by a yellow/ green LED, and the range above
2.9 V by a flashing green LED. The first step is to create

an input suitable for measuring from 0 V to 5 V in the

work area (see Figure 6). The second step requires a
Valuator' of type Setpoint Region/ in which the neces-

sary threshold values are entered [Figure 7). Finally, the

outputs are dragged onto the work area.

A transfer function must be defined tor each output. In

each case a TableLookup' type is suitable. You con then

Figure 6.

The work urea of PSoC

Express shows the

input and outputs as

well os a Valuator
7
.

Figure 7.

The desired threshold

values can be entered

into the 'valuator'.
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figure 8.

The tronsfer fund ion

for the green LED is set

using lookup table.

Figure 9,

The completed project

ten be simulated on the

screen.

decide on which input or valuator the output state is to

depend, ond then define the individual sfaies

(Figure 8),

No soldering

Programming for the project is now complete, and it con
be simulated on the screen, as shown in Figure 9. A
slider is used to adjust the input voltage and the state of

the outputs can be observed.

When the simulation has completed satisfactorily, the proj-

ect can be built using 'Build'. At this point the controller

type needs to be selected. Building the project takes a lit-

tle time; behind the scenes, PSoC Express is creating a
complete PSoC project in C, launching the C compiler in

PSoC Designer, and creating an executable program. A
circuit diagram and a data sheet with the pinout and a
tabular functional description are also produced.

All that is left to do is transfer the cade to the target system.

We can use the MmiEval board, and contra! the input

using the potentiometer. Output 2 and the Hashing output 3
ore suitably connected to LEDs on the board, so that opera-
tion can be checked without any extra soldering.

The curious user can examine the C project that has been
created using PSoC Designer, if for no other reason than

to learn a little about C programming ond program struc-

ture, The kernel of the program is an infinite loop which
reads the inputs and drives the outputs.

The program created is always built around on infinite

loop which includes all the decision and control process-

ing. It Is not passible to add processes that run at speci-

fied times or to use special-purpose analogue blocks

such os Filters. If all that is wanted is a simple permanent
linkage between input ond output, this interface is how-
ever, entirely adequate. PSoC Express is available far

free download from wv/w.cypress.com /psocexpress ,

Sine wave generator output loop
loop

:

loall DELSIG8_l_fIsDataAvailsble // if ADC conversion complete then.,...
jz loop

Icall
add
mov
cmp
jnc

mov

DELSIGS_l_cGetDaraC rearFlag // get ACC result and convert to offset binary
A, 0x80

f bADCvaiue] , A // store value for debug 'Watch variable
A, GxGF // counter period less then 0x01 is invalid due to
LoadCounter // excessive interrupt servicing
A, OxOF

LoadCounter

:

Icail Coun.ter8_i_WritePeriod // update DAC update rate

jmp loop

area lit

Suitable

:

db 31, 33, 36 ,

db 60, 60

,

60 ,

db 36, 33, 31,
db 0 , 0 , 0 , 1,

// 64 entry SIN lookup table
39, 41, 44, 46, 49, 51, 53, 55, 56, 58, 59

,

59

59, 59, 58

,

56, 55, 53, 51# 49, 47, 44, 42 , 39
2S

, 25, 22 , 19, 16, 13, 11# 9, 7 # 5 , 3, 2, 1, o

2 , 3, A, 6 , 7, 10, 12 , 14, 17, 20
, 23, 26, 29

area text
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DON'T LOSE YOUR TEMPER
Before phoning us - if you are looking

for a hard-to-find part. We have over

20.000 items in stock - including obsolete

and up-to-date pans.

WHY NOT VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.eric k Iovo ndelectronies.com

2N 2SA 2SB 2SC 2SD 2P 2SJ 2SK 3N 35K 4N 6N 17 40 AD
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BD BDT BDY BDW BDX BE
BFR BPS BFT BEX BEY BLY BL.X BS RR BRX BRYBS
BSS RSY BSW BSX BT BTABTB BRW BU BUK BLT BUY
BUW BUX BUY BUZ CA CD CX CXA DAC DC DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCE HD HEF 1CL ICM IRE J KA
KIAL LA LB LC LD I-F LM M M5M MA MAE MAX MB
MC MD.AJ MJE MJF MM MN MPS MPSA MPSH MPSU
MR} NJM XE OM OP PA PAL PIC FN RC S SAA SAB
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SO SI SL SN SO STASTK STR STUD
STRM SIRS SVl T TATAA TAG TEA TCTCA TOA TDB
TEA TIC TEP TTPL TEA TL TLC IMP TMS TPU U UA
LAA LC LDN LLN UM UPA UPC LTD VN X XR Z ZX
ZTX+ runny others

We accept Mail, telephone & entail orders.

Callers welcome.

Opening hours Mon-Sat 9:30 - 6:0 U

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway London NYV2 3ET

Tel: 020 8452 0161 Fa_\: 020 8208 1441

saIes@cricklewoodelectr6nics.com

WWW.XGAMESTATf N . M JaiiSSHS
PH: ga5.7a6'3D9B BUPpaFrr@HURVE.NET y-EA

1/4W Metal Film j }
Resistor Kit mJ

• - 1030 resistors L L
- 75 El2/24 values P A
- 1-3 tolerance ;

- Max voltage 250

v

£9.99

1/2W Metal Film

Resistor Kit

-1040 resistors

- 73 El 2/24 values
- 5% tolerance
- Max vcltoge: 25Qv

ALL PACKED AND LABELLED IN INDIVIDUAL VALUES
RarfFsl Beetrotjjic Capacitor Kit

citor Kiu,

citorKiL
Ceramk Disc
rantalum Bead capa
1206 / 0305 5MD Resistor Kit

} 205 / 0305 1 0503 5MD Capacitor Kit.

BNC Connaaor Kit

...£4.S9

—£4.59
_£4.99

.£14,99
„.£4.9

9

...£2-95Ptofes s Io rta ! G F RP Stri p boa rd__ ....

iinrniy the best way to buy components from iris ban cerr.pcr.er.ts * it suppi ar.

o id er Pi ?: £2-50 [Free U K PiP fq r ever £20).Quote prctaaii onal keyword : EDlSGS
r

and save a further )C :
.,

Vaii-

V/inchester h'oiije

iV'indve.iter Ree d

Walton -on -Thames
Surrey, CTT2 2RH
United Kingdom
Tel: C£ 70 7 SO 446S FscOOTQ 137 0005

Order and brovsse online at:

wvvwTastcomponents.co.uk

fastcomponents
3

in

e best way ie buy components

F

01 Number One Systems Easy-^C for

Windows

i 1

* “

Easy-PC version 9 just gets better

Winning accolades the world oven Easy-PC for Windows V9

is another major milestone in the evolution of this extremely

popular software tool. Try a demonstration copy of Easy-PC

and prepare to be amazed at the power, versatility and

remarkable value for money.

Version 9 fetauras

m 3D Board View

LI New Win XP User Interface

M Reverse Engineer 5CM from RGB
M Track Fattening

Interactive Schematic Routing

New Sliding Toolbars

M Component Clearance Checks

Alphanumeric Pin Names
Plus many more exciting features,,,*.

Fully integrated Schematics & PCB layout in a single

application complete with forward and back annotation.

Design and rules checks at all stages ensure integrity at

all times. Professional manufacturing outputs allow you

to finish the design process with ease.

Stop press*,* Stop press.,. Stop press.,* Stop press**.

Easy-PC imports Eagle files as well asTsien Boardmaker 2 files

call for a brochure, prices & CD on +44 (0) 1684 773662

r e-mail saIei@numberone.com

you can also download a demo from

www.numberone.com Tto: vs -ii=.

*|T*

Number One Systems - Oak Lane - Bredon - Tewkesbury - Glos - United Kingdom - GL2G 7LR UK
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TECHNOLOGY ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS

Modular design and

construction

usino E- - b ’’

— <r

We often hear from our

readers that they don't have

enough time to solder all

those parts in a constructional

project. Or that there are too

many complex microcontroller

projects in Elektor Electronics,

for which you have to be a

genius to program them.

It is indeed difficult to make

modern technology accessible

to everybody. But the best

comes to those who wait ...

join us to discover the

numerous possibilities that E-

Blocks offer!

Evelien Snel & David Daamen
«
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Figure 1, The USB Mtiltrprojjromnrtr h at the heart

of ihe system.

me time ago the editorial team
aware of E-Blocks. At first

we wondered what we could do

with them. Some didn't see the point

of them., others thought they were fan-

tastic In due course the balance

shifted to the *yes
L

camp, as the

designers and editorial staff began to

admit that “it was all thoughtfully and
well designed’.

But why did people have aH these

reservations about E-Blocks? Was it

due to the fact that the hardware was
already completed? Was if because
you no longer had to solder? Was it

because you 'only' had to program?

Not everybody is convinced yet, and it

will take time to get used to the idea.

In any case, we decided to let you

make up your own mind because there

was Gne thing everybody agreed with:

E -Blocks are very handy when you

want to design something very

quickly, and without much soldering.

You can first build a prototype using a

handful of E-Blocks, test the design

and only then start with the design of

the PCB.

But what exactly are these E-Blocks?
They are a collection of Interchange-

ROCKS
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USB Multiprograiruiiner
The E-Blocks USB Multiprogrammer supports the following PICs:

PIC 1 2F629, PIC12F675, PIC12F635, PIC i 2F683

PIC1 6F627A, PIC16F627, PIC16F628A, PiC16F62S,

PIC 1 6F630, PIC 1 6F648A, PIC16F676, P1C16F684,

PIC 1 6F688, PIC16F636, PIC16F716, PiCi6F72,

PIC16F737, PIC16F73, PIC16F747, PIC16F74,

PIC16F767, PIC16F76, PIC16F777, P1C16F77,

PIC16F818, PIC16F819, PIC16F83, PIC16F84A,

PIC16F84, PIC16F870, PIC16F871, PIC16F872,

PIC 1 6F873A, P1C16F873, PIC16F874A, PIC16F874,

PIC1 6F876A, PIC16F876, PIC16F877A, PIC1 6F877,

PIC16F87, PIC16F88

PIC18F242, PIC18F248, PIC18F252, P1C18F258,

PIC18F442, PIC18F448, PIC18F452, PIC18F458,

PIC18F1220, P1C1 8F 1320, PIC18F2220, PIC18F2320,

PICI 8F2331
,
PIC1 8F241 0, PIC18F2420, PIC18F243I,

PIC I 8F2439, PIC18F2455, PIC18F25iO, PIC18F2515,

PIC1 8F2520, P1C1 8F2525, PIC18F2539, PIC18F2550,

PICI 8F2585, PIC1 8F2586, PIC18F2610, PIC18F2620,

PIC1 8F2680, PIC18F2681, P1C18F4220, PIC18F4320,

PICT 8F433 1 ,
PIC 1 8F441 0, PIC18F4420, PIC18F4431,

PIC18F4439, PICI 8F4455, PIC18F45I0, PIC18F4515,

PICI 8F4520, PICI 8F4525, PIC18F4539, PICT 8F4550,

PICI 8F4585, PIC] 8F4586, PIC18F4610, PIC18F4620,

PICI 8F4680, PIC18F4681

able boards that can be used to quickly

and easily put a microcontroller system

together. Apart &om several microcon-

troller boards, there are many other E-

Blocks available from the manufacturer,

our long-time advertiser Matrix Multi-

media. There are input boards, output

boards and combined I/O boards. Last

but not least, a whole range of sensors

is provided that can be plugged into

the E-Blocks system.

USB Multiprogrammer

Let's take a look at the E-Blocks USB
Multiprogrammer {see Figure 1). This

E-block makes the perfect starting

point for your ovm projects. The Multi-

programmer can use many different

types of PICs (see inset) and also has

a USB port that can be used to connect

the E-Biocks system to a PC. The USB
connection is not only there to program

the system, but it can also be used

with most computers to provide a sim-

ple system with power. In many cases

there is therefore no need to use a

mains adapter. There is of course a

socket on the board that takes an

external power source for those proj-

ects that require more current than the

USB port can provide.

Plug and Play

The I/O lines of the PIC are made avail-

able along the edge of the board. There

is a maximum of five ports, each with

a maximum of 8 lines, depending on

the type or PIC used. The connections

between ail E-Blocks have been stan-

dardised, making it very easy to com-

bine the parts to form a system. A
peripheral is connected to a port of the

microcontroller simply by plugging In

a board, Tnis distinctive method of

construction has many advantages,

since in virtually all microcontroller

systems the majority of the hardware

consists of a combination of standard

building blocks. Instead of redesigning

these blocks for every prototype and

then constructin them, you can now
simply pick them out of a spares box.

When you have completed your project

you can easily dismantle it and use the

individual blocks again. Or not of

course: the E -Blocks are also perfectly

suitable for use in a permanent design.

A sturdy metal base plate has been
designed for just this purp ose. It has a

grid of mounting holes, which corre-

spond with the holes present on all E-

Blocks.

We should however point out that a

system built this way with E-Blocks

will always be physically larger than is

strictly necessary, but the extremely

short development time certainly

makes up for this.

Programming:

frightening or challenging?

Part of the design naturally involves

some programming of the hardware.

For some of you this aspect of the

design is a bit of a challenge that

makes the project more interesting. For

others this is the mam reason not to

get involved with a microcontroller

project in the first place.

In any case, even those of you who are

comfortable with microcontroller

design are not necessarily expert pro-

grammers. Programming is a com-

pletely different branch of design com-

pared to electronics. It would therefore

be very useful if there was a way that

made the programming simpler and

also reduced the development time.

Matrix Multimedia has designed a pro-

gramming suite especially for use with

E-Blocks that satisfies both of these

requirements.

Flowcode

Even if you have no prior experience of

programming microcontrollers, you'll

find that you will be able to program
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A few of the available
E-Blocks modules

Sensor interface board

It's not just the E-Blacks that have standardised connectors;

all 6-Blocks sensors have them as svefL They can be connect-

ed to the E-BIccks system via the sensor interface board. This

interface board already contains an LDR sensor.

IT L
vT

***

f
:

*
'

'
:

*
'V ' iT . . <

£ £ M1

LED board

This beard has eight LEDs ihot are individually driven via an
I/O line. When a 1 is written to an output line, the LED

will turn on. This board can be linked to another board.

LCD board

This board has an LC display with two lines of 16 charac-

ters.

Switch board

This board contains eight pushbuttons. When a button is

pressed a i will appear at the corresponding I/O line.

This heard can be linked to other E-B!ccks.

Quad 7-segment display

This board contains four 7-segment displays. The displays

are multiplexed, so only 2 I/O ports are required to control

the 32 segments.

5P1 board

This E-Block has an B KB SPI [Serial Peripheral Interface)

compatible serial memory chip as well as a D/A converter.
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even complex systems with the help of

Flowcode. It is literally programming
with the mouse 1

. You choose the

required functionality from a menu and

in this way create a program flow-

chart.

When the flowchart has been com-

pleted, the Flowcode program can be

simulated on the PC. You can then see

on the screen how peripherals such as

LEDs and LCDs behave. This all hap-

pens before a single line has been
compiled or assembled and has been
sent to the microcontroller. Flowcode
also make this process of the design a

lot easier. The Flowcode automatically

includes all die extra required software

routines.

This doesn't mean that all background

processes remain hidden from view.

Flowcode first translates a flowchart

into C, after which another process

converts this C code into assembler.

At both of these stages you are able

to make modifications. Not only can

yon inspect the code generated, but

you can also edit it, It all depends on

your preferences: do you want to

quickly create a prototype or would
you rather program in C, or even

assembler? Whichever choice you
make, Flowcode won't get in your

way. Quite the opposite

From idea to system

The usefulness of this system is ulti-

mately determined by the possibilities

it offers. We could go into detail about

the inner workings of the USB Multi-

programmer and which processors are

supported. But we feel it's more impor-

tant to know what yon can use it for

and have picked a few examples. How
about a system that uses mobile

phones for remote measurement and

control (Figure 2)? If you connect a

microphone to the A/D converter of the

processor you could use it as a wire-

less baby monitor. With the addition of

your own GPS module you could turn

it into a vehicle tracking system.

Somewhat simpler, but no less interest-

ing, is the ultrasonic measurement sys-

tem shown in Figure 3. You could use

this to take measurements within the

home or as a parking aid in your car.

Are you curious about the state of your

health? With the help of E-Blocks and
Flowcode you can build an advanced

FG controlled EGG and heartbeat mon-
itor in a Jiffy (Figure 4),

Figure 2. Mobile telephone opplica lion - USB Multipragrommer (1), keypad (2), R 5232 board (3), LCD board

(4), GPRS unif (5k loudspeaker (61 and S PI board with D/A converter (7),

Figure 3, Ultrasonic measurement system - USB Mulfiprogrammer (1), LED board (2), sensor board {3), 7-

segmeni display (4), ultrasonic sensor (5),

Figure 4, ICG and heartbeat monitor— USB Multiprogrammer (1), keypad {2k RS232 board (3k RS232

serial cable (4k LCD board (3k sensor board (6k ECG unit (7k KG tables and electrodes (8).
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Figure 5* You ton sltU expsnmenl with designs even though you're using standard building blocks.

Sensors

We could continue like this for a whil e.

The possibilities really seem to be end-

less, One of the biggest advantages of

the whole E-Blocks system is that it

isn't limited to just the microcontroller

boards, displays and pushbuttons, but

that a lot of thought has gone into

interfacing with the outside world. The
communications facilities, for example,

include a GPRS unit and an internet

board. There is also a huge range of

sensors available. The list of medical

sensors incorporates a respiration

monitor, which can be need to measure

the lung capacity, and a blood pressure

sensor that provides electronic meas-

urements of the systolic and diastolic

values. There are also EGG sensors

and heartbeat monitors, which can be

used to display the rate and shape of

your heartbeat.

There are also a number of sensors

available that come under the category

of process technology. These include a

flow rate sensor, oxygen sensor. pH
sensor and a gas pressure sensor.

Then there are sensors such as radia-

tion detectors, accelerometers, motion

detectors and magnetic field strength

sensors.

Sensors that have a more everyday use

such as a microphone, temperature

sensor and relative humidity sensor

are also included in the range.

Hit or miss?

Well, you tell us.. We are now con-

vinced that E-Blocks and Flowoods are

a magical combination that adds a

new dimension to the way that you

approach microcontroller design.

We purposely said it adds a dimension,

since it is your own creativity that

leads to a unique design. And even

here E-Blocks can help you out: there

are also two prototype boards avail-

able, which have a pair of standard

connectors (Figure 5 ). One is like a

standard experimenter's board with a

matrix of holes: the oilier also includes

a breadboarding area. These last E-

Blocks complement the system per-

fectly. With only a little soldering and
without having to choose individual

components or delve into the internal

registers of a microcontroller, you can

still be very creative in modern elec-

tronics.

The full E-Blocks

catalogue, further

information and

special introduc-

tory offers can be

found at

www.elektor-

electronics.co.uk/

eblocks
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In the UK, E-blocks are a real sensation.

Electronics enthusiasts - from beginners to

very experienced and professional - have

discovered the myriad possibilities of

|

E-blocks. And apply them every day.

With truly amazing results.

For example, you could .use E-blocks to control and monitor the entire

microclimate in your aquarium. Or build your own bugging device, using

GSM technology of course. It may be illegal to use, but at least with

E-blocks* would be possible! And those .ire only two examples. The

possibilities of E-blocks are infinite. E-blocks enable you. as an electro*

nic engineer, to do anything that comes into your mind. Design and build

your own applications E-blocks are ready to sente your creativity. And

they keep giving you new ideas all the time ...

VtlBy are both seasoned electronics experts and budding hobbyists so

excited about E-biocks? Because of their modular and highly flexible

nature. E-blocks are in fact smalt self-contained electronic- circuits anti

As each E-btojoRsimodute Is 'complete' in itself, you are able to concen-

trate an the main issues. Or; design :and Creation, without being disirac

ted by finicking, ferreting or fiddling details. Using E-biocks, you work

a lot faster and get results you never dreamed about, in relatively little

time.

E~b)oeks can be ordered as individual modules. So you can choose

exactly the E-blocks that you want, and buy only those you need for

your application. Ordering additional ones when you want to expand,

because you had new ideas, is easy. E-blocks have already conquered

England. Because E-blocks are simply a Sensation.

For more information, visil

Use the order form at the back or go to elektc?-elec Ironies

Prices are exclusive of postage

printed circuit boards that can os combined to create functioning elec-

tronic applications and systems. From vary simple to

highly complex and sophisticated



now with a 30% discount

In co-operation witti Matrix Multimedia, the manufacturer of E-blocks, we are able

to offer Eiektor Electronics readers a choice of two starter kits with great discounts

Rowcode student/home £ 59,90

USB Muttiprogrammer £ 77.30

tal value: £ 137.20

- Flowcode professional £ 1 1 8.00

- USB Muttiprogrammer £ 77,30

- LED board

- Switchboard

- LCD board

Extra: PIC16FS77 microcontroller

Total value: £ 248.55

£ 19.30
Special often

(30% discount)

Special often

(33% discount)

a

new

Sensation

from

Eiektor

Electronics



HANDS-ON SERVO CONTROL

Willem Ouwerkerk

Model servos are frequently used in robotics projects

because of their unique properties. However, a significant

disadvantage is that servos often change position far too

quickly. In addition, each servo moves at a slightly different

speed, which results in erratic looking movements.
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In these situations it would he nice if

all connected servos would move
simultaneously and with a user-defined

speed to the next position. This syn-

chronous servo control (called Servo -

Magic) is die solution for this problem.

ServoMagic is intended for models

and other robotics applications

where it is usually undesirable that

a servo changes position abruptly

Examples are a robot aim, a walking

robot
,
various parts of a fire fighting

ship or warship, etc.

Central prineiple

ServoMagic uses a Bresenham-Iike

algorithm to move one or more ser-

vos in a coordinated (smooth) man-
ner to their new position. Albert

Nijhof originally designed this rou-

tine. This implementation is an

unsigned' version.

What does ServoMagic do to change

the position of servos synchro-

nously? For each motor it is deter-

mined how much it has to travel to

the new position. The longest travel

(called the number of steps) is the

starting point for this algorithm.

Each motor will reach its endpoint in

that number of steps.

A counter is reserved for each motor.

Once the counter reaches zero it is

reloaded with the largest number of

steps. Each counter is decremented

by the number of steps that the

servo has to make.

The end result is a reasonably simul-

taneous movement of the servos.

Each servo also reaches its desired

final position, as is shown in the

example below. An asterisk indi-

cates that the corresponding servo

has changed position and a hyphen
indicates that nothing has changed.

The following table assumes the

original implementation for the

explanation of the algorithm.

Initial position 0 1° 0 0 O
Counter init. 5 5 5 5 5

1

Step no. si s2
!

s3 s4 s5

1 -5* 2-
j

-2* 4' 3-
|

2 -5*

1

^
i

i- 3-
1

1-

3 -5 y 6- -6* 2- -1*

1

4 -5* 3’ -3' n 7-

5 a a 0- 5-

6 *5* -3* -7* -1* 3'

7 -5* 4- -A *-a 8- 1-

8 -5* 1- -1*
|

7- -1*

9 -5
T -2* 2- 6- 7'

r io -5* 5- -5* 5- 5’

Endpoint

The example above has a starting

position of 0 0 O' 0 0 and a finishing

position of 10 3 7 1 2. From the table it

can be seen that the final position

will be reached in ten steps. When a

counter becomes empty (negative) it

is reloaded by adding the maximum
number of steps (10 In this case).

All counters are initialised with half

of the maximum number of steps, in

this example that is 10/2=5,

The counter for Servo 1 (si) has to be

reloaded on each step and as a result

this servo changes position ten

times. The counter for Servo 5 (s5)

changes position only twice,

because the counter underflows on

just two occasions.

In this way, the servos can be con-

trolled either individually or simulta-

neously, with or without speed

reduction, but always in coordinated

fashion.

The hardware
The most important part in the cir-

cuit of Figure 1 is an AT90S2313 from

Atmel, an 8-bit RISC microcontroller,

which, in this case, is clocked at a

frequency of 4 MHz. This controller is

provided with 2 kB flash memory,
128 bytes of RAM. 128 bytes of EEP-

ROM and 15 I/O ports.

The remaining hardware is minimal.

For communicating with the Servo-

Magic module you can choose

between either a simple RS232 port,

which is built with a couple of tran-

sistors (T1/T2) or a 36 kHz infrared

receiver (1C1) that can be connected

to K3 (but not both at the same
time!). Finally there is a double

power supply.

A precautionary remark regarding

the power supply: note that the AVR
chip used here does not have a built-

in brownout detector. If the voltage

rises too slowly on power up, it is

possible that the reset procedure of

the microcontroller is not properly

performed. The consequences are

usually a few altered bytes in the

internal EEPROM. Atmel themselves

also warn about this. If necessary, fit

an external brownout-detector The

successor type ATtiny2313 does

have an on-chip brown-out detector

— something to consider for a

mark 2’ version of the circuit !

On the PCB there are also several

connectors for the servos, the ISP

programming interface from Atmel, a

reset pushbutton and a pushbutton

for demo mode. There is also room
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HANDS-ON SERVO CONTROL
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Figure 1 , The circu// cons/5/5 mainly of on AT90523 } 3.

for a right-angle female sub-D 9-way

connector for the RS232 connection

and also for ICl, the infrared receiver.

Voltage regulator IC3 (a 78SQ5) will

need to be replaced with a 78S06 if

the servos are expected to deliver a

little more power. If a lot of power-

hungry servos are connected, an
even bigger regulator such as the

7STQ5 (3 A) may be required. Don't

forget to fit this regulator with a suit-

ably sized heatsink.

Details

Each type of servo has its own begin

and end position at a different pulse

width, Tire begin and end positions

for all the servos are stored in a table

in the internal EEPROM of the

AT9GS2313,

To make sure that each servo can be

controlled with the same data (0 to

180), the calculated pulse width for

each servo is scaled separately. In

tills way all servos can be used over

their maximum range, but the pro-

grammer does not need to remember
the actual range for each individual

servo. The basic calculation is as fol-

lows:

(({EndPosition - BeginPosilion) -

5etFosition)/Limit) - BeginPosition

The result of this calculation is stored

inverted in a table in RAM. The timer

interrupt uses this number as the

basis to generate the desired pulse

width for each servo.

The EEPRGM space has been allo-

cated as follows:

- Address 0:

not used (Refer Atmel errata).

- Address 1:

initial contents for WAIT (step

time).

- Addresses 2 to 11:

minimum pulse widths for all

servos.
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Figure 2Jhe PCB has been kept quite small to simply installation. Don't forget the two wire links when assembling 1
.

LIST

Resistors;

R1 - IQOD
R2 - 330

o

R3 = 10kn
R4, R1CMH 9 = lkH
R5 - 100 kn
R6, R7 = 4LQ7
R8, R21 = 47kO
R9 = 47011

R20 = |'Q 1W

Capacitors:
Cl = 4uP7 10V radio!

C2 C3 = 27pF

C4 = 220nF
C5 = 1 OuF 1 6V radial

C6, C7, C9 = lOOaF 25V radial

C8. CIO, Cl 1 - lOQnF

Semiconductors:
Dl = 1N4148
D2 = LED 3mm, green

D3 = 1N5401
iC t = 3R receiver [sea iext)

IC2 = AT90S23 1 34 OPC, programmed
for R5232, order code 02003 1-41)

iC3 - 7BS05
IC4 = 78L05
T1/T2 = BC547B

Miscellaneous; I

JP] - jumper |

1

Kl = 9-way sub-D socks* (female), i

angled pins, PCB mount
j

K2 = 1 G-way prnheader

K3 = connection far iR receiver

K4-K13 = 3^way pinheader
|

S1,S2 = pushbutton, 1 make contact
j

XI - 4MHz quartz crystal

Heatsink for IC3 e_g_, FK237, ICK35
,

2 wire links

R5232 cable, straight-through (all wires
j

1:1 connected)

PCB, no, 020031-1 from The PCBShop
j

Disk project software, order code

02003Ml

- Addresses 12 to 21:

maximum pulse widths for ail

servos,

- Addresses 22 to 121:

ten rows of ten locations each,

where preset positions for the

servos can be stored. The hist

row is used as the rest or initial

position for the ten servos.

Construction
Begin by fitting onto the PCB, shown
in Figure 2

r
all the low-profile pas-

sive parts. Start with the wire links,

followed by the resistors and diodes.

If you are using an IC socket, it has

to be soldered on the board before

mounting the upright resistors. Con-

tinue with the transistors, capacitors

and crystal, followed by the male
header connectors for the servos

(connections for Graupner/JR-stan-

daid) and JP1, than K2 and Kl, IC4

and IC3. IG1 is optional if you prefer

to use the infrared version of the soft-

ware (the Elektor Electronics sup-

plied pre-programmed controller is

suit able for RS232, the source code
and hex file are available for the IR

version). Finally connect the two
pushbuttons for resetting and activa-

tion of the demo mode.

Software
The complete AVR ByteForth soft-

ware can be downloaded from the

Elsktor Electronics website, filed as

no. 020031-11. The file contains sev-

eral modules.

A free demo version of the compiler

can be obtained from

http
:\\forth .hccnet .nl

.

Forth is often considered to be out-

dated. It is a limited language but is

capable of getting the most out of

many a modem microcontroller. The
multitasker is capable or running

three tasks on an AT90S2313, try it!

First, the library file AVR-EEPFRT is

loaded containing the commands
(called words in Forth) that read and
write to the internal AVR EEPROM.
After that the pseudo-random gener-

ator library is added as well as mod-
ified versions of the RS232 and num-
ber conversion libraries.

Once all the declarations have been
carried out, the timer-interrupt rou-

tine follows, which, with variable fre-

quency (from 40 Hz to 125 Hz), pro-

vides the servos with neat pulses.

The interrupt routine reads the pulse

widths from a table that is stored in

the RAM section of the AVR. The 8-

bit timer-0 was selected, because in

conjunction with the built-in

prescaler, it can easily generate

pulses between 0.02 ms and 4 ms.

The data for the routine requires five

tables of 10 bytes each. The interrupt

routine itself also has its data in a

able, which is 10 bytes long. All this

fits in the small amount of available

RAM of only 128 bytes.

Based on the contents of two arrays,

the data is calculated for the move-
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SERVO CONTROLHANDS-ON

RS 32-command set
ServoMagic is controlled via RS232 and uses ASCII commands tar this. Once a command has been processed, the prompt

returns consisting of the following characters: AM A
J > space

Character Name Instruction Instruction string Reply

? Question Print servo position The position Is

1 23456789 10 11 Prompt

A Adjust Set new position A 2 44 Prom pi

B Begin Set begin position B 3 62 Prom pt

0 Demo Servo Magic demo D Prompt

E End Set end position E 3 125 Prompt

G Go Go to EEP position GO Prompt

H Hold Save WAIT in EE H Prompt

M Move Move several servos M Prom pi

N Note Note position in EEP N 1 Prompt

G One Move 'one' servo O 3 40 Prompt

P Put Move oil P1234567S9I0 Prompt

1

R Rest Set rest position R 5 94 Prompt

S Speed Move servo fast S 7 80 Prcmpi

1

w Wait Set waiting time W 10 Prompt

Here follows a more detailed description. The data indicated with 's' is always a number from 0 to 9y

data '
n

' differs for each command.

? Display de present position of the servomotors, fol-

lowed by the watt time. The position of the servo-

motors is a number horn 0 to 180. The wait time is

o number between 0 and 255 milliseconds.

A s n Set the new position n for servo V (a number from

0 to 18Q[. Servo s will move in small steps only

after the M-command is received.

6 s n Set the begin position 'n far servo s'. The number

n has to be multiplied by 16 us in order to gener-

ate Ihe desired puise width. The default is 62 (xlo

= 992 jis). Servo 's' Is a number from 0 to 9.

D Set ServoMagic to demo mode. Every 250 ms, the

servos are Instructed to a new position by the ran-

dom generator

E s n Set the end position 'n' for servo 's'. The number n

hos to be multiplied by 16 us to generate the

desired pulse width. The default is 125 (x!6 =

2000 ps). Servo 's' Is a number from 0 to 9.

G n Go to the servo position stored ot location
J

n' in

EEPROM. There are up to 10 stored positions in

EEPROM where V can be from 0 to 9. Location

zero corresponds to the rest position. The waiting

time after each step has the value given by the W-
cammand. The initial value is 10 ms.

H Copy the waiting time to EEPRQM, ih is value is

retrieved or start-up and used as the default value

for the waiting time.

M Set the servos indicated with the A-command to

their new position. The waiting time after each step

has the value set by the Wnrommond and is initially

1 0 ms,

N n Store current servo position at location n of the

EEPROM, Up to 10 positions fit in EEPROM, so V
con be from 0 to 9. Location zero corresponds to

the rest position.

O S n Set servo 's' in position V (o number from 0 to

1 80], Servo V moves In steps. The waiting lime

after each step has the value given by the W-com-

mand. The initial value is 10 ms.

Pol n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 nlO
Seta! servos 'nl’ to 'nl0' in steps, as instructed by

the W-command. This is initially 10 ms. The num-

bers nl
J

to 'nlG range from 0 to 180.

R 5 n Set a new rest position (starting position) for servo

V. The number V ranges from 0 to 180 (90 Is

centre position).

5 s n Set servo V in position V (a number from 0 to

180). Servo V moves in steps. There is no waiting

time after each step.

W n Set new waiting time.
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merit of the servos.

Finally there is the command-inter-

preter, which receives and processes

its instructions received via RS232 or

RGB. The band rate and other set-

tings are defined by default as 9600

baud, eight data bits, no parity bit

and one stop bit. The RS232 com-
mand interpreter is described sepa-

rately a little further on.

When the RC5 version is used, an
RC5 decoder runs in the background.

The decoder is started by a falling

edge on PD2, which causes a hard-

ware interrupt. This hardware inter-

rupt starts a timer, which samples
the incoming signal on FD2 and
checks it for correctness.

Testing

Connect an RS232 cable (of the

straight-through' type with 1 to 1

wire connections: i,e,
:
not a null-

modem cable!) and start a terminal

program on your PC. Configure it for

9600, 8, N, 1 and connect a power
supply. Note that no servos are con-

nected as yet. If everything is cor-

rect, a start-up message appears at

the top of the window and the LED
lights up briefly A prompt appears

below the message. Type a question

mark ServoMagic will respond
with the current position of the ser-

vos. If this works, then the board is

functional and the software is run-

ning. Remove the power supply volt-

age from the board and connect a

servo to K6 (servo 4), Re-connect the

power supply and ServoMagic starts

again; the servo should now be in

approximately its centre position.

Now type: 0 4 180 and then 0 4 0.

The servo will first go to the maxi-

mum position followed by the mini-

mum position. Everything now func-

tions as it should. You can now con-

nect additional servos. Note that for

demonstration purposes, the first

two servos have a different begin
and end position.

Once you are confident that all

ranges are correct you can try the

demo mode. In this mode, the ran-

dom generator drives all servos to

ever changing positions. The random
generator also controls the speed.

Calibration

The PC3 is fitted with jumper JP1 in

order to easily calibrate each servo

for its maximum range. Remove the

jumper when calibrating and con-

nect a voltmeter across the pins.

Now measure the voltage across

R20. Once the servo reaches its limit

(locks up) t the voltage across the

resistor will increase. You now know
that that selected begin or end posi-

tion is outside the mechanical range.

In tills way with some ‘trial and
error’ T you can determine the full

range of the servo. Maintain a small

margin so that during normal use the

servo will not lock up. Repeat for

each servo, one at a time. Once this

is all done, a number between 0 and

180 can be used to control each

servo to its full limits.

Find notes
With the controller that has been
used here, a machine that contains

up to ten servos can be controlled. If

a larger number is required, use two
ServoMagic modules or use an AVE
with more I/O, RAM and EEPROM,
For example, an ATmega8515 can

easily drive 24 servos without any

problems.

There are two versions of Servo-

Magic, The basic version

(SMAGIC1A) employs RS232, an

alternative version (SMAGIC1I), RC5.

Elektor Electronics only supplies the

RS232 version. The ‘LR version you

will have to program yourself.

Both versions can be built on the same
RGB. In that way, a PC, SBC or other

computer can remotely control one or

more machines with or without wires.

The RC5 command set is fully docu-

mented in the source code file.

Note that in addition to the flash hex

files there is also a file EE,hex, which
needs to be programmed in the EEP-

ROM section of the controller (this is

only necessary of course, for those

who program their own controller).
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Detlef Overbeek, Anton Vogel aar and Siegfried Zuhr

The Delphi Stamp is a complete controller about the size of a large postage stamp and

is based on the ATmegal 28 microcontroller made by Atmel. Last month we looked at

the capabilities of this module, in this instalment we continue programming the

Delphi Stamp under Delphi. Here we use it in a standalone mode where it provides the

functions of a sprinkler system 1
.

The programming language used to directly program

microcontrollers is assembly language [this programs ihe

microcontroller at the lowest possible level). However,

writing and debugging an assembly language program

takes up a lot of time. Although it s certainly passible to

use the Delphi Stamp as a development plalform for

assembly programs, the software tools provided let you

write and test programs in Delphi,, which significantly

simplifies the development of the firmware.

Several templates have been included that make it easier

io start writing programs. In the first example we will

write an assembly program. As is usually the case, the

first step is the drawing of a flowchart, which gives on

overview of the functionality of the program (Figure 1).

In this example we make an LED flash; 3 seconds on and

3 seconds off. The LED is connected via a series resistor

to +5 V and Port B, output 3. The controller turns on the

LED by making the output low. It is done this way
because the ATmegal 28 con sink more current than it

con source.

The ports of the microcontroller can be used as either

inputs or outputs. To configure o port pin as an output a
'1

' has to be written to the relevant position in the Data

Direction Register [DDRB). ATor 0 in the relevant bit

of the data register PartB determines if ihe output is high

or low. The conversion of the flowchart into code begins

with a copy of the template file UMam.pas.

The assembly program uses instructions from the instruc-

tion-set for this particular microcontroller. The meaning of

the instructions we've used is shown below:

Figure k Flowchart for a simple LED flasher program, t. Vem eg3s ite? eras si 6s IK here a ban mjf be ji fore, IBtei)

PB3 := Output
I

no

?01

PB3
LED

“
OFF

702

Delay

no
pa^sd

9

yes

F33:=G
LED ON

_
,:-r.-209 -9 - U
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I

SBI Set a bit k>
J
1

' in on I/O register

DEC Decrement the value in register by '1

BRNE Branch If Not Equal: jump to the specified

address only if the result of the lost operation was
not equal to zero

SBIW Subtract Immediate from Word: reduce the value
of two combined registers

CBI Clear a bit to O' in an I/O register

The program UMain.pas Is compiled by the PasAVR
cross-compiler and is then uploaded and run in the Del-

phi Stomp by the monitor program Mon485.

Link 3000,3180 // AtMegal28 : Cede SOOOO..SFFFF [nj

/ / RAM $0100 . . si OFF

t E=PRq~ S0Q0 .. 57FF

Central i rill

Conlrcl E*e

UMatapas ucomral.pas

menace

Implementation innpiemen talion

UDrivcrs.pas U Drivers, pa 5

Keys, LCD etc,
6

Ij GUI fC-

ITConsolapas OcEphl simyialton
[

Hard via* e

Program

f
* Delphi Sca-p, rebels re for writing assembly arc-

grzins

Provided by Vogel aar rlectropics, Btiusc/ioten

Rev C . 10 23-03—OS Initial release *

)

(* = — Start vectors =====---===—-====-^^== *
,

{IP ixLOiar ?>

{ ?P abs 0}

Begin

Asm

£31 - - - PDPB ,

3

?0i « . .DEC, . -H25

BRNE 4 . ?0I

SBIW. .R30,

1

bri;e. . ?0I

SSI . . .PorLB, 3

?02 , . „ DEC _ 4 .R2S

BRHE. _ ?02

SBIW . * R30 r I

BR'fE* . ?Q2

CBI * * * Ports,

1

* ?0 I

End;

End

,

Sprinkler system

For o ur next pro feet there are really two programs that

need to be written: one that runs on the PC and another
that runs on the Delphi Stamo itself [see the overview in

Figure 2). I hey perform the same functions and are
both written in Delphi. Hence the name for the controller

board, o microcontroller that is programmed via Delphi,

or striclly speaking the Delphi IDE. The units have been
designed to perform a number or functions. These func-

tions are the same in both projects, but the way they

work has been adapted for the hardware.
For example the unit Drivers for the Delphi Stamp deals
with the inputs and writes information to the outputs. The
unit for tne has the some name, but takes its inputs

From the buttons ond trackbars that are shown on the

screen. The outputs are represented by virtual LEDs ond
text on the screen, the unit UAAoin also ploys an impor-
tant port, even though it contains very little: just one
timer. It does hove a very important function since it simu-

lates %vhot happens inside rhe Delphi Stamp when it starts

up, which is the inilialisofian of the I/O ond generation
of a dock that periodically calls a subroutine. This pre-

figure 2, The project consists of two programs:

one runs on the PC and the other runs on the Delphi Stamp*

vides She same functionality to the PC that the

Delphi Stomp has internally. For the GUI unit this compar-
ison no longer holds; this unit exists purely to provide a
visualisation of the outputs that are driven by the unit Dri-

vers. This makes it the counterpart of the actual inputs

and outputs of the Delphi Stamp, which are the switches,

potentiometer or analogue input, an LCD display and the

LEDs. And finally there is the most important unit of all:

UConlroL This contains all the logic for the project and Is

tested on the PC. Once this unit has been debugged and
it functions reliably it con be transferred to the

Delphi Stamp project*. In here the units ore compiled by
PasAVR, which converts the Pascal files into a machine
language file that can be stored in the Delphi Stamp. This

then has the same functionality as the Delphi program on
the PC. In this way Delphi has become on Important part

of creating project for a microcontroller. The project is

developed and tested in Delphi after which the core pro-

gram [the unit UConirol\ is transferred into a new * envi-

ronment' where it can finally perform its tasks.

For the development of projects for the Delphi Stomp the

units UAAotn, UDrivers and GUI need to be created once
only; the code in UControl can then be modified for other

projects. Should the hardware of the Delphi Stamp
change, this con easily be replicated by extending or

modifying the units.

So much for the theory, now for some practical matters.

Once we know what our goal is we first have to specify

the design and then create and test o simulation in Del-

phi. For this instalment we thought about an automatic
sprinkler system for the garden (this will be handy for

next summer, and you con experiment with it throughout
the winter)* This requires only o little extra hardware to

implement on the evaluation board.
For example, we could control three solenoid valves. We
would like to be able to turn them on individually far

specified times. It would also be useful to sprinkle the

garden for short periods of time and to repeat this

process several times. This gives the soil a better chance
to absorb the water.

We require three outputs for the solenoid valves, which
can be simulated on the evaluation board by LEDs. For
the control v/e need two pushbuttons, which can be
used with an easy menu structure. One of the buttons is

already present on the board and the other can be con-

; PB3 : = Output

; 3. Sec Delay

; := I, uuti Off

; 3 Sec delay

; PS3 i— D , Led On
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Figure 3, The relationship between the different units for the PC and Delphi Stamp-
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Figure 4. Part of the flowchart for the sprinkler system.

neefed to the second analogue input of the board. For

the menu and the display of events well use the LCD

display on the board, which can show o 16-character

text line.

Well use the included Start Delphi program to create the

simulation. This contains a readymade layout of the eval-

uation board in Delphi and includes ihe required units

and routines to make use of all the ports.

You should copy the contents of this directory Into a new
one, where the design will take place. (After copying the

files you should delete the file with the extension .dsk'

because this contains the paths of the files, which would

still point to the original directory: After starting Delphi

this file will be recreated with the correct path to the new

directory.)

In ihe unit UMatrt we con see that the main parts of the

Delphi Stamp are simulated.

The initialisation of the Delphi Stamp happens when the

data module is created. In a real Delphi Stamp this nor-

mally occurs during the start up. There is also the internal

timer, which calls a subroutine (the procedure

ContwIExe) every 100 ms. This is part of the unit UCon-

trol, which well expand in a moment.

The unit UDrivers contains the code to simulate the hard’

ware of the Delphi Stamp. The procedures and functions

in this unit are used to read the inputs that are entered

via the screen and to display the outputs generated by

the Delphi Stamp on the screen.

The unit UCUI is the graphical representation of the eval-

uation board and has code that links to the unit UDrivers.

There is no need to change anything In the abov^men-

tioned units; everything has been designed so that it's

ready to be used now and can be reused later.

The core of the project can be found in the unit UConlrol.

The procedure Controllnit initialises some of the variables

used. On the First line Is ta/mT
r
which initialises the

Delphi Stamp Simulation. Following this are our own vari-

ables. We have come across the procedure Control Exe

earlier in the unit UMain where the timer called this pro-

cedure even/ 100 ms. We have added some code fa this

procedure to check if some event occurred (e g a button

pressed) or if a countdown timer has completed.

The function GetButton is called to check if a button has

been pressed. This returns the value True when a button

has been pressed.

The following code makes sure that the procedure

Bin 1 Pressed is executed once only:

cblclQr H/1G05



If GetButton

Then Pus&BufctOfri is pushed dawn.

Begin

If Hot 5tr.Xl.sst Then

Stnl^ressed; / do the actua1 work «

StnlLast := True

Bed

Else BtnXLsst := X'alse;

The procedure Bin 1 Pressed does all ihe actual work. The
same applies to the second button except that the Ana-
1092 input is read, and then checked to see if it has a
high or low level. The procedure Bfn2 Pressed will then be
called Ef necessary.

These pushbuttons are used to work out way through the

menu (Figure 4}.

Button 1 is used to step through all the menu entries.

When we reach the end of the menu it will jump back to

the beginning (see var. MenuLevel).

With Button 2 v/e con open a menu item and then

change its value with Button 1 . When the program has
just been started we use LED 2 on the Delphi Stamp to

indicate this.

After pressing Button 1 once we enter the normal menu
and LED 2 will flash slowly. When Button 2 is pressed to

enter ihe edit made, LED 2 will Flash quickly.

The periods can be set anywhere from 5 to 100 minutes

in steps of 5 minutes. When the value goes past a 100 It

will jump bock to 5. The number at repetitions will also

jump back to \ after the maximum value or 3 has been
reached.

The solenoid valves can be controlled automatically or

turned off.

The settings are stored in an array that has the same
structure as the menu. This configuration makes It simpler

to expand the menu at a later date.

To show some text on the LCD displays v/e use separate
procedures, which can be reused to show the various val-

ues, The value currently shown on the display is stored in

a separate variable that is copied into the array of set-

tings when the mode changes.

Pressing Button 2 from the menu item 'Start sprinkler'

starts the process. Those solenoid valves that are set to

Automatic will ihen be driven for the selected sprin-

kling time.

When the same process happens In a program more
than once we can save many lines of code by putting the

code for this process into a functional routine. An exam-
ple of this can be found in StariCyde. When enough
time has passed, the routine NextValve Is colled, which
looks for the next active valve, SetVolve is then used to

turn on the valve, or if a parameter of '0 is given, turn

off the valve.

After the last valve has been processed it checks if the

sprinkling has to be repeated. If so, the counter will be
loaded with the set value and a delay begins. When this

delay has passed, the cycle is started again with StariCy-

cie. At ihe end this process Is closed, the control Es

returned and the display shows the initial srori-up text.

This code can be compiled with Delphi and tested on the

PC. The pushbutton on the evaluation board is Button I

,

which is used to step through the menu. Button 2 is con-

nected to pin 8 of the Delphi Stomp or j7 of the evalua-

tion board, which is the second analogue input (the push
button is connected via a 10 k pull-up resistor to +5 V).

The output to the valves Es simulated by the LEDs that are
In a dice configuration on the evaluation board. The texf

on the LCD shows what is happening.

Figure S. Make sure that ihe fourth and fifth options of the second

group in AVRPas are ticked.

Figure 6. The monilor program M4-85 is used to connect fo the

Delphi Stamp,

We've now covered ihe development of the code via a
simulalion in Delphi. The code Ucontrol is used to drive

the Delphi Stomp. The easiest way to get storied is to cre-

ate a separate (parallel) directory. Copy ihe general files

tar the Delphi Stamp [found in the AVR Start directory)

into this and overwrite the unit Ucontrol in this directory

with the unit Ucontrol that you've just created with Delphi.

Next we continue with the AVRPas cross-compiler. This is

also Included with the Stamp in the kit. After starting this

program we create o new project with Project / New
project1

Make sure that the Fourth and fifth options are ticked, as
shown in Figure 5, and click on OK
A new window opens where a name and o location for

the project have to be given.

Go to the directory where you ve copied the files and
give a name to the project, for example Rain. The gener-

ated files will now be stored In the same directory as the

source code.

Add the main file fo ihe project with Project / Add to
project. Set the filter for * pas files, select UMain pos
and click on Open, the file editor then opens and shows
the contents of this file. Indicate that this Is ihe main file

with Project / Project / Main file, select UMoin.pos
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figure / .The right-hand slide switch on the Delphi Stamp is first

pushed to The top and ihen one position lower.

and dick on Open. Then open the other Files in the edi-

tor with File / Open and add UDrivers.pas and UCon-

tfoi-pas . Compile these two files via Compile / Cur-

rent editor file. Occasionally there can be a few error

messages caused by some Delphi functions that are not

found In AVRPas. These can usually be corrected with

fairly simple modifications.

Next compile the project with Project / Main Project

file The code will then be generated and AVRPas con

be closed.

The file with the binary cade created by the cross-com-

piler has to be stored in the Delphi Stamp. For this we
use the program Mon485 (Figure 6), which can make a

connection to the Delphi Stamp via the RS232 pori and

the M4 85-server running on the Stamp.

Start the Mon4S5 program ond reset the Delphi Stomp

by sliding the right-hand switch (next to the LEDS] to the

top and then one position down (Figure 7). The LED

then starts flashing at a rote of 0.5 Hz. The M485-server

is now ready.

Connect the Stamp to the RS232 port and check the com-

munication settings (probably Coml , use a speed of

9600 baud). Press the red button at the top right to make
a connection. Press read' to show the serial number and

test the communications channel. Then go to the Com-
mands tab ond press the button to the left of the input

box to select the file to be downloaded. Go to the direc-

tory where AVRPas stored the created file and select the

file with the '.ROM extension. Click an the Hex code
button to transfer the file to the Delphi Stamp. The Run
button can then be used to start the program.

To make the program start independently in the

Delphi Stamp the right-hand slide switch next to ihe LEDs

has to be put to the bottom position.

If all goes weli the unit will function identically to the sim-

ulation.

We now have functioning standalone application run-

ning on ihe Delphi Stamp, which was the goal of this

instalment.

w.I-;..--.-

fibre Information on the Delphi Stamp can he found on the

websites www.vogelnar-electronks.cgm

and wwvJ earning deiphlmfo

See your design in print!

Elektor Electronics (Publishing)
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Freelance Technical Authors/Designers
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Motor Drivers/Controllers

Here are just a few of our controller and

driver modules for AC, DC, unipofaribipolar

stepper motors and servo motors. See
website for full details.

I

{If?;.

NEW! Bidirectional DC Motor Controller

Controls the speed of

p- most common DC
motors (rated up to

32VDC/5A) in both

the forward and re-

verse direction. The

range of control is from fully OFF to fuliy ON
in both directions. The direction and speed

are controlled using a single potentiometer.

Screw terminal block for connections.

Kit Order Code: 3166KT * £14.95

Assembled Order Code: AS3166 - £24.95

DC Motor Speed Controller (5A/100V)

Control the speed of

almost any common
DC motor rated up to

100V/5A. Pulse width

modulation output for

maximum motor torque

at all speeds. Supply: 5-1 5VDC. Box sup-

plied. Dimensions (mm): 60Wx1G0Lx6QH.
Kit Order Code: 3067KT - £11.95

Assembled Order Code: AS3Q6/ - £19.95

NEW! PC I Standalone Unipolar

Stepper Motor Driver

Drives any 5, 6 or 8-lead i|

unipolar stepper motor

rated up to 6 Amps max.

Provides speed and direc-

tion control. Operates in stand-alone or PC-

controiled mode. Up to six 31 79 driver boards

can be connected to a single parallel port.

Supply: 9V DC. PCB: 3Gx50mm.
Kit Order Code: 3179KT-£9,95
Assembled Order Code: AS31 79 - £18,95

Assembled Order Code: AS3113 -£24,95

NEW! Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver

Drive any bi-polar stepper

motor using externally sup-

plied 5V levels for stepping

and direction control. These
usually come from software

running on a computer.

Supply: 8-3DV DC. PCB: 75xS5mm.
Kit Order Code: 3158KX- £12,95
Assembled Order Code: AS3158 - £26.95

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix)

or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix).

CREDIT CARD
SALES *8 W V

‘

Q

Controllers & Loggers

Here are just a few ofthe controller and

data acquisition and control units we have.

See website for full details. Suitable PSU
for all units: Order Code PSU445 £0,95

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote
State -of- the-A rt . H igh secu rrty

.

4 channels. Momentary or

latching relay output. Range
up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx s can
be learnt by one Rx (kit in-

cludes one Tx but more avail-

able separately). 4 indicator LED s. Rx: PCB
77x85mm, 12VDC/6mA (standby). Two and
Ten channel versions also available.

Kit Order Code: 318QKT - £4T95
Assembled Order Code: AS31 80 - £49.95

Computer Temperature Data Logger
4-channei temperature log-

ger for serial port.
aC or

S
F,

Continuously logs up to 4

sepa rate senso rs Ioca ted

200m+ from board Wide
range of free software appli-

cations for storing
r

using data. PCB just

38x38mm. Powered by PC. Includes one

DS1 820 sensor and four header cables.

Kit Order Code: 31 45KT - £19.95

Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - €26.95

Additional DS1 820 Sensors - £3.95 each

NEW! DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher

Call your phone number
using a DTMF phone from

anywhere in the world and

remotely turn on/off any of

the 4 relays as desired.

User settable Security Password, Anti-

Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and
Lockout. Includes plastic case. Not BT ap-

proved. 130x110x30mm. Power: 12VDC.
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - £39.95

Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - £49.95

Serial isolated I/O Module

i iJL— j Computer controlled 8-

channel relay board.

_ 5A mains rated relay

I .i_ outputs. 4 isolated

digital inputs. Useful in

a variety of control and
sensing applications. Controlled via serial

port for programming (using our new Win-

dows interface .terminal emulator or batch

files), includes plastic case 130x100x30mm,
Power Supply: 12VDC/50QmA.
Kit Order Code: 31 03KT - £54.95

Assembled Order Coda: AS3108 - £64,95

Infrared RC Relay Board
Individually control 1 2 on-

board relays with included

infrared remote control unit.

Toggle or momentary. 15m+
range. 1 1 2x1 22mm. Supply: 1 2VDC/G.5A
Kri Order Code: 31 42KT - £41.95

Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - £61.95

PIC & ATMEL Programmers

We have a wide range of low cost PIC and

ATMEL Programmers. Complete range and

documentation available from our web site.

Programmer Accessories ;

40-pin Wide Z1F socket (Z1F4QW) £15.00

18V DC Power supply (PSUG1G) £19.95

Leads: Parallel (LDC136) £4.95 / Serial

(LDC441) £4.95 / USB (LDC644) £2.95

No.
IK1TS.

NEW! USB 'All-Flash* PIC Programme^
USB PIC programmer for all

‘Flash
1

devices. No external

power supply making it truly

portable. Supplied with box and
Windows Software. ZIF Socket

and USB Plug A-B lead not incl.

Kit Order Code: 31 2QKT- £34,95

Assembled Order Code: AS31 28 - £44.95

Enhanced n PICALLJf

ISP PIC Programmer
Will program virtually ALL 8

to 40 pin PICs plus a range

of ATMEL AVR, SCEN1X
SX and EEPROM 24C de-

vices. Also supports In Sys-

tem Programming (ISP) for PIC and ATMEL
AVRs. Free software. Blank chip auto detect

for super fast bulk programming. Available in

assembled format with ZIP socket only.

Assembled Order Code: AS3144ZIF - £64,95

ATMEL 89xxxx Programmer
Uses serial port and any

standard terminal comma
program 4 LED's display

the status ZIF sockets

not included. Supply: 18-18VDC,
Kit Order Code: 31 23KT - £29.95

Assembled Order Code: AS31 23 - £34,95

NEW! USB &. Serial Port PIC Programmer
USB/Sena I connection. Header

cable for ICSP. Free Windows
software. See website for PICs
^supported. ZIF Socket/USB Plug

A-B lead extra. Supply: 1QVDC.
Kit Order Code: 31 49CKT - £34,95

Assembled Order Code: AS3149C - £49.95

Secure Online Ordering Facilities Full Product Listing, Descriptions & Photos Kit Documentation & Software Downloads



MINI-PROJECT

Willy Dhooge

Some motorcyclists not only

enjoy tweoking the engine

but also dabble in electronics.

The author encountered prob-

lems with the mechanical

turn indicator on his Harley

Davidson bike and came up

with an all-electronic alter-

native. As it turned out (pun

intended) , the little circuit is

very useful for cars, too.

On motor vehicles like scooters,

mopeds, motorbikes and cars, a

mechanically controlled turn indicator

{historically also known as a ‘traffica-

tor’) arranges for lamps to flash at the

side, front and back of the vehicle

when the driver intends to make a

major turn. For decades, the circuit

controlling the turn indicator lights has

been based on a relay or a bimetallic

strip, which are both subject to wear
and tear and hence breakdown. If fail-

ure occurs, an original control unit is

often difficult to get and one soon start

to think about an electronic version

with eternal life.

This month’s Mini Project demon-
strates that an all-electronic replace-

ment is easy to build from just stan-

dard components. The key element is

a power MOSFET capable of passing

currents up to 26 A (Figure 1).

How does it work?

The circuit is effectively connected in

series with the turn indicator lamps.
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When the FET (field effect transistor)

conducts, components D1 and Cl

ensure the supply voltage remains

present for the drive electronics, dur-

ing the on-periods. Moreover, as a

result of the nn/nff switching, the cath-

ode of D1 is 'lilted' some 11 V above

the batter/ voltage, allowing the gate

of the M03FET to switch the device

into fall conduction.

When the supply voltage is switched

on, C2 is initially discharged, causing

T3 to be kept oh. The base of T2 is held

low by R4, causing T2 to conduct and

the emitter of T3 to be pulled down to

about 2 V. The gate of T1 being con-

nected to the emitter of T2 via HI. T2

will not conduct. Once C2 is almost fully

charged (via R3, D3 and T2), T3 starts

to conduct, switching off T2. Next, FET
Tl is driven into conduction via R6 and

R1 and the lamps will light. While T3

conducts, C2 is discharged via H5. T3

and R2 causing T3 to block after a while

and T2 to be driven into conduction

again. Tl then no longer receives a gate

voltage and switches off.

A mini board

Although the circuit diagram seems to

contain a good number of components,

actually building the circuit on a PCB
is neither a difficult nor a long-winded

affair. Looking at the PGR artwork in

Figure 2
h the whole circuit is accom-

modated on a 3 x 3 cm square PCB.

Mounting the parts is not expected

to cause difficulty— the FET may
be mounted upright and does not

require a heatsink.

The wiring diagram in Figure 3 is

intended as a guide to installing the

circuit in or on the vehicle. In fact,

there is little change with respect to

the original configuration, but do note

that connection Tl is wired to the

t 12 V line, and T2, to the turn indica-

tor switches.

(€6Q1££;

Di Tl

-
I . The circuit is designed to employ q kind of bootstrapping effect when ihe FfT gate is driven.

The circuit board is so small it tan usually be fitted into the original turn indicator control box.

— — — — — ^ — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

COMPONENTS LIST C2 = 27GnF I

Resistors:

R] = Ikn
R2

f
R3 - 150kQ

R4 = lOOka
R5,R6 = lOkfl

Capacitors:

Cl - lOOuF or 1 50uF, 16V
f radial

Semiconductors:

DI = 1N4001
Di D2 = 1N4148
Tl = IRF234N

T2J3 - BC558

Miscellaneous:

PCB, ref. 050120-1 from The PCBShop

Connection diagram of ihe turn Indicator incorporating the oil-solid stale drive circuit.
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ELECTRICAL SAFETY

In all mains-operated equipment certain

important safety requirements must fre

met. The relevant standard for most
sound equipment is Safety of Informa-

tion Technology Equipment, including

Electrical Business Equipment (Euro-

pean Harmonized British Standard BS
Efi 60950:1992). Electrical safety under

this standard relates to protection from

* a hazardous voltage, that is, a volt-

age greater than 42.4 V peak or

60 V d.e.;

* a hazardous energy level, which is

defined as a stared energy level of

20 Joules or more or an available

continuous power level of 240 VA
or more at a potential of 2 V or

more:

* a si n gl e i nsul ad on fault which wou id

cause a conductive part to become
hazardous:

* the source of a hazardous voltage

or energy level from primary power;
* secondary power (derived from

internal circuitry which is supplied

and isolated from any power
source, including d.c.)

Protection against electric shock is

achieved by two classes of equipment.

Class I equipment uses basic insu-

lation ; its conductive parts, which may
become hazardous if this insulation

fails, must oe connected to the supply

protective earth.

Class II equipment uses double or

reinforced insulation for use where
there Is no provision for supply protec-

tive earth (rare in electronics - mainly

applicable to power tools i.

The use of a a Class II insulated

transformer is preferred, but note that

when this is titled in a Class I equip-

ment, this does not. by itself, confer

Class If status on the equipment

Electrically conductive enclosures

that are used io isolate and protect a

hazardous supply voltage or energy

level from user access must be protec-

tively earthed regardless of whether the

mains transformer is Class I or Class II.

Always keep the distance between

mains-carrying parts and other parts as

large as possible, but never less than

required.

If at all possible, use an approved

mains entry with integrated fuse holder

and on off switch. If this is not avail-

able, use a strain relief (Figure, note 2)

on the mains cable at the point of entry.

In this case, the mains fuse should he

placed after the double-pole on off

switch unless it is a Touchprooft type

or similar. Close to each and every fuse

must be affixed a label stating the fuse

rating and hype.

The Separate on off switch (Figure,

note 4). w hich is really a "disconnect

device , should be an approved double-

pole type (to switch the phase and neu-

tral conductors of a single-phase mains

supply). Jn case of a three-phase sup-

ply. all phases and neutral (where used)

must be switched simultaneously. A

pluggable mains cable may be consid-

ered as a discon neet device. In an

approved switch, the contact gap in the

off position is not smaller than 3 mm.
The on off switch must be fitted by

as short a cable as possible to the

mains entry point. All components in

the primary transformer circuit, includ-

ing a separate mains fuse and separate

mains filtering component must be

placed in the switched section of the

primary circuit. Placing idem before the

on off switch will leave them at a haz-

ardous voltage level when the equip-

ment is switched off.

If the equipment uses an open-con-

struction power supply which is not

separately protected by an earthed

metal screen or insulated enclosure or

otherwise guarded, all the conductive

parts of the enclosure must be protec-

tively earthed using green yellow wire

i green with a narrow yellow strips - do

not use yellow wire with a green stripe).

The earth wire musi not be daisy

-

chained from one part of the enclosure

io another. Each conductive part must
be protectively earthed by direct and

separate wiring to the primary earth

po;nt which should be as close as pos-

sible to the mains connector or mains

cable entry. Ibis ensures that removal

of the protective earth from a conduc-

tive pari does not also remove the pro-

tective earth from other conductive

parts.

Pay particular attention to the metal

spindles of switches and potentiome-

ters: if touchable, these must be protec-

tive iy earthed, ‘tote, however that such

components fitted with metal spindles

and or levers constructed to the rele-

vant British Standard fully meet all insu-

lation requirements.

The temperature of touchable parts

must not be so high as to cause injury

orio create a fire risk.

Most risks can be eliminated by the

use of correct fuses, a sufficiently firm

con sir action, correct choice and use of

Insulating materials and adequate cool-

ing through heat sinks and by extractor

fans.

The equipment must be sturdy;

repeatedly dropping it on to a hard sur-

face from a height of 50 mm must not

cause damage. Greater impacts must
not loosen the mains transformer, etec-

tro lytic capacitors and other Important

components.

Do not use dubious or flammable

materials that emit poisonous gases.

Shorten screws that come too

close to other components.

Keep mains-carrying parts and
wires welt away from ventilation holes,

so ih at an intruding screwdriver or

inward falling metal object cannot touch

such parts.

As soon as you open an equipment,

there are many potential dangers. Most
of these can be eliminated by discon-

necting the equipment from the mains

before the unit is opened. But, since

testing requires that it is plugged in

again, ii is good practice (and safe) to

fit a residual current device (RCD)l
rated at noi more than 30 mA to the

7. Use a mains cable with moulded-on plug.

2. Use a strain relief on the mains cablev

3. Affix a labef at the outside of the enclosure near the mains entry stating the

equipment type , the mains voltage or voltage range , the frequency or fre-

quency range T and the current drain or curent drain range.

t. Use an approved double-pole on off switch, which is effectively the
;

discon-

nect device'.

5. Push wires through eyelets before soldering them in place,

6. Use insulating sleeves for extra protection.

7. The distance between transformer terminals and core and other parts must
be >6 mm.

8. Use the correct type, size and current-carrying capacity of cables and wires

-see shaded table below.

9. A printed-circuit board like ail other parts should be well secured Alt joints

and connections should be well made and soldered neatly so that they are

mechanically and electricaliy sound. Never solder mains-carrying wires
directly to the board use solder tags, The use of crimp on tags is also good
practice

.

10. Even when a Class fl transformer is used ft remains the on off switch whose
function it is to isolate a hazardous voltage (Le.. mains input) from the pri-

mary circuit in the equipment. The primary-to-secondary isolation of the

transformer does not and can not perform this function.

mains system (sometimes ii is possible

to fit this inside the mains outlet box ar

multiple socket).

* Sometimes called residual current

breaker - RCB - or residual circuit cur-

rent breaker -RCCB.

These guidelines have been drawn up

with great care by the editorial staff of

this magazine. However the publishers

do noi assume, and hereby disclaim,

any liability for any loss or damage,
direct or consequential, caused by

errors or omissions m these guidelines,

v, nether such errors or omissions result

from negligence, accident or any other

cause.

3-core mains cable to 8S6500 1990 with three stranded

conductors in thick PVC shealh

Max current 3 A 6 A 13 A
conductor size 16 0.2 mm 24 0,2 mm 40 0,2 mm
Horn cond area 0.5 mm 2 0,75 mm2 1,25 mm2

overall cable dia. 5,6 mm 6,9 mm 7,5 mm

Insulated hook-up wire to DEF61-12

Max current 14 A 3 A 6 A
Max working voltage 1000 V rms 1000 V rms 1000 V rms
PVC sheath thickness 0.3 mm 0,3 mm 0.45 mm
conductor size 7/0.2 mm 16 0,2 mm 24/0,2 mm
Mom cond area 0,22 mm 2 0.5 mm2 0.95 mm2

overall wire dia 12 mm 16 mm 2.05 mm

3-flat-pm mains plug Io OS 1363A
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lectronics
Order now using the Order Form

in the Readers Services section in this issue.

Elector Electronics (Publishing)

RO- Box 190

Tunbridge Wells TN6 7WY
ENGLAND

Telephone #44 (0) 1580 200 857

Fax *44 {0j 1 580 200 61

6

Email; sates#eiektopeiectronics.co,uk

Microcontroller Basics

Burkhard Kainka

ISBN 0-905705-67-X

230 Pages

£18.70/118$ 33.70

Microcontrollers have become an indispensable part of modern

electronics. They make things possible that vastly exceed what

could be done previously.

Innumerable applications show that almost nothing is impossible.

There's thus every reason to learn more about them, but that

raises the question of where to find a good introduction to this

fascinating technology. The answer is easy: this Microcontroller

Basics book, combined with the 89S8252 Flash Board project

published by Elektor Electronics. This book clearly explains the

technology using various microcontroller circuits and programs

written in several different programming languages. In the course

of the book, the reader gradually develops increased competence

in converting his or her ideas into microcontroller circuitry.

Flash Microcontroller

Starter Kit

Elektor Hardware & Software

Step into the fascinating world of microcontrollers with

the Elektor Electronics Flash Microcontroller Starter Kit,

Order now the ready-assembled RGB incl. software, cable,

adapter & related articles.

Contents of Starter Kit:

• 89S8252 Flash Microcontroller board

(ready-assembled and tested RGB)

300-mA mains adapter

• Serial cable for COM port £69,00 / US$ 112,50

• Software bundle on CD-ROM
• Article compilation on CD-ROM

More information on www.elektor-electronics.co.uk



HANDS-ON DESIGN TIPS

Parallel-port Flasher for Elektor Flash Micro board

second program called

userport.exe is required For Win-

dows 2000 and XP. Fortunately

Hia fs also become available from

a download fink on ihe SP89
page already mentioned.

After unpacking the archive file,

the userport.sys fife has to be

egp ied info the C;\ Windows \sys-

tem32\drivers directory, where-

upon userport.exe can be
launched. Then you are able to

select the port and address range

to be accessed (the relevant infor-

mation is available via Contra/

Panels / System / Hardware /
Device Manager / Ports (COM
and LPT) / Properties /
Resources, and is usually 0378-

G37F]. The entry in the right-hand

column or userport.exe is the

essential one; compare it with the

documentation supplied by the

program.

Once this has been configured

(the program will supply an ok

message] the board may be con-

nected up to the PC's LPT port

using an easily made cable. The

connector pinout is given in the

Table.

All pins of the Flash Micro board

are accessible for our purpose

except the reset pin. We recom-

mend Fitting a solder pin at the

solder side of the beard, on the

connection for the reset switch.

This allows mating sockets of the

sleeve type to be used just as with

the other connections. Basically

the wiring is the same as indi-

cated on [1], although the Gnly

components remaining are the

three 220-Q series re sis tars — the

rest is superfluous luxury. It is

however, essential far the cable

Tifo Gockel

Most students participat-

ing in the microcon-

troller programming

courses taught ol our

technical university

[Karslruhe, Germany,

Ed.) bring their own
notebook PCs and run

into problems when
they discover there's no

R5232 port available to

use with, for example,

Flashbot Roadster.

Attempts to flash the

Elektor 89S8252 Flash

Micro board using the

Aim el IISP utility and sev-

eral U5B-EO-RS232 con-

verters only proved that

data was terribly slow

to get transferred. Ulrich

Bangert, the author of

the AimeUlSP utility

explained to us that

apparently, a latency

timer has to elapse each time a

line needed For ISP is switched to

a dirierent state, beFore the driver

change is actually copied to the

USB component s A pity, the

AimellSP utility being an
extremely useful tool, but by no

means hopeless, as most note-

book PCs do have a parallel

port. Using the program SP89 [1]

for Windows (as well as -or

Linux!) the Elektor Flash Micro

board can be programmed via

ihe parallel part. The actual use

of the program is not os easy as

with ArmeflfSP, but using the tips

in this article success is within

everyone's reach.

Here's how it works
To be able to use the SP89
Flasher [download it from []]) a

...B'-ue-v

to be kept shorter than

about 20 cm. A lancer

coble requires an active

alternative, generating

the required signal lev-

els with the aid of

74xxx244 bus drivers,

see [3], Although no

serious problems were

encountered when using

the passive version, the

active variant Is recom-

mended for different

reasons. As compared
with the serial part, the

printer port is quite sus-

ceptible to damage by

voltage surges and

short-circuits. These risks

should not be negbeled

and in case of doubt the

active alternative [3] is

to be preferred.

As soon as the connec-

tion has been estab-

lished, the program

may be bunched as fol-

lows (note the spaces)

5P89 —152 -Ml 1 - fwCp resLihx

Apparently, it is necessary after

each unsuccessful launch to clear

the resource hie __sp89rc to make
sure a new one is created the

next time 5PS9 is used. The rele-

vant file contains plain ASCII —
hence con be opened with a

word processor — and will

quickly tell you if the program

was launched successfully.

Regarding the LPT mode in the

PCs BIOS we should not forget to

mention that our tests were suc-

cessful using the ECP+EPP set-

ting. Further details on the pro-

gram start options may be Found

in the documentation File that

comes with SP89 [1].

SPB9 - a programmer for ATB9 microcorctroBers
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Connector cable wiring

3 ( 0ATA 1 ) RESET pin (see texl)

9 (DATA7 ) via 220 H PI .5 (M0 SI)

1

1

(STATUS 7
,
busy) vio 220 Q PI .

6

(MIS0)

2 [DATA 0 ) via 220 a PI .7 (SCK)

25 (GflD) K7 (GHD)

References

[1] SPB9 Parolfel Port Flasher homepage:

hltp://www.xs4oll.nl/~sboll/e-S8rB9.htm!

[2] Active (buffered) Parallel port (losher for the AT89S8252:

bhp://vreb51.hw-server.com/i5p_prg.html

[3] Programming the AT89SB252 using SP1:

hHp://jelrrer.vemsloh.nl/o5s/ot89prog/ol89prog.pdf
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PICAXE controls Nokia 3310 display

j

1 Connection data
j

J
Pin 1 LCDRSTC - REsI (2,8 V)

]

i Pin 2 VOUT - DC/DC - DC/DC volioge converter output (OV) 1

J
Pin 3 Gnd(OV) J

« Pin 4 LtOCSX - Chip select input (2,8V)
[

I Pin 5 LCOCDX tonlrol/display dofa flog inpul (2 f
8V) l

[

Pin 6 SOA - Serial Jala inpul (OV)
}

i Pin? SCLK ^ Serial dock input (OV) 1

J
Pin 8 VBB - Supply voltage {2,8V}

i

Hans MEddelbeek

Spare displays for Nokia 33 10

mobile telephones are offered

cheaply not only by several sur-

plus goods outlets but also via

Ebay. A small program allows

such o display to be controlled

from a PICAXE micro. The

PICAXE is a PIC-based microcon-

troller marketed by Revolution

Education Ltd. The special loader

u til ity programmed into the chip

allows it to be programmed with

uncommon ease.

The little system shown here is per-

fect far applications like a small

datalogger with graphic output.

Fig ure 1 lists the connection data

far the display while the actual cir-

cuit diagram around a

PICAXE 1 8X is given in Figure 2.

Two signal lines, SICK (dock)

and SDA (data) are needed to

transfer data to the display.

Besides these two, we also need

DC (data/commond). CS (chip

selecl] and RES (reset).

We need to star! by telling the dis-

ploy if the information to be sent is

data or a command — a high

level of DC indicates data, a low

level, a command. Next, we pull

CS low to select the display.

We can then change the value of

bit 7 (most significant bit) on the

SDA line and change 5CK from

lav/ to high. The display awaits

ihis action before it reads in the

level of SDA.

Next, the whole byte is shifted to

the left by one bit position (Le_,

multiplication by two) and the

above actions are repeated until

all eight bits of the command or

data byte have been conveyed.

As shown in the table, only six

commands are in principle neces-

sary to initialise the display. Once

these have been processed the

display Is ready to receive further

data. The transmission of data in

order to display pixels follows the

same procedure, eight pixels

being packed into one byte.

The program written by fhe

author for the PICAXE arranges

the initialisation of the display,

writes a word on the top line and

then displays a part of o

sinewave. The program may be

downloaded free of charge from

our website, the file number is

050200*1 1 -zip. The included

subroutines speak for themselves

by and large.

r , "I

Formerly a tobacco tin

Gunther Kuhnle

Many electronics enthusiasts are

t war with mechanical engineer-

ing, and in keeping with ihe slo-

gan if you can't beat them join

them' we present o quick and

easy meihc-d or housing small cir-

cuits in an all-metal enclosure.

Although ihe pictures speak for

themselves, some comment may
be useful

The dimensions of the author's

Favourite (empty!) tobacco tins are

1 1 0 _ 80 _ 26 mm (J _ w _ h).

The box itself conveniently holds

the components or PCB while the

lid no i only serves as a mounting

panel far controls ond connectors,

but also as an effective screen. If

necessary the project schematic

may be secured to the inside of

the lid, and protected with a cc-o
m-

ing of dear lacquer.

Clearances in the lid should be

marked with a felt pen only, to

prevent scratching the point on

the surface. A piece or wood,

slightly higher than the inside of

the box r is used to prevent the

drill bit from wandering around.

To make sure the holes become
round wood drills should be

used instead of spiral ones for

metal. Wood drills will not take

damage from the thin sheet

metal, provided you predrill each

hole with o 1 .5-mm bit.

To ensure a constant supply of

empty tobacco tins, the author

encourages a friend to keep

smoking his pipe, having con-

vinced him that by doing so,

many will profit from his persona!

choice of tobacco. So far, he has

remained faithful to his favourite

brand-

11 .. 2005 -“hit:: share ;:eb



HANDS-ON LABTALK

Karel Wa I raven How accurate do you

Prices in the supermarket are often rounded to 5 pence,

hut the price of cars is usually rounded to hundreds of

pounds. There is apparently a relationship between the

amount to pay and the accuracy.

This idea can be misleading,

because we're used to thinking

in absolute amounts. When a

salesman says that a product is

only 5% more expensive and
that it doesn't amount to much, I

always immediately suggest that

he gives me 5% of his salary. It

is not much, is it? Unfortunately

! have never succeeded in get-

ting even a single cent this way.

When you use an ordinary tran-

sistor such as the BC547B, the

gain can easily have a tolerance

of 1 00%. Many electrolytic

capacitors have tolerances from

-20 to +50%. With resistors, a

tolerance of 5% or 1% is quite

normal, but mast capacitors

have tolerance of at least

1 G%. If you leak at It that way,

it is a small wonder that circuits

actually work at a II 3 Or does it

not work that way?

The designer of the electronic cir-

cuit has to keep tolerances very

much in mind. He has to design

it in such a way that the proper

operation of the circuit is guar-

anteed under all circumstances.

That is normally done be design-

ing in a suitable margin, for

example, by assuming the low-

est gain for all the transistors.

This results in a design that has

too much gain, which is subse-

quently corrected with negative

feedback. This is a kind of trade-

off, where gain is sacrificed in

order to realise o reproducible

design. Incidentally, negative

ieedback is also necessary for a

whole host of other reasons that

are not relevant right now. You

could say that the negative feed-

back is dominant here. The char-

acteristics of the negative feed-

back circuit determine the most

important characteristics (gain,,

in this example) of the design.

The components that are port of

the negative feedback circuit

have a much higher demand
placed on them and may not

have large tolerances. Fortu-

nately negative feedback in its

simplest form consists of not

more than two resistors and

resistors are stable and easily

manufociured in just about any

tolerance.

We usually use 5 ^c-resistors [that

is, resistors with o 5% tolerance)

in our designs, and occasionally

?% or even less. We do that,

because you will not hear

whether the volume of an ampli-

fier is 5 % higher or lower. If you

were to measure if (with an

instrument that has an accuracy

that is better than 5%) then you

could easily measure a differ-

ence between amplifiers (left

and right channel). This is also

the reason why in your digital

voltmeter with an accuracy of

1 % or better 1 % or even 0. I %
resistors are used in the critical

locations.

About a century ago, some

designers had not quite grasped

the idea of tolerances. Resistors

with values of 1 000 Q, 2000 O.

3000 O 4000 Q, and so on in

equal steps, were manufactured.

Obviously, this range cannot be

maintained, because with low

values, the steps are much too

large, and with high values

much too small. The solution to

this dilemma is a better under-

standing of the concept of toler-

ances os follows: A 10QG-Q
resistor with a ±10% tolerance

can hove a value from 900 to

1 1 GO II, The region from 900 to

1100 O is therefore covered.

The next value has Jo be selected

in such a way that it neatly con-

tinues the range. The value of

1 200 n is suitable, because the

actual value will be between

1080 and 1320 O. Then fal-

lows 1 500 O with a value

between 1 350 and 1650 Q.

This is how the £1 2 range has

come about. For the picky

among us: to calculate the un-

rounded E I 2-values you need to

take the twelfth root of 10 which

results in a factor of 1.212. So

the El 2-series should actually

have the following values: 1 .0 -

1.212 - 1.468 - 1.778 -

2.154 - 2.610 - 3.162 -

3.831 - 4.642 - 5.623 -

6.813 - 8.254. With these val-

ues, the tolerance regions do not

overlap.

In actual daily use we re not that

consistent, because with a 5%
tolerance we should really be

using the E24-sene$. We nor-

mally don't do that, we use El 2

values and allow gaps between

the values.

{050153-
1 }

need to be?

figure 1 . Negative feedback In its sim-

plest farm using Rl We sacrifice gain and

in return we obtain a fixed amplification,

a stable DC adjustment and High input

resistance.

Figure 2. Tolerance regions far the El 2

series. Because the values are rounded,

the regions do not join exactly but overlap

a little or leave a small gup.
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RETRONICS

Friedrich W. Ruppert

When I saw this radio in its t

tifully polished wooden cas

the pavement beside a garl

bin ready for collection ! c

not resist saving it. Next; tr *

about 20 years in my
because there was no time

such a thing'. Today,. I ter

think differently and our chil

should not miss the opportun

view the magic eye' (for reLmvc

newcomers, that's the valve tun-

ing indicator type zM xy, a pear

man's scalar cathode ray tube}.

The results of my first attempt ro

power up the radio were as

expected: soft light from the dial

illumination and the valves the

magic eye came on, but no

sound. A few turns of the tuning

knob did however cause the eye

to close and open, so something

inside '.vos actually receiving FM
broadcasts! Conclusion: a deed

power output stage.

The radio was opened and hey

presto there was o copy of the

schematic secured to the

screened bottom plate. Date: June

1959; type: Philips 1002. The

documentation is of a standard

and quality that's long since dis-

appeared. Second surprise: a

tofem-pole -ish output stage virtu-

ally to the SRPP principle Fiek/or

Efectronfcs extensively discussed

in a couple of famous articles.

Here, pentodes were used rather

than triodes (and note the unusual

screen grid configuration) The

cathode of the upper ELS 6 is at a

perilously high voltage w.r.L its fil-

ament grounded at one side,

which apparently was no cause

far concern in the 1960s and
70s. Valve handbooks will tell

you that the EL86 is the tow-volt-

age version of (he EL84. The 86
was developed by Volvo for trans-

formerless power output stages

designed for use with 800-ohm
loudspeakers only.

Faultfinding in ihe radio proved

easy In thanks to the perfect serv-

icing sheet. The actual cause of

ihe utter silence was a broken fil-

ament in one of the ECC83
valves. This caused ihe plate volt-

age to rise to a level so high It

was endangering the lives of the

valves and the electrolytic smooth-

ing capacitors (three, packed into

a common case, ready to

explode). An easy repair, as it

turned out.

However, in order to compensate

far the still too high voltages as a

result of the mains voltage having

risen from 220 V to 230 V in my
country, I decided to insert a

large 5Gohm dropper resistor (an

a heatsink) into the transformer

primary circuit.

remarkably little noise.

The almost grotesque treble/bass

contra! comfort, including the var-

ious music/speech settings and

last but not least the 1 2 watts of

audio power from inside a 45-

litre wooden case ensure a retro

aaja-vu (deja-heard?) sensation

second to none. The radio is

great not only for a classic con-

cert on a rainy Sunday after-

noon; it will also fill a busy mid-

size office or workshop with

'music at work' (alos no longer

allowed these doys). Another of

Its strengths as compared to mod-

ern transistor radios is discovered

after sunset, when you can go
'wave-hunting' with just a short

length of wire for on antenna.

Surprisingly, lot of stations with

their wonderful foreign names

printed on the dial are still on the

air, broadcasting programmes
that somehow seem free from

modern society's stress, hustle

and bustle. Or is it just the warm
sound and the faint smell of

electrified' dust from the back of

the radio? A feather in the cap

oF those who designed ond built

this superb product almost

50 years ago.

Once resurrected and restored lo

its former glory the radio is now
a joy to listen to. Nothing on
modem equipment compares to

the feel of the tuning knob,

which, with 400 grams of iner-

tia, allows the entire VHF FM
band to be luned through

wilhln half a second— and

no waiting for Pits or similar

newfangled circuitry to

lock.

1 do realise 1 was lucky

to have found the

radio in such an

exemplary state

— no crackling

noises when the

heavy 'denture'

knobs are

pushed, no siz-

zling or other

worrying
noises from

leaking elec-

trolytics, and

PHILIPS 1002
BD 583 A

Reircrucs is a i^un^ly co'umrt covering vrn'age electronics including legendary t'eHor designs. Contributions, suggestions end requests -are welcomed; please send an
en-ci ia editof^e! eltror-elc-ctronics.co.uk sub-eer: Renames EE,
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INFOTAINMENT quizz'away

Martin Ohsmann h a Professor of Electrical

Engineering and fnbrmahon Technology at FH

Aachen and a long-time contributor fo Elektor

Electronics. Through Guizz'cr^ay he aims at

stimulating thought, speculation, construction and

simulation as '.vri/ as rake interesting questions.

NOP changes
spectrum

This month we look al an

8051-ish microcontroller (an

AT89S8252) generating a

simple rectangular signal

under interrupt control using

the program listed here. The

micro is clocked at 1 2 MHz,
which corresponds to a

machine cycle af 1 ps. One
interrupt signal is generated

by Timer 0 every eight

cycles. The interrupt routine

(INTTO) toggles port pin bit

P2.Q which consequently

supplies a rectangular signal

at a rate of 62,5 kHz. The

main program (START rou-

tine) does all the necessary

in respect of initialisation and

then enters a loop (LOOP) consist- signal is generated of which the dean
ing of a few NOP [no-operation) spectrum (fundamental frequency) is

instructions and a jump. shown in Figure 1. A frequency

counter will confirm the correct fre-

; VERSION A51 : ATS958252
,

12 MHz Xtal
' clean 62. E .-:Hz Signal on P2 .

0

GRG 0

LJMF START

GRG G00BH T’nerO Interrupt

INTTO CPL P2.G *

T Bit P2.0 toggle

RETT
f done

START K0V TH0D 1 #O22H ; Mode - Tiner

MOV TH0 ,#256-8
1 every S Ticks one Interrupt

SETS TCOff.4 I start XIHEHC

SETS IE. i
JT
TIMERO Interrupt on

SEiE IE. 7 1 Interrupts on

LOOP HOP

HOP

HOP

HOP

; Insert additional NOPs here ! 1

SJHP LOOP

end

Source code listing.

So far, everything's fine: a proper quency of 62.5 kHz.

Please send your answer
fo this month's Quizz'away problem,

by email, fax or letter to:

Qurzz'away, Elektor Electronics,

PO Box 190,

Tunbridge Wells TNS 7WT,
England.

Fax (+44) (0)1580 200616,
Email:

edil'argelektor'electranics.co.uk,

subject: 'quizxaway 11-05'*

The closing date is

30 November 2005
(solution published in the December

2005 issue). The outcome of the quiz

is final. The quiz Is not open ro

employees of Segment b r v., its

business partners and/or associated

publishing houses.
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Solution to the September

(p. 78; mysterious action from
a TTL gate)

To be able to understand ,vhy the

LED lights when switch 5 is pressed,

you need fo be aware of the elec-

tronic composition of o TTL NAND
gate. Figure 3 shows rbe internal

structure of a 74LS0G gate (source:

Texas /nstrumenfsj

.

The actual logic combination takes

place on the two Schoftky diodes

D1 and D2. Resistor R4 supplies the

base current far the first transistor, in

case neither logic input is at Low
(logic 0). [f switch 5 is opened, cur-

rent 10 is zero while a current 12

flows from R4 to R2.

Both inputs of gore N2 also supply figure 3, Internal slmture of a 74LSG0 gate.

HrSV

XI A] |
HI
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As of the September 2004 issue Quizz'away is a regular
feature in Elektor Electronics.

The problems to solve are supplied by
Professor Martin Ohsmann of Aachen Technical University.

SIF 25*0 d9* NRRKE3 IS 500*0 He
10 i*S/& IV 59KCE 25*0 dSn -55*1 dB*

I

\

Hz STOP 125 000*0 Hr
did 300 m ViW L KHx 51 2*9 SEC

Figure L Spectrum of reefongular wove* Figure 2* Spectrum with one udditionof NOP.

We now do o simple modification to

the program. Instead of four, v/e use

five NOPs in the loop — we simply

insert a NOP at the indicated location.

The result of this change Is a dramatic

change in the output spectrum, as

proved by Figure 2 Remember, no

changes were made to the main pro-

gram! The frequency counter will again

faithfully read 62.5 kHz. So how can

o change in the main program result in

1005 problem

a current. The value of resistor R2 is

such that the voltage drop across it is

sufficient to be taken for a Logic

High level by gate N2. As a result,

the LED remains off.

When S is actuated, current 12

drops ta zero because current 1

1

starts to flow. The voltage across R2

drops, N2 recognises a logic Lav/

and the LED lights.

basically the same applies with

chips from the standard 7400
series, albeit that a doubleemitter

transistor is the functional equivalent

of diodes D1 and D2. The example

shows how inputs con cause unfore-

seen effects it they are not properly

connected up or driven.

»
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a different behaviour of the interrupt

routine response?

This month's question is:

Why does a NOP in the main
program modify the spectrum?

An explanation of the exact composi-

tion of the spectrum is not necessary.

The experiment was done using an

AT8958252, but we can safely assume

that any 8051 compatible microcon-

troller will behave likewise. You should,

however, stick to the exact program list-

ing shown here.

Send in the best answer to this

month's Guizz away question

and win an

Elektor

Electrosmog Tester
ready assembled grid tested

Including case

with a value of

about £ 60 .

All answers are processed by

Martin Ohsmann in cooperation with

Elektor editorial staff. Results are nai open

to discussion or correspondence and a

lucky winner is drawn in case of several

correct answers.

win!
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ELEKTOR
!

To book your showcase space contact Huson International Media
Tel. 1 44 (0) 1932 564999 Fax 0044 (0) 1932 564998

|

ALLGOOD TECHNOLOGY
vVA7-a llgoodteehnolcg y.com
Low-medium volume sub contract assembly,

SMT specialist since 1990. Customers include

military, aerospace etc, 0402 to BGA capabilities,

automatic assembly ana hand built prototypes.

BETA LAYOUT
wvA7.peb-poat.com

Beta layout Ltd Award-

winning site in both

English and German —
offers prototype

RGBs at a fraction of the cost of the usual

manufacturer's prices.

BURN TECHNOLOGY LTD
http:/ vavv;.bu rn t ec, com
Test & Measurement Equipment

Distributors

* Anemometers • Clamp Meters

• Light Meters * LCR Meters

• Sound Meters * Multimeters

* Device Programmers

Bum Technology Limited, V/infrith Technology

Centre, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 SDH

Tel: (01305) 852090 Fax: (01929)463214

C0MPUCUT
hup:- www,compuc u rrers.cn

m

Computer Numerical Control from your home PC,

Great for tricky jobs, and accurate repetitive

work. We supply: - Software - Interface - Manual

- Support

Price £250 plus postage.

C0NF0RD ELECTRONICS
hto://mmconfordelec.co.uk

Lightweight portable battery/mams audio units

offering the highest technical performance.

Microphone, Phantom Fewer and Headphone

Amplifiers, Balanced ‘unbalanced signal lines

with extensive RFI protection.

DANBURY ELECTRONICS
httpv/wwwJiving inthepasideman .co. ufc

Here you will find our mains and output

transformers in Mike Holme’s range of valva/tube

amplifiers (PP & SE). Also circuits, parts lists,

chassis, advice.

EASYSYNC
http: wvrw.easysynexo.uk

EasySync Ltd sells a wide

range ot single and multi-

port USB to RS232/RS422

and RS485 converters at competitive prices.

4 t

*

ELNEC
YAY.elnec.com v

device programmer

manufacturer

selling through contracted

distributors all over tire world

universal and dedicated device programmers

excellent support and after sale support

free SW updates

reliable HW
once a monibs new SW release

three years warranty for most programmers

FUTURLEC
http- v; ww.mtuflec.com

Save up to 60% on

* Electronic Components

* Microcontrollers. PIC, Atmel

* Development Boards, Programmers

Huge range of products available on-line for

immediate delivery, at very competitive prices.

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY DEVICES
http:/; v.' /AV.ftdichip.coim

FTDI designs and sells

USB-UART and USB-FEFO

interface i.e.'s.

Complete with PC drivers,

these devices simplify the task of designing or

upgrading peripherals to USB

IPEVA LIMITED

upeva
jj www. tpeva.com

IPEVA sell low cost USB FPGA

development boards, IPEVA

provide Design Consultancy
“ r=

for Embedded Systems,

OpenCores-IR FPGA, ASIC. HDL translation and

migration. Tel. 0870 080 2340.

JLB ELECTRONICS
VfVAv.j !belectran ics . com
Suppliers of electrical . electronic parts and

consumables. Including:

* Cable ties / bases

* Tools / hardware

Bootlace ferrules

* Connectors

* Solvent sprays & cleaners

* PVCTape
* Heat Sink compound

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
http: wwwJecxrg.uk

Vocational training and education for national

qualifications in Electronics Engineering and

Information Technology iBTEC First National,

Higher National NVQs
;
GCSEs and Advanced

Qualifications). Also Technical Management and

Languages,

MQP ELECTRONICS
http: ' www.mope 1 eGironics.co.uk

Leaders in Device —
t _

Programming Solutions.

* Online shop

• Low Cost Adapters for all

Programmers

• Single Site and Gang Programmers

* Support for virtually any Programmable Device

NEW WAVE CONCEPTS
wwvwnew-v/ave-conce pts .com
Software for hobbyists:

* Liveware circuit simulation

software, only £34.99

* PCB Wizard circuit design

software, only £34.99

Available from all Mapiin Electronics stores and

wyay.mapiinxo.uk.
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products and services directory

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB
wwv,lmd iexpress ;com
Premier source for DIY audio

for 35 years!

Mew catalog features;

• Books

• CDs

Test & Measurement
• Kits

Full range of products and

magazines for the DIY audio enthusiast!

PCB WORLD
h ftp;://mvw, pcowortd.org.uk

World-class site: Your magazine project or

prototype PCB from the artwork of your choice

for less. Call Lee on 07946 8461 59 for details.

Prompt service.

P1CD0S™
http:- LWAwpiccfcB.com

Hard disk. DOS & fifes

on PIC16FS77.

SmaitMedtaTM based.

Mo complex hardware

just wires, Run-Debug

existing PIC code &

interrupts. Free schematics,

software, debugger

QUASAR ELECTRONICS
w , v v; Quas ar£!sctrcn ics ,com

Over 300 electronic kits,

projects and ready built

units for hobby, education

and industrial applications

including PIC/ATMEL

programming solutions. Online ordering facilities,

Tel: +44 (0) 870 2461826

Fax: +44(0) 870 460 1045

Email; sa3esSOuasarElscironics.com

QUASAR
electronics

ROBOT ELECTRONICS
http:/, www roboFelectronics.co.uk

* Ultrasonic rangefinders

Motor H-Bridge controllers

Magnetic Compasses

• RC servos and controllers

* PIC programmers and components

• Electronic Design/Development and

Manufacturer to industry

SHOWCASE YOUR COMPANY HERE
Elekicr Electronics has ^ feature in help customers

promote their business. Showcase - a permanent

feature of the magazine v, here you u ill be able to

showcase umr pttxlucLs and services-.

For just OZO + VAT (£20 per issue for eleven

hsues) Elektor will publish sourcompanv name,

websiie Lidre-'. and a 30-woid description

* For £330 - VAT for die year (£30 per issue

fur eleven issues ) we wjU publi sh the above plus

run a 3cm deep full colour image - e g. a product

shot a screen shut from your site, a company

logo - your choice

Places are limited and spacer will go on a strictK
iTrst come, first served basis. So please fax back

your order todav!
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I wish to promote m\ compart)
,
please book rnv space;

1 Text insertion only ft ir E22i ) + MAT • Text and photo for £33( i - \'\T

NAME:,,......,

JOB TITLE:

ADDRESS:........

ORGANISATION:.

----------

...TEL:...

PLEASE COMPLETE COLTON BELOW AND FAX BACK TO 00-44-1 011 932 56+998

COMPANY NAME
WEB .ADDRESS

30-WORD DESCRIPTION.

- --

SYTRONIC TECHNOLOGY LTD
vvww.m2mte I em etry.com
Supplier of wireless modules and accessories tar

remote

monitoring M2M applications,

* GSM/GPRS TCP/IP modules

• Embedded GSM GPRS modem

• Development Kits

* GPS modules

• GSM GPS antennas

* Adapter cables

Online ordering facilities,

Tel (01394) 210911

iUl trsl eds. u:

ULTRALEDS
http^/wvAV.ujtraleds.eo.uk

tel: 0871 7110413

Large range of low cost Ultra bright ieds and Led

related lighting products. Major credit cards

taken online with same day depatch.

USB INSTRUMENTS
http:/, vwAv.usbdnstruments.com

USB Instruments specialises

in PC based instrumentation

products and software such

as Oscilloscopes, Data

loggers. Logic Analaysers

which interface to your PG via USB

VIRT1NS TECHNOLOGY
Ywx'W.virtins.com

PC based virtual instrument

for electronics enthusiasts,

students and professionals,

including full-fledged sound

card real time Oscilloscope.

Spectrum, Analyzer and Signal, Generator,

Downloader and try.

muBcmmac mmhisiasts
Only one magazine rests fa projects and emits

In fa own Lab before publication

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS

COMPUTER MAGAZINE SMVtl
Contact; Worldwide Subscription Service Ltd,

Unit 4 Gibb? Reed Farm, Pashley Jloacf,

Tlcehurst THE 7HF
Telephone: OJ 530 200657 Fax: 015 flO 200616

vvww, e rekt a r-q I eel rc n 1 c r , to, u U
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Order now using the Order Form in

the Readers Services section in this issue

CD-ROM

Audio Collection 2
A unique CD-ROM for the

true audio lover, containing no

fewer than 75 audio designs

from the past five year volu-

mes of Etektor Electronics

magazine. The articles on the

CD-ROM cover test & measu-

rement equipment, amplifiers,

digital audio and loudspeaker

technology. Highlights include the Crescendo

Millennium Edition. Audio-DAC 2000. Audio-

ADC 2000 and the IR-S PDIF Transmitter and

Receiver. Using the included Acrobat Reader you

are able to browse the articles on your computer

as well as print texts, circuit diagrams and PCB
layouts. £12,05 (USS 21.25)

Elektor 2004
This CD-ROM contains at!

editorial articles, with the excep-

tion of New Products items,

published in Elektor Electronics

magazine Volume 2004. Using

the supplied Acrobat Reader

program, articles are presented

in the same layout as originally

found in the magazine. The Disk-

Mirror utility on this CD-ROM allows your earlier

Etektor year volume CD-ROMs (1997-2003) to

be added to a large archive on hard disk for fast

access and easy reference. A buift-En search

function allows you to find references in any arti-

cle from the archive on hard disk, or from indivi-

dual year volume CD-ROMs you have available.

£16.25 (USS 28.75)

Robotics
A large collection of data-

sheets, sofiware toots, tips,

tricks and Internet links to

assorted robot constructions

and general technical infor-

mation, All aspects ot modern

robotics are covered, from

sensors to motors, mechanical

parts to microcontrollers, not

forgetting matching programming tools

and libraries for signal processing.

£12.05 (USS 21,25)

302 Circuits

ISBN 0-905705-25-4

354 pages

£10.35 (USS 21.00)

304 Circuits

ISBN 0-905705-34-3

366 pages

£13.45 (USS 27.00)

305 Circuits

ISBN 0-9 05705-36-

X

369 pages

£15.55 (USS 31.00)

Complete your 30x circuits series now!

The 30x series of Summer Circuit compilation books have been bestsel-

lers for many years. You can use these books not only for building the cir-

cuits described, but

also as a treasure trove

of ideas or circuit adap-

tions tor your own

experiments. Many rea-

ders have found in

these books that new

approach, new concept,

or new circuit

they were looking for.

307
CIRCUITS

307 Circuits

ISBN 0-905705-62-9

342 pages

£18.20 (USS 37.00)

308 Circuits

ISBN 0-905705-66-1

367 pages

£18.20 (USS 37.00)

PC-Interfaces x
under Windows
ISBN 0-905705-65-3 £25.95

2 )
308 Circuits
ISBN 0-905705-66-1 £18.20

Modern High-end Valve Amplifiers
ISBN 0-905705-63-7 £25.95

307 Circuits

ISBN 0-905705-62-9 £18.20

Build your own Audio Valve Amplifiers
USBN 0-905705-39-4 £15.55

More information on www.eIektor-electronics.co.uk
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Due to practical constraints, final illustrations and specifications

may differ from published designs, Prices subject to change.

See www.eteklor electronics.co.uk for up to date Mormalidfi

ESR/C Meter

Elektor Electronics (Publishing)

P.O. Box 190
Tunbridge Wells TN5 7WY
ENGLAND
Telephone +44 (0) 1580 200 657
Fax +44 (0) 1580 200 61
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Email: saies@elektor-electronics.co.uk

Kits & Modules

Matching end
040259-72

£ 6.99 /S 12.95

{September 2005)

Kit of parts including PCS, default LCD module, 2x16
characters and programmed control lers.

Enclosure not included.

040259-71

£ 63.99 / $ 119.95

OBD-2 Analyser
(July/August 2005)

Kit of parts including PCB, programmed controller, compo-
nents (including IC7 ; ICS = PCA82C250,
12 V), enclosure and RS232 cable.

OBD cable not included.
050092-71

£ 52.50 /$ 96.95

OBD cable
050092-72

£ 27.55 /S 51.95

Electrosmog Tester
(June 2005)

Ready-buiit PCB
(exci. enclosure)
050008-91

£ 50.00 / S 94.25

Matching
enclosure
050008-71

£ 10.25 /$ 19.30

GPS Receiver on USB
(June 2005)

040264-71

£ 77.65/$ 146.25

Complete kit (not inclu-

ding IC3) with Lassen

iQ-receiver and extra

long cable, CD with

software and water-

proof antenna case.

Further products from Elektor Electronics:

READY-BUILT PROJECTS ES
CfariTy 3QG-W Class-T Amplifier

030217-91 Arr^fei heard v, tn SUEte pre*fitted, owes ter Uil2 34.50 55.70

Flash Microcontroller Starter Kit
010208-91 rcsty-asseffl&ed PCB ixt software, csfcte, adapter & related ariefes 6900 1 1JL50

Gameboy Digital Sampling Oscilloscope (G8DSO)
= 9:3E2*.3l = . .. i:_': -- = fZ sit,•,='= 5^: '? r.-.Ti et: es ^ :c E; II

Micro Webserver with MSCI 210 Board
03G&53*3 1 J,

J

croprocessof E :
-5

Td re= " /
- -

1

'4i

044026-91 fi-rTiVCrt; E>:t£ns ;t Boaro ready-assemblsd

044025-92 Combiied package (030050-91 & 044026-91 & rotated artiefe)

75-SO

44-50

117*50

142.95

53.95

220.95

NO. 348 NOVEMBER 2005

Remote Control by Mobile Phone
040415-1 PCB 6-20 11.55

040415- tl PiC scLirce i he* Pas 5’20 9,75

040415-4} PiCieF64A-^P p'c-gramTifH 10-30 19.50

Synchronous Servos
020031-11 D s;; l rc,E-:t = rtv. l = 5-20 3.75

020031*41 AT&iS23l3-iOFC. p'ogiav ^ed 7 55 14.55

No. 347 OCTOBER 2005

270512 Emulator
330444* 1 1 Driaik

.
pro* & : i software 5*20 9.75

030444*3 1 ErM7&34SLC34 -
1 5, programmed 27-50 51.95

03044--4

1

AT9G365 1
5-4PC p ':c

rdTir. 15-10 28.35

Colossus Jr.

040267-11 Oik PiC series cede 520 9.75

040267*41 F:Cl2r675-C R p^rajr.T. 5-3 4-10 5.35

Rash Lock for PCs
05010741 PiCl6F626A-i SO programmed 5 00 9.45

050107-81 CD-ROM propel software 6-90 12.95

INo. 346 SEPTEMBER 2005
ESR/C Meter

040259-1 PCS. bam 1240 23,35

040259-11 D'-i\ P!C scares a hex codes 520 9.75

040259-41 P[C16F677*20 ?. 15-50 2925
040253-42 PtCl6F54A-20 ?, pr^mrr^ 10-30 19.45

040259-71 *: q! parts n the _il &k :osire 63-29 119.95

040?5G_7 ? maLchina w-iissL. re 6-99 12.95

Hitting the High Note
C-4C015-41 ATrne^sS-lcPC, prcc^Tit.e: 15-50 23?5
040015-1 1 C :=>, pjct&ct K-fh&are 5 20 3.75

P revision B arom ete r/Alti meter
040313*11 D ik proved software 5-20 5.75

0403 1 3*4 1 F iCt6FS76
.

progm^it ed 16-55 31.15

040313-1 FC3 755 1425

Racetrack Timer
040395*41 ATfl9G205t-24Pi 6 55 12 55

040395-0 1 CDFtOM, prcjscl software 5-15 9.75

No. 345 JULY/AUGUST 2005
1 MHz Frequency Counter

03004 5-11 Cc* z ret sc*X l- 520 9,75

030045-41 AT90S2313-10F programmed 5-50 10.35

Code Lock with One Button
040431-11 C i*:. smstte L~e\ files 5-20 9.75

040-Si P i Cl c r-E4 , programmed 635 12.95

Digital VU Meter
050 1 1 &- 1 1 C.i*. AIl^y sc-ftware 520 9.75

055 115-41 Aft ny 1 5L prog a.Tmed 340 6.45

DIL/SOICrrsSOP Adapter Boards
040259*1 PCS f

cr"2'>'.VaV D _ iG 675 12.70

040259*2 FC E for

2

C-as; SO!C IC £75 12.70

0402 69-3 PC B . fer 20-way T530P 1 C 5*75 12.70

Products for older projects (if available)

may be found on our website
www.elektor-electronics.co.uk

home construction = fun and addecQvalue



SNEAK PREVIEW

Telephone Supervisor
This circuit allows just one of ihree analogue telephone

sets to access an external line, producing a busy tone on

the other two sets and so preventing them from eaves-

dropping on the conversation. The circuit is PC-compati-

ble through on R5232 link and comes with extensive

Windows software offering a phone log function.

Diorama
Diorama is a recently developed open-source C pro-

gram for use with (among others) the Elsktor DRM
Receiver. It is based on MATLAB and offers some

interesting capabilities.

Also...

Ektronk Worfore Sennas Ml 6 J-
1

'txocon-

hriitr Kit; Delphi Course [fumll; lO-'^Ti

LED tamp; LED (tarr^ Ires Ughtln-g.

From A to D with USB
I hanks to its ease of use the U5B interface has become an industry

standard. In inis article we propose a measurement module with

input eight channels on a clever USB chip with 1 2-bit resolution.

Theme Plan for 2005
January Power Supplies

February . . . .Wireless

March . . . . . .Sound

April ...... .Microcontrollers

May .Sensors

June ...... .Environment

July/August . .Summer Circuits

September . . .Test & Measurement

October . . . . .Security

November . . .CAD Software

December .Optoelectronics

RESERVE YOUR COPY HOW! ITie December 1005 issue aess c.i sdg m Sstm&ry T9 fetd-tr 2005 (UK dslnSulTv-n orly).

UK subscribers .Til receive the magazine a few days bdur* this cate. Articfe tilles end magazinE contents subject is encage.

NEWSAGENTS ORDER FORM
SHOP SAVE / HOME DELIVERY

j J £>, l| I ^ U/T7 r

]

[> n-1

Please save / deliver one copy of Elsktor Electronics magazine for mo each month l

1 LJ 1J 'Cl VM H
L.
^ jlleetronies

IV aiiie. oading the tuvs v
Address, .

Please cut out or photocopy this form, com-
Post code. * ’ * - * * • ’ * * * * * * • * * * * * * ' * * . * *

’ plete details and hand to your newsagent.
Telephone: Elsktor Electronics is published on the third

Date: Friday of each month, except in July.

Signature: Distribution S.O.R, by Seymour (NS).

Index of Advertisers
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-
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-
~r n ~om BO
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33
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PCS World. Showcase .//wwpcbAVfid.org. uk ................... .81

Picdos. Showcase iWMpiCtfQ5.com .B1

Pica- . -hvi w.pitoiecfcarn ............ .21

D-iasar Elecironies. Showcase wv v. gvassrsl ...... ... .59, Si

RD Research ... ... „ . . ,\va iv. 5£:'C€-5s rrw are,er^ ....... ......... .39

Robot Ei-jLIranics . Show cas 5 wv, \v.m t r a c.
J

: s. r " - 81

ScanTooS ji yov. obd-cehtes.com . S

Showcase ... ...... SO, SI

Sylronic TechnclQ^y, Showcase w vr'w.mifrjte rntetr? .81

UJtraleds. Showcase v,vov. tiltfaJ&fs.oi.iik 81

USB Instruments, Showcase ... .wx.ust-.r.s-^ Tients.csm ....... . . . 81

Virtins Technology. Showcase .ttV(W.::'rr.v7S.c«?xn 31

Advertising space for (he issue of 13 December 2005

may be reserved not later than 15 November 2005

with Hyson in-i-rnp:; z-r?: :,:cc :

?. - Cambrrdgo Ho^se - Goiprore ||p -

Chertsey. Surrey KT16 9AP - England - Telephone Oi 932 554 999 - Fax 01S32

554998 - e-mail: reTQar@husanmedia.com to wham all correspondence,

copy mstruchons and artwork should be addressed.
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Please supply the following. For RGBs, front panel foils, EPROMs, PALs, GALs, microcom rollers and diskettes, state the part number and
description; foe hooks, state the full title: for photocopies of articles, state full name of article and month and year of publication.

PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS.

Description

E-blocks Starter Kit baste

E-blocks Starter Kit professional

Price each Oly. Total Order Code

Flash Microcontroller Starter Kit

£ 18.70

£ 69,00

ESR/C Meter:

Kit of parts Z 63,99

Matching enclosure 6.99

Pifces 2nd item descriptions snfrje :: t q :
- a n tf

The pobfehets reseiw tee rigtil to pr[ces

v/ithciui prior notifitstton. Press and item ctesorTptkwis

shown here supersede those in provisos Issues. E & O E.

SWITCH on;:. -=sja nanoer

Sub- total

P&P

Total paid

Name

Address

Post cede

Tel Fax

Dale -2005

Faya

Signature

EL1

1

6 •w + v i - n w f

Yes, I am taking out an annual subscription

to elektor electronics and receive a free

1 W Luxeon LED Torchlight.

I would like;

n Standard Subscription (11 issues)

] Subscription-Plus

(11 issues plus the ElektorVolume 2005 CD-ROM)

* Offer available to Subscribers who have not hekf a Subscription

to Elektor Electronics in the last 12 Months Offer Subject to Availability1
.

See reverse for rates and condilians-

Titfe (DrJMr/MrsftAs*) Initials ”'~r

V =

Address

Post code

Email

Date

“ cross out what is not applicable

EL1

1

- 2005 Signslurp

- - T « 9' - - W

METHOD OF PAYMENT
{see reverse before licking as appropriate)

Note: cheques not made out
in sterling must be increased
by the equivalent of £15.00

| |

Bank draft

1~1 Cheque
(payable to Elektor Bertnmics Publishing)

Gir° transfer

(our sccmjnt no.34 1 52 3801

)

Postsi/money order

m
UIP

Expiry date:

Please send this order form to
*

{sea reverse for coranions'*

Elektor Electronics (Publishing)

P.O. Box 190

Tunbridge Wells TN5 7WY
ENGLAND

Tel.: (444) (0) 1580 2G0 657
Fax: (-r44) (0)1580 200 616
Internet: ,

r
- ww;.efsktor-electronJcs.ca .

u

‘USA =nd Canids regents may
i.hiit are r-nt abided

use s trices; and send the ord=r form to:

Old Colony Sound UEs

RQ. Box S76. Peterborotigh

fiH 03453-0576 . Tel. (663 ) 924 -6371 . §24 -6526 .

=JL-
''653 :

924-9467

Email: cifStseivS&udiaKpr ITi-i,!. jTH

-A

I

METHOD OF PAYMENT
(see reverse before ticking as appropriate)

Note: cheques not made out
in sterling must be increased
by the equivalent of £15.00

Bank draft

Cheque
(payable to Bektor Electronics Publishing]

| |
Giro transfer

(f>ur account no. 34 f52 3301)

I ] PostsEmoney order

Expiry date:

Please send this order term to

Worldwide Subscription Service Ltd,

Unit 4, Gibbs Reed Farm

Pashley Road

TicehursL nr. Wad hurst

East Sussex

ENGLAND TN5 7HE

Te

3

. (444 ) (0 ) 1 580 200657
Fax (-5-44) (0)1580 200616
Em aj I admin €1worldvvzdes

u

bscriptions-cem



ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS, P&P CHARGES

Except in the USA anc* Canada, all orders, except for subscriptions (for which see below), must be sent BY POST or FAX to our Tunbridge Wells
•address using ins Oroer Form overleaf. On-line ordering; http: ^meiektor-electron ics.co.uk

Readers in the USA and Canada may 'but are not obliged to) send orders, except for subscriptions lor which see heituv .

to the USA address given on the order form. Please apply to Old Colony Sound for applicable P&P charges. Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.

Orders placed on our Tunbridge Wells office must include PiF charges (Priority or Standard) as follows:

UK: £4.00 Europe: £5.00 (Standard) or £7.00 (Priority.) Outside Europe: £8.00 (Standard) or £12.00 (Priority)

HOWTO PAY

Unless you have an approved credit account with us, all orders must be accompanied by the full payment including postage and packing charges
as stated above. Payment may be made by cheque drawn on a London clearing bank (but see para. 4 below), postal order. VISA, Access,
MasterCard or EuroCard (when paying by credit card, the order must go the cardholders address). Do not send cash through the mail. Cheques and
postal orders should be crossed and maze payable to ‘Eiekior Electronics (Publishing/. Payment may also be made by direct transfer from a private

or business Giro account to our Giro account No, 34-152-3601 by completing and sending to the National Giro Centre, in a National Giro post-

age paid envelope, a 1 rational Guo transfer/deposrt form Do not send Giro transfers direct to us. as this wi'i dels:, your order. If you live outside the

UK. payns v may a so ds made i. Bankers' sterling draft drawn on a London clearing bank Eurocheque made out in pounds sterling T
holder's guarantee card number written on the back), or 0$ or Canadian dollar cheque drawn on a US or Canadian bank. If you pay by Bankers' ster-

ling draft make dear to tbe issuing bank that your full name and address MUST be communicated to the London clearing bank. Our bankers are

NATWEST PLC, 1 St James's Square, Wad hurst, East SussexTNS 6BH, England. Our account number is 3512 5225.
Sorting Code 60-22-15. IBAN code: GB4Q NWB K6 022 15 3512 5225 BIC code: NWB KGB 2L

COMPONENTS

Components for -pro[fids appearing in Elektor Elect' onics arc usually available from certain advertisers in Ms magazine, if difficulties n the supply

of components are envisaged, a source will normally be advised in the article. Note, however, that the source(s) given is (are) not exclusive.

TERMS OF BUSINESS

Delivery Although every effort will be made to dispatch your order within 2-3 weeks from receipt of your instructions, we can not guarantee this

time scale for ail orders. Returns Faulty goods or goods sent in error may be returned for replacement of refund, but mi before obtaining our
consent All goods returned should tie packed securely in a padded bag or box, enclosing a covering letter stating the dispatch note number. If the

goods are returned because of a mistake on our part, we will refund the return postage. Damaged goods Claims for damaged goods most be
received at our Tunbridge Wells office within 1 D-days (UK); f4-days (Europe) or 21 -days fall other countries). Cancelled orders All cancelled

orders will be subject to a 10% handling charge with a minimum charge of £5-00. Patents Patent protection may exist in respect of circuits, devi-

ces. components, and so on, described in our books and magazines. Elektor Electronics (Publishing) does not accept responsibility or liability

for failing to identify such patent or other protection. Copyright AH drawings, photographs, articles, printed circuit boards, programmed integrated

circuits, diskettes and software carriers published In our books and magazines (other than in third-party advertisements) are copyright and may
not be rep reduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying and recording, in whole or in part, without the prior permis-
sion of Elektor Electronics (Publishing) in writing. Such written permission must also he obtained before any part of these publications is stored in

a retrieval system of any nature. Notwithstanding the above, printed-circuit boards may be produced for private and personal use without prior per-

mission. Limitation of liability Efekfor Electronics (Publishing) shall not he liable in contract, tort, or otherwise, for any loss or damage suffered by
the purchaser whatsoever or howsoever arising out of, or in connexion with, the supply of goods or services by Bettor Electronics (Publishing) other
than to supply goods as described or, at the option of Elektor Electronics (Publishing). to refund tbe purchaser any money paid in respect of the goods.
Law Any question relating to the supply of goods and sendees by Elektor Electronics (Publishing) shall be determined in all respects by the laws of

England.
'

. __
January 2005

SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

United Kingdom
Standard

£39.50

Plus

£46.00

Economy Mail

Rest of the World (excluding Europe) £51.30 £57.80

Priority Airmail

Europe & Eire £51.30 £57,00
Outside Europe £65.00 £71.50

Airfreight

USA & Canada only USS88.QQ USS93.00

Payment should be made by:

* Ciequs or bankers craft in sterling drawn on a London clearing bank

toxceot in iiie USA and Canada — see below :

* US5 cheques drawn on a US or Canadian bank— only by subscribers

in toe USA or Canada.

* Direct transfer to bur bank (NAT WEST PLC. 1 St James's Square,

V/adhurst. East Sussex TN5 6BB, England).

Our account number is 3512 5225. Sorting Code 60-22-15.

IBAN code; GB40 NWB K6 022 15 3512 5225 BIC code: NWB KGB 2L
* Postal order.

* Credit card: VISA ACCESS. Euro MasterCard. JC3 Electron or Switch.
* Transfer our Giro Account number 3- 152 38(L Giro transfers

should be made by completing and sending the appropriate transfer

deposit form to ins National Giro Centre ( UK) or to your national

Giro Centre.

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to Elektor

Electrcn cs « Publishing . Do nor send cash through the mail.

SUBSCRIPTION CONDITIONS

The standard subscription order period is twelve months. If a permanent

change of address during the subset piton pared means that copies

have ic be despatched by a more expensive service, m extra charge will

be n?atie . Co n . e r se
'

y . n c re fynd wi II ha made, no ? e <p I ry d at e exteneed.

n a change of address allows tbe use of a cheaper service.

Student applications, which qualify for a 20% (twenty per cent) reduction

in current rates, must be sup portae by evidence of studentship- stoned by

tbs bead of the college, school or university faculty. A standard Student

Subscription coats £31.60 a Student Subscription-Plus costs £37 60

(UK only).

Pi'esse note that new subscript ons take about four weeks from receipt of

ortir to become effective.

Cancelled subscriptions will be subject to a charge of 25% iweniy-

tive per can!' or !

:

:e toll subscription orice q' £7.50. whichever is the

higher plus the cos! of any issues already dispatched. Subsci prions

cannot be cancelled after they have run for six months or more.

Jan jaw 2005



Select your own annual subscription and receive

a free 1W Luxeon LED Torchlight

Straight fror
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Available options:

Elektor Electronics annual subscription (standard)

You receive 1 1 issues, including the July/August double Issue.

Elektor Electronics annual subscription-PLUS

You receive 1 1 issues, including the July/August double issue,

plus a copy of the Elektor Electronics Volume 2005 CD-ROM
(normal price £1 6.25). Your saving: approx. £1 0.00!

Please fill out the Order Form with this issue

Subscription rates and conditions may be found at the back of this issue.



Simulation

Models

»iftu

iHblt

Schematic &
PCB Layout

j ii j.,

Placement

V Ilf I « tliflllf III

Routing

Virtual System Modelling

J 1 | i

Powerful & flexible schematic capture.

Auto-component placement and rip-up/retry PCB routing.

Polygonal gridless ground planes.

Libraries of over 8000 schematic and 1000 PCB parts.

Bill of materials, DRC reports and much more.

Mixed Mode SPICE Circuit Simulation

Berkeley SP1CE3F5 simulator with custom extensions for

true mixed mode and interactive simulation.

6 virtual instruments and 14 graph based analysis types.

6000 models including TTL, CMOS and PLD digital parts.

Fully compatible with manufacturers’ SPICE models.

• interactive Design Rule Check
• Mitring / Unmitring.

• Enhanced track editing.

• Struct/Array expansion.

• ELF/DWARF file loader.

• Expanded model libraries.

Call Now for Upgrade Pricing

Proteus VSM - Co-simulation and debugging for popular Micro-controllers

• Supports PIC, AVR, 8051
,
ARM7 and BASIC STAMP micro-controllers.

• Co-simulate target firmware with your hardware design.

• Includes interactive peripheral models for LED and LCD displays,

switches, keypads, virtual terminal and much, much more.
• Compatible with popular compilers and assemblers from Microchip,

Crownhill, IAR, Keil, and others.

www.labcenior.co.uk

info@labccnter.co.uk


